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Abstract

Accessing textual resources on the Web is often challenged by the constant flow of
information and the increasing number of tools and channels used to manage them.
This problem, known as Information Overload (IO), can have a negative impact on
work productivity and individual behaviour as it often leads to interruptions, dis-
tractions, anxiety, and infobesity. Traditional Information Retrieval (IR) systems
relying on search engines are often introduced to address IO on the Web. However,
with increasing information, diverse Web contents and knowledge resources origi-
nating from different domains, it becomes very hard to retrieve information using
traditional tools as the requirements keep changing. Techniques of Named Entity
Recognition (NER) and Document Classification (DC) can be used to optimize IR
online. NER extracts domain specific knowledge (named entities) from natural lan-
guage texts. This knowledge can then be used for semantic text analysis which
also enables automated DC. DC is a fundamental technique of IR used to organize
documents into predefined categories.

Developing a system for NER and applying it to enable semantic text analysis
and DC can be very challenging for users with no or only a limited experience in
software engineering and Machine Learning (ML). Also, a NER system needs to be
efficiently integrated with standard IR components to enable automated DC in the
target environment.

In the scope of this dissertation, a new approach based on user center design
methodology is proposed to optimize the access of textual information in an innova-
tive knowledge management system (KMS) by using methods of NER and rule-based
DC. The concept of the approach with model designs, use case diagrams, and the
overall architecture is described. An initial prototype of the system (called SNERC)
is presented and integrated in the Content and Knowledge Management Ecosystem
Portal (KM-EP) to prove the feasibility of the approach. This thesis also includes
several evaluations demonstrating the feasibility of the proposed approach. Vari-
ous participants with a broad expertise in software engineering, ML, and NER are
used to validate the approach and implemented GUI prototype. Furthermore, the
prototype is applied in different application domains with different requirements to
demonstrate the generality and adaptability of the approach.
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Kurzfassung

Der Zugriff auf textuelle Ressourcen im Web wird oft durch den ständig wachsenden
Informationsfluss und die zunehmende Anzahl an Werkzeugen und Kanälen erschw-
ert. Dieses Problem, bekannt als Information Overload (IO), kann sich negativ auf
die Arbeitsproduktivität und das individuelle Verhalten auswirken, da es oft zu Un-
terbrechungen, Ablenkungen, Angstzuständen, usw. führt. Traditionelle Informa-
tion Retrieval-(IR)Systeme, die auf Suchmaschinen beruhen, werden oft eingesetzt,
um das IO Problem im Web zu adressieren. Jedoch, mit der zunehmenden Informa-
tionsmenge, vielfältigen Webinhalten und Wissensressourcen, die aus verschiedenen
Domänen stammen, wird es immer schwieriger, Informationen mit herkömmlichen
Werkzeuge abzurufen, da sich die Anforderungen ständig ändern.

Methoden der Named Entity Recognition (NER) und Document Classification
(DC)1 können verwendet werden, um IR-Systeme zu optimieren. NER extrahiert
domänenspezifisches Wissen (Named Entities) aus Texten. Dieses Wissen kann dann
für die semantische Textanalyse genutzt werden, die auch automatisiertes DC er-
möglicht. DC ist eine grundlegende Methode des IR, die verwendet wird, um Doku-
mente in vordefinierte Kategorien zu organisieren.

Ein System für NER zu entwickeln und es für semantische Textanalyse und DC
anzuwenden kann für Benutzer ohne oder nur mit begrenzter Erfahrung in Softwa-
reentwicklung und Machine Learning (ML) herausfordernd sein. Außerdem muss
ein solches NER-System effizient mit standard IR-Komponenten integriert werden,
um eine automatisierte DC in der Zielumgebung zu ermöglichen.

Im Rahmen dieser Dissertation wird ein neuer Ansatz vorgeschlagen, der NER,
DC und ein regelbasiertes Expertensystem (RBES) kombiniert, um den Zugriff auf
Textinformationen imWeb zu optimieren. Das Konzept des Ansatzes sowie die Mod-
elldesigns und Gesamtarchitektur werden beschrieben. Ein erster Prototyp wird im
Rahmen des Content and Knowledge Management Ecosystem Portals (KM-EP) im-
plementiert, um die Machbarkeit des Ansatzes zu beweisen. Diese Arbeit umfasst
mehrere Evaluierungen, die die Machbarkeit des vorgeschlagenen Ansatzes und die
Nutzbarkeit des ersten Prototyps demonstrieren. Sie werden verwendet, um die
Qualität und Wirksamkeit der gewählten Methode zu validieren. Darüber hinaus
wird der implementierte Prototyp in verschiedenen Anwendungsdomänen mit un-
terschiedlichen Anforderungen eingesetzt, um die Allgemeingültigkeit und Anpas-
sungsfähigkeit des vorgeschlagenen Ansatzes zu demonstrieren.

1Für die genannten Technologien existieren teilweise keine gebräuchlichen und eingängigen
deutschen Übersetzungen. Daher wird hier die englische Form gewählt.
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1 Introduction

1 Introduction

This thesis addresses the challenges of increasing textual resources and the resulting
overload of information faced by software developers on the Web. It aims to support
developers accessing textual documents in a structured way, while handling certain
aspects of these challenges. This is done using methods of Named Entity Recognition
(NER) and Document Classification (DC) which enable Information Retrieval (IR).
However, before we can introduce the research and development context of this
thesis, many basic concepts have to be outlined at first.

Information Overload (IO) is a well-known problem on the Semantic Web [GBD09].
It is the difficulty in understanding an issue and effectively making decisions as a
result of too much information provided about that issue [BK01]. Users willing to
access large collections of information are generally confronted with the problem of
Anomalous State of Knowledge (ASK). ASK [Bel05] refers to “the users’ desire of
finding information they individually lack within a large collection of documents”
[Swo21]. In Computer Science, IR [BC87] aims at addressing IO [Mon98] mostly by
supporting two fundamental strategies, Searching and Browsing [XJ10]. Searching
refers to searching with keywords using a search engine or other search functions
within a website. This search strategy requires the user to carefully analyze the
search subject (and information needed) and carefully choose suitable search key-
words before a search. Browsing does not require the search query to be formulated
before performing search, instead it helps to explore the search results gradually by
means of navigation.

NER is a method of Information Extraction (IE) that aims to recognise Named
Entities (NEs) in a Natural Language (NL) full text [Kon15]. NEs are “a word
or sequence of words that [are] used to refer to something of interest in a particu-
lar application’ ’ [CMS10]. Typical NEs are referring to real-world objects such as
organizations, persons, or locations. The identification and classification of NEs is
known as Named Entity Recognition and Classification (NERC) [NS07]. NER, being
one of the most fundamental tasks of Natural Language Processing (NLP) [Jia12],
is generally applied in systems involving the semantic analysis of textual documents
and has found many applications in Information Discovery (ID) [Dia+20a] and IR
[Mah15]. Techniques for NER include rule-based, dictionary lookups, and Machine
Learning (ML) [NS07; Pal13]. In this thesis, we are particularly interested in ML-
based methods as they have greatly evolved in recent years and have been widely
used in combination with IR systems for accessing and retrieving various textual
documents in domains like Software Engineering [Liu+18a], Social Media [OK15],
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and Medical Research [Naw+18]. “Machine Learning (ML) can be described as com-
putational approaches in which a specific function is not programmed by a human
being but by another program, called learner, that uses existing example data to gen-
erate programs called models, .... The process of creating models is called training”
[Swo21]. After training, the models are evaluated on reserved test data that was not
used for training and, if they fulfill a prior set performance goals, they can be used
for a specific goal like NER.

DC is another fundamental method for handling the massive increase of elec-
tronic documents on the Web and which is used to support IR [Nog+11]. It consists
of assigning text documents to categories based on their content [Kim+04]. The
term Classification originates from the field of biology. It was used for grouping
living organisms based on their similarity [Pan92]. A Classification Scheme (CS) is
defined as “the descriptive information for an arrangement or division of objects into
groups based on characteristics, which the objects have in common” [OEC21]. Tradi-
tional classifications include controlled vocabularies, thesauri, taxonomies [Hed08],
and ontology [HCR18].

Recently, Facet Classification (FC) [Vic08] has been a technique used for IR
[DBB06]. It represents one of the building blocks of modern search engines [Gom+08].
FC consists of organizing document items along multiple explicit classification di-
mensions, called facets [Pri91]. This enables the documents to be accessed and
ordered in multiple ways at different steps in search [BL00]. To enable FC, auto-
matic DC is a necessary prerequisite. Automatic DC is generally implemented using
ML [Nag+07], or rule-based mechanisms that rely on Rule-based Expert Systems
(RBESs) [Kim+04; Blo+92]. In order to process text-based documents, techniques
of NLP [Arm+14; MBA16] and NER [Mah15] are often introduced to analyze, at
least rudimentary, the semantics of text documents, which can enable a more effec-
tive DC [Blo+92] and IR [Mah15; MBA16].

In summary, automatic DC facilitates the assignment of documents to multiple
categories of a classification in order to support FC in IR applications, helping to
save time and providing objectivity [Swo21].

After introducing the basic concepts NER, NLP, NERC, DC, FC as fundamental
techniques for effective IR on the Web, a motivation for the research of this thesis
is introduced in the following section that outlines several use case scenarios for
applying these techniques in different exemplar applications within R&D projects.
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1.1 Motivation

In order to motivate this research project, we will introduce in the following sections
two R&D projects which are Realising an Applied Gaming Eco-system (RAGE) and
the DFG supported Recommendation Rationalisation (RecomRatio).

RAGE is an European Research and Development (R&D) project that was
launched in 2015 and ended in 2019 [RAG15]. This project developed an inno-
vative portal and service-oriented online platform to support the development of
Serious Games (SGs). An initial prototype of the RAGE portal was implemented
as part of the Content and Knowledge Management Ecosystem Portal (KM-EP)
[Vu20]. Even after the end of the RAGE project, its portal is still in productive
use until today. SGs or Applied Games (AGs) [SES15] go beyond the purposes of
entertainment and aim to train, educate, and motivate players [DS05]. The interest
in the development of SGs and their application in education, business, and research
has grown exponentially in the last decade [DS05; Pet+12; CK14; SS16; Van+16;
Mes+18]. Many global companies are motivated to design, develop, and implement
full-scale SGs in their business functions and processes [VU15]. In accordance with
IBM, “Serious games can offer a powerful and effective approach to solve issues
facing organizations today, such as how to: solve problems collaboratively, improve
business processes, achieve predictive and real time modeling, increase return on
investment” [Pha12]. However, Serious Games Development (SGD) is a complex
process of game design, programming, content production, and testing [Wes+16].
Its success significantly depends on the quality of external technical gamification
platforms, dedicated software architecture, reusable SG engines, and advanced tech-
nology components (software assets) [VNW16; Van+16]. The RAGE project aimed
to support SGD by providing facilities to access and retrieve reusable software com-
ponents [Wes+16]. A Taxonomy Management System (TMS) is available in KM-EP
to manage taxonomies and support the classification of text documents into hier-
archical categories [Vu20]. Also, various social networks like Question Answering
Systems (QASs) (e.g. Stack Overflow (“Hot Questions”)) [Sal+17], and Collabo-
rative Development Environments (CDEs) (e.g. GitHub (“Build software better”))
[Geo+16] are connected with this portal [SHH15]. An integrated Stack Exchange
REST API is also available for importing Stack Overflow online discussions into
the KM-EP ecosystem [SHH15]. Developers of SGs can access and import multiple
online discussions, describe them with further meta information, classify them using
the integrated TMS and retrieve useful information using faceted search, enabling
drilling down large documents in KM-EP. However, one of the remaining problems
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is that the classification of text documents in KM-EP is still manually executed. As
this problem is one of the motivations for this thesis, we will now elaborate it a little
bit in more detail. Manually classifying text documents in the KM-EP portal can be
very inefficient. For instance, after a document is imported into the system, the user
must scan the NL content and metadata of this document manually in order to un-
derstand the context in which this document is used. This is done by reading the title
and description of the document, as well as looking into all related meta-information,
such as keywords and tags. Once completed, the user needs to search for the tax-
onomies that may be used to classify the imported document based on its content
and metadata. This process is complicated and requires the full attention of the
user, who must consult each of the documents and taxonomies each time manually.
This can be very difficult in changing environments like RAGE where different text
documents from multiple online sources (like QASs and CDEs) are constantly intro-
duced. With a large number of documents and multiple hierarchical taxonomies, it
can be very time-consuming to analyze and classify documents in the KM-EP por-
tal efficiently. Hence, automating aforementioned manual tasks using information
system technologies is therefore highly welcome and is one of the motivations for
this thesis. Existing techniques for automatic DC include ML [EEH19], rule-based
[Kim+04; HAA18], and hybrid methods [Vil+11]. While ML-based approaches are
very popular, classification by ML may not be suitable in changing environments
(like RAGE). Such approaches may not maintain the same performance because the
knowledge generated from the training datasets (like gold standard datasets) may
not be appropriate in new domains. Rule-based mechanisms which are generally
used in adaptive environments [Kim+04] seem to be more suitable in such scenar-
ios. These techniques consist of leveraging the NL understanding capability of a
system and creating linguistic rules [Vil+11] that would instruct the system to act
like a human in classifying documents based on their contents, while being able to
adapt to new domains. Furthermore, “People are often concerned more about the
newly uploaded information such as Web based online news than information already
available” [Kim+04]. This may explain why some traditional ML techniques are not
used in real applications. After describing our problem statement and motivation
related to the RAGE project, we would now like to continue to explain the problem
and motivation related to the RecomRatio project.

RecomRatio is the second R&D project used to motivate this research. It was
also developed using KM-EP. This project aims at developing a Clinical Virtual
Research Environment (VRE) to allow the extraction of supporting or attacking ev-
idence for certain medical decision making alternatives from unstructured texts, such
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as clinical studies and other publicly available datasets like PubMed [Pub21]. This
evidence can then be used to recommend treatments and provide rational arguments
as to why specific treatments are suggested [EEH19]. The identification of evidences
in medical text resources is generally hindered by the permanent growth of medical
information [Byy12] and emerging named entities (eNEs, i.e., new terms appear-
ing suddenly and unexpectedly [PG11] in medical datasets like PubMed [Naw+15].
“An emerging named entity (eNE) is generally a term, that is already in use in a
domain specific literature, but which is afterwards acknowledged as a named entity
(NE) by respective expert communities (e.g. through adding this term in a domain
specific vocabulary)’ ’ [Naw+18]. To avoid manually analyzing such large medical
data, methods of ML and NER are often introduced to detect eNEs in highly spe-
cialized fields [Dut20]. However, these techniques generally suffer from the lack of
appropriate training data in interdisciplinary domains, like medical research. Also,
creating such data is resource intensive and requires knowledge in the respective
domain as well as linguistic or NLP knowledge [Naw+18]. Recent NER techniques
are making use of user feedback through crowdsourcing which can also optimize
the result of IR systems [Fin+10]. These methods are using, besides ML, other
state of the art NLP techniques, such as Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging, regular ex-
pressions, or dependency parsing [Naw+15]. In his recent PhD thesis, Christian
Nawroth [Chr21] relied on a similar approach. He investigated user feedback and
crowdsourcing to identify and classify eNEs in medicine to enable IR and Trend
Analysis in the VRE of RecomRatio. In addition to the user feedback, Nawroth
also used statistical pattern recognition and classification that rely on ML. This
requires gold-standard datasets which are often not available for model training.
Similarly, a related classifier-based approach for DC, dealing with similar challenges
(lack of gold-standards), was recently introduced by Swoboda in his PhD thesis
[Swo21]. Swoboda aimed at supporting DC for emerging knowledge domains in the
RecomRatio project. He developed a Text Classification (TC) classifier that does
not require a target function to bootstrap TC. This way, the need for time- and
expert work-intensive training examples and gold standards is eliminated. The ob-
jective of Swoboda was to overcome the supervised learning pattern and to provide
quick, tangible classification results based on vector space semantics. In summary,
these two theses show that ML-based approaches are highly relevant for both NERs
and DC in an emerging knowledge domain like medicine.

Returning to the R&D projects RAGE and RecomRatio, we can see that ML is
an important component for both NER and DC. However, applying ML generally
requires domain specific knowledge [Swo21] in addition to software development
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skills [Iri20]. According to [Swo21], training a ML model appears to be impossible
without manually provided knowledge resources. In the context of NER, this may
require providing gold labels or defining manual rules for NE extraction in the target
domain [Chr21]. People with general software development knowledge may not have
sufficient domain knowledge to provide such labels or rules. The reason is that gold
standard datasets required for model training are a continuous team effort involving
domain experts and information modelers [Swo21]. Analogously, domain experts
may also lack the software engineering skills required for ML. However, such skills
are a prerequisite for ML as writing computer programs to organize one’s data and
being able to derive useful insights and patterns is often needed [MSV20]. According
to [Swo21] “domain experts in their individual fields rarely seem to have the skills to
model their knowledge in a machine-readable format all by themselves. They seem
only to be able to label or model what they already know ”[Swo21]. Making domain
knowledge easily readable by machines requires writing program codes (coding)
which is a prerequisite for training models using ML. This may be a bottleneck and
a very difficult task for domain experts without software engineering background.

Software development is generally known for being difficult and very challeng-
ing [JL12; Smy20]. The literature often differentiates between novice developers

(newbies) and experienced developers [BS08]. Novice developers are often char-
acterized as learners of brand new technologies, frameworks or skills [BS08]. Newbies
may be students in their first year of computer science, who learn basic program-
ming skills like writing a "hello world!” program. Novice students may become more
experienced developers after many years of programming, or after working part-time
on large-scale projects in the industry during their period of study. Novice devel-
opers may also be either professional software engineers in their first year of the
workforce industry [BS08], or professional engineers who have joined a new project
and need to ”relearn parts of their craft as they retool themselves to new computer
languages, programming environments, software frameworks and systems“ [Ber93].
After switching to the new projects, “much of their specific knowledge becomes in-
applicable and they become informal apprentices (newbies) to the experts in the new
environment” [Ber93]. Experts are generally more productive developers, becoming
specialists after routinely using specific tools and frameworks in multiple projects
[Ber93]. Having mastered these tools and frameworks, they are then able to teach
other developers how to use them [BS08].

In summary, the R&D work related to RecomRatio shows that ML and rule-
based systems can be used for DC and NER. However, utilizing such specialized
ML and NER software is a highly complex task which cannot be done by naive
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users of the system. Therefore, the motivation of this thesis addresses this problem
by performing research and development to develop a system which can be used by
naive users. In this thesis, such a system is experimentally developed and integrated
into KM-EP to support IR in the domain of SGD.

The objective is to experimentally develop and integrate a ML-based NER system
into KM-EP that will recognize and classify NEs from the NL texts found in systems
like QASs or CDEs. Then, it aims to apply a RBES that will support automatic
DC through reasoning over the extracted NEs, the existing KM-EP taxonomies,
and other textual features found in each document, allowing automatic DC even in
ever-changing environments. However, such a support should not only be useful in
the application domain of software engineering, but also, in many other application
domains, such as clinical and medical research, that are heavily involved with NEs
[Naw+18; Tam+19a].

1.2 Problem Statement

From the motivating scenarios introduced above, the problem of creating a system
that facilitates both knowledge discovery (the extraction of NEs) and automatic DC
can be derived as follows:

Problem 1: This problem addresses the development of a ML-based NER sys-
tem, that can be easily used and managed by both experienced and novice develop-
ers. Developing a system for NER presents several problems. First, NEs are found
in NL texts, making them difficult to extract from the Web due to the informal
content and multiple data of web documents. Second, training a performant NER
model generally requires sophisticated programming knowledge, such as dealing with
different technologies and pipelines for text analysis, NLP, ML, and rule-based op-
erations. Errors in the initial stages of pipelines can have snowballing effects on
the pipelines’ end performance. Therefore, facilitating the development, manage-
ment, and execution of all NER related tasks and pipelines will not only simplify
the training of a NER model, but also help to optimize the performance of the whole
system.

Problem 2: The NER system needs to be easily integrated into the RAGE
ecosystem (based on the KM-EP technology), consisting of content management
system, knowledge management system, and information retrieval system. This will
facilitate not only the training of domain specific NER models through ML, but
also the automatic classification of textual documents into hierarchical taxonomies
existing in this ecosystem.
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Problem 3. This problem addresses the automatic classification of text docu-
ments available in KM-EP. In addition to the recognized NEs, other textual features
found in the document contents and the taxonomy management system connected
with KM-EP should be used to develop a flexible system. Among these is a RBES
that can easily classify documents based on content reasoning, while adapting to
new requirements and domains. For instance, complex hierarchical taxonomies of
different knowledge domains should be used in the classification algorithm, since
their criteria and proper names can differ from domain to domain. Finally, the DC
system (like the NER system) needs to be well integrated into the KM-EP using
a uniform and comfortable user interface for uncomplicated document classification
and retrieval.

In summary, the overall research goal of this dissertation is to attempt to solve
these problems in order to develop a system for NER and automatic DC supporting
faceted browsing in a Knowledge Management System (KMS) like KM-EP. To solve
these problems, state of the art techniques and tools for NER and automatic DC
need to be considered.

In the next section, we will define corresponding Research Questions (RQs) and
related challenges, which will be investigated and addressed within the scope of this
dissertation. To do this, we will select an appropriate research methodology and
derive the corresponding Research Objectives (ROs).

1.3 Research Questions and Challenges

In this section, we describe RQs addressed by this dissertation. These questions are
derived from the motivation and problem statement as previously introduced.

Research Question 1 (RQ1): How can a system based on NER and

DC be developed for novice developers for accessing textual resources?

To answer this question, fundamental concepts of information need, of information
overload resulting in applying IR systems for satisfying particular needs (such as
access of textual resources) should be first reviewed. Then, the current state of
the art in NER and DC supporting IR must be reviewed. We are particularly
interested in ML-based NER techniques and they can be used together with other
methods of NLP to enable automatic DC for more effective IR. By reviewing existing
literature in NER and DC, an overview of the relevant processes can be achieved
and the accompanying problems can be discovered. Finally, we need to review and
compare potentially existing approaches and systems supporting ML-based NER
and automatic DC. From that, a new approach to problem solving, one being the
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least disadvantageous, can be discovered.
Research Question 2 (RQ2): How can a scalable model and schema

design be chosen to facilitate the extraction of NEs and the automatic

classification of text documents for novice developers? Training a ML model
is generally difficult, and applying it for NER on Web contents requires dealing with
informal and unstructured texts which can be challenging for a novice developer.
Therefore, web documents that are generally accessed and used by specific online
users (like SG actors) need to be analyzed. This is helpful in identifying potential
new requirements and challenges to be addressed when developing and applying
a NER system on domain specific text documents. Secondly, text documents in
the RAGE portal are manually classified into multiple and hierarchical taxonomies.
To answer this research question, methods for developing ML-based NER models
must be reviewed. Also, the extracted NEs must be made easily accessible to other
external systems in order to support automatic DC - for instance, through document
content reasoning. This necessitates an efficient integration of the NER system into
the components of the RAGE portal. It can be also expected that different methods
and tools for semantic analysis, NLP, text mining, and ML have to be combined.
This will facilitate not only the training of NER models, but also the automatic
classification of text documents from different domains in RAGE.

Research Question 3 (RQ3): How can the system for NER and auto-

matic DC be used to support faceted search and browsing in a KMS? This
RQ addresses the problems of the RAGE project. The challenges here are to find
out how extracted NEs and the hierarchical taxonomies available in KM-EP can be
used for classifying text documents and supporting faceted search and navigation
(browsing). This requirement depends on the technologies chosen to implement the
prototype of the research project. Therefore, researching and reviewing existing
technologies for DC that rely on semantic analysis and document content reasoning,
as well as technologies for document search, indexing, navigation, and how to apply
them, are required.

1.4 Research Methodology and Objectives

Research is commonly understood as a systematic investigation with possible prob-
lem solving along with reproducible results. Therefore, suitable research methods
are required to guide each research investigation. For the purpose of this disserta-
tion, we will use the framework for information systems proposed by [NCP90b] as
methodological framework. It includes the following four phases as shown in Figure
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Figure 1: Research Methodology applied in this Dissertation [NCP90a]

1.
Observation allows researchers to systematically collect domain-specific data

and information to derive research hypotheses in the subject of interest. It includes
methods such as case studies, field studies, and surveys. Theory Building includes
the construction of conceptual frameworks and the development of new ideas, meth-
ods, and mathematical models. Theories are usually concerned with generic system
behavior and are subject to rigorous analysis. Systems Development includes
conceptual design, constructing the architecture of the system, and prototyping the
envisioned application as a proof-of-concept to demonstrate feasibility. This allows
a realistic evaluation of the impacts of the information technologies included and
their potential for acceptance in the target domain. Experimentation includes
research strategies such as laboratory or field experiments as well as computer and
experimental simulations. Experimentation is concerned with the validation of the
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underlying theories. Results may be used to validate theories or improve systems
[NCP90b].

In the next section, the presented research methodology will be applied to the
research questions to derive research objectives.

1.5 Research Objectives

In this section, the framework of [NCP90a] is used to derive a subset of measurable
ROs to fulfill for each RQ defined in section 1.3, thus reaching the overall research
goal of this research project. As shown in figure 1, the phases of Nunamaker’s
framework are not linear but defined in a 4:4 network graph. By referring to all
four phases of the framework, analyzing each RQ individually and deriving the cor-
responding ROs is made simpler. Dependencies between the ROs can be identified.
Furthermore, this helps to define clusters for the introduced ROs and determine a
research approach as introduced in section 1.6. Finally, these clusters will determine
the outline of this dissertation (see section 1.7).

The following RO1.1, RO1.2 and RO1.3 are associated with the Observation
phase of [NCP90a] and defined according to RQ1 and its associated challenges.
RO1.1 Literature review of relevant basic concepts including Data, In-

formation, Knowledge, IO, and IR (Phase: Observation, Literature Re-

search). The objective is to understand the basic concepts of IO leading to the
application of IR and search strategies to support the access and retrieval of tex-
tual knowledge resources. The basic concepts introduced are needed to understand
relevant state of the art in science and technology that will be addressed in this
research.
RO1.2 Literature review of the concept of NER and the role of ML in

the recognition of NEs (Phase: Observation, Literature Research). The
objective of this literature review is to understand the basic concepts of NER and
the challenges in developing models for extracting and classifying NEs using ML.
Additionally, the existing systems, tools, and pipelines for ML-based NER will be
reviewed and compared. By comparing the most commonly used NER systems in
the market, important features and functionalities, which have been used for model
training, can be identified. Furthermore, an investigation into any existing solutions
can be undertaken.
RO1.3 Literature review of the concept of DC and the role of Semantic

Analysis for automatic DC (Phase: Observation, Literature Research).
It is defined according to RQ1 and its associated challenges. The objective of this
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literature review is to understand the concept of DC and its different techniques.
We will also have a closer look at rule-based mechanisms as they are mainly used in
real-word scenarios to enable automatic DC.

The following RO2.1, RO2.2, RO2.3 and are associated with the Theory Building
phase of [NCP90a] and defined according to RQ1 and RQ2 and their associated
challenges.
RO2.1 Review and study of Social Networks and Social Network Contents

where relevant contents and NEs can be extracted (Phase: Observation,

Literature Research, user studies). To be able to support NER in the domain
of SGD, it is necessary to review and study which social networks and social network
contents are generally accessed and used by specific actors in the domain of SGD.
The goal is to determine which NEs can be extracted and used for model training and
identify potential new challenges to be considered when developing a system for NER
in this domain. The literature review is used to gain insight into possible relevant
social networks and contents generally accessed and used by different SG actors.
Three user studies will be conducted to reflect the insights gained through literature
review against the real-world experience in the sector of SG. They will consist of: a)
the analysis of online discussions, b) a survey study and c) a formative study. This
is helpful for the identification of potentially relevant use cases and requirements
that may be considered when developing and applying ML-based NER models in a
specific domain like SG.
RO2.2 Provide a model facilitating the training of NER models (Phase:

Theory Building, modeling the system). The goal is to enable newbies and
experts of ML to train and use NER models in a new domain. Thus, we will analyze
existing NLP frameworks to discover their roles in supporting NER, which features
they support and if or how to make them easily accessible for model training.
RO2.3 Provide a model supporting DC in KM-EP (Phase: Theory Build-

ing, modeling the system). The goal is to enable the classification of text docu-
ments into KM-EP taxonomies by referring to existing knowledge such as NEs found
in this ecosystem. Thus, we need to analyze existing DC frameworks and how to
easily and efficiently integrate them with our envisioned NER system to support
automatic DC in the target environment.

The following RO3.1 and RO3.2 are associated with the System Development
phase of [NCP90a] and defined according to RQ3 and its related challenges. The
goal is to fully and efficiently integrate our system in into the KM-EP and work
seamlessly in the target system.
RO3.1 Identification and analysis of Technologies that are used in KM-
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EP and are relevant for implementing and integrating the new system for

NER and automatic DC (Phase: Observation, Literature Review).
RO3.2 Implementation of the new system for NER and automatic DC.

(Phase: System Development, Prototyping). The system is implemented
based on the requirements of RO2.1 and according to the models defined in RO2.2
and RO2.3.

The following RO4.1, RO4.2, and RO4.3 are associated with the Experimenta-
tion phase of [NCP90a] and are defined according to all previous RQs and their
associated challenges. The goal is to choose an appropriate evaluation methodology
and use it to validate the chosen approach and implemented prototype. Therefore,
the following ROs are defined:
RO4.1 Review and identify an appropriate evaluation methodology (Phase:

Observation, Literature Review). Existing evaluation methods will be reviewed
and compared. The goal is to find a suitable evaluation method to assess the imple-
mented system prototype.
RO4.2 Prepare the necessary documentation and data for the evaluation

(Phase: Experimentation, Field Experiments).
RO4.3 Demonstrate the feasibility of the chosen method and the rele-

vance, usefulness, and usability of the implemented prototype (Phase:

Experimentation, Field Experiments).

1.6 Research Approach

The research approach is introduced to cluster the ROs (defined above) accord-
ing to the methodology of [NCP90a] and the inter-dependencies existing between
these ROs. The first cluster refers to the “Observation Phase” and includes litera-
ture review (RO1.1, RO1.2, RO1.3, RO1.4, RO2.1, RO3.1, RO4.1) and user studies
(RO2.1). RO1.1-.4, RO3.1, and RO4.1 do not have any inter-dependencies because
they are related to literature research. RO2.1 belongs to the preparatory phase of
this study. Thus, this RO uses various user studies, such as the analysis of online
discussions, survey questionnaires, and formative study. These studies are used to
explore the specific needs of SG actors and identify any potential new challenges
and requirements to be considered when developing a system for NER, and enabling
automatic DC in a domain like SG. Based on the literature review and preparatory
studies, the next cluster covers the "Theory Building” phase, as it contains ROs for
modeling the system within this thesis. This cluster includes RO2.2, RO2.3, RO2.4
and RO2.5.
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1.7 Outline of the Thesis

This section presents the structure of this dissertation based on the methodology
framework of research goals presented above.
The first chapter 1 includes the introduction of this thesis, which covers the mo-
tivation 1.1, the problem statement 1.2, the research questions 1.3, the research
methodology 1.4, and research objectives 1.5. The chapter concludes with the out-
line of this dissertation 1.7.
The second chapter 2 introduces the State of the Art in Science and Technology cov-
ering the literature review for the following chapters and, therefore, for all research
methodology phases (RO1.1-4, RO2.1, RO3.1, and RO4.1). This chapter includes a
discussion of the state of the art compared to the challenges and problem statement
to identify remaining challenges and contribution fields.
The third chapter 3 provides the Conceptual Modeling and Design addressing RQ2.
This chapter begins with preparatory studies, including the analysis of online dis-
cussions, survey study, and a formative study RO2.1, within the observation phase.
The second part of chapter three takes the chosen approaches in chapter 1.6 and
realizes them in the form of conceptual models, use cases, and specification of nec-
essary conceptual schemata, addressing the remaining ROs of RQ2. Furthermore,
it also sets the requirement for the implementation of the prototype in the next
chapter.
The fourth chapter 4 includes the System Implementation addressing RQ3 with all
the related ROs. This chapter presents the base technologies and describes the
process of implementing the prototype as a component of a KM-EP. Here, all the
components of the prototype, their features, and the technologies used to implement
each functionality, are described carefully. The implemented prototype is used to
prove the feasibility of the chosen approaches.
The fifth chapter 5 covers the experimentation phase. It is defined based on the
identified research methodology RO4.1. This chapter addresses the evaluation of
the implemented prototype using three separated evaluations. The first two eval-
uations will validate our approach supporting NER and DC. The third evaluation
will evaluate the feasibility, usability, and efficiency of the user experience of the
implemented prototype.
The sixth chapter 6 summarizes the results gained in all phases of the selected re-
search methodology. It also highlights the contributions of this thesis and provides
an outlook about possible future research based on the remaining challenges.

This chapter has introduced NER as a fundamental technique for information
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extraction that can also enable automatic DC for more effective IR. RAGE has
been presented as the R&D project for applying NER and automatic DC in the
context of SG. Based on the motivation and problem statements, RQs and ROs
have been defined to guide this research. The ROs have been defined to address the
RQs and their related challenges according to the methodology of [NCP90a]. All
the ROs have been clustered and aligned according to their interdependencies and
the selected research methodology. Based on the clustered ROs, the outline of this
thesis was defined. Following the outline of this thesis, the next chapter provides an
overview of the current state of the art in science and technology.
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2 State of the Art in Science and Technology

This chapter gives an overview of the relevant state of the art in science and tech-
nology. It will be based on RQs and ROs as described in the previous chapter.
The various sections address the observation phase of [NCP90a] and are derived as
follows:
Section 2.1 introduces some fundamental concepts needed to understand other rele-
vant state of the art in science and technology that will be addressed in this research.
These concepts include Data, Information, Knowledge, Knowledge Organization,
KMSs, IO and IR. This section is defined according to RO1.1.
Section 2.2 reviews the literature relevant to NER and provides a tool comparison
of NLP frameworks supporting ML-based NER. This section is defined according to
RO1.1 and RO1.2.
Section 2.3 introduces the concept of DC and reviews RBESs that can enable au-
tomatic DC based on semantic analysis and content reasoning. This section covers
RO1.3 and RO1.4.
Section 2.5 covers all the related work of this thesis, based on research motivation,
problem statement, and according to the challenges of RQ1 and RQ2.
Section 2.4 reviews relevant technologies according to RO3.1.

2.1 Basic Concepts

One of the goals of this thesis is to support the access and retrieval of large amounts
of information and textual resources in a KMS like KM-EP. Thus, it is necessary to
understand the basic concepts of Data, Information, Knowledge, and KMS. Also,
this section introduces IO and the ASK, leading to Informational Behavior and the
resulting Information-Seeking Strategies. Finally, IR is introduced as one technique
for solving IO.

2.1.1 Data, Information, and Knowledge

The concepts ofData, Information, andKnowledge as well as their inter-relationships
are fundamental in the context of Information Science. In [Ack89], the terms Data,
Information, and Knowledge are defined. Ackoff refers to Data as symbols having
a printed or electronical form. These symbols serve at describing the properties of
objects or events. Ackoff argues that “information is contained in descriptions” and
results from processing Data. As such, it can help to answer questions beginning
with such words as who, what, when, where, and how many. Finally, Ackoff states
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that Knowledge is obtained by understanding Information, helping to answer how-to
questions, and according to him, only human beings can achieve Knowledge.

A slightly different approach to describe these concepts was introduced by Kuhlen
[Kuh91]. He focuses more on the aspect of human beings while introducing the dif-
ference between Knowledge and Information. Kuhlen argues that Knowledge is
internal to a person while Information is external to a person. He introduces two
processes describing how people are working with Information. First, Information
Administration as the process of transforming external Information into internal
Knowledge, and second Information Elaboration referring to the transformation of
Knowledge into Information. He concludes that “Information is knowledge in ac-
tion”, that is, by taking action to perform a given task, a person is transforming
his or her Knowledge into Information. This supports Ackoff’s claims, that only a
person can achieve Knowledge by referring to external Information. However, both
Kuhlen and Ackoff lack a theory describing where this external Information stems
from. Therefore, the SECI model is introduced.

The SECI model (presented in Figure 2), which was first introduced by Nonaka
and later expanded by Takeuchi in the 1990s, sheds light on the concepts of tacit
and explicit knowledge. Tacit knowledge is subjective to a person and can be imple-
mented in different scenarios. By processing the tacit knowledge, the person is able
to perform tasks and make decisions. Tacit knowledge corresponds to knowledge
in Ackoff’s and Kuhlen’s work. Explicit knowledge on the other hand cannot be
applied but is “transmittable by any systematic language and can therefore be stored
in a medium’ ’ [Swo21]. Such knowledge is equivalent to the external information
(with data being the basis for generating information) as described in Ackoff’s and
Kuhlen’s work. The SECI model also describes four different knowledge transfor-
mation and transmission processes:

• Socialization refers to tacit knowledge, which is a method for transferring
knowledge through explanations and showing examples how to apply the knowl-
edge. This method was used for socializing before the age of the written word.
It consisted of sharing knowledge through observation, imitation, practice, and
participation.

• Externalization (tacit to explicit) is the process of transferring tacit knowl-
edge into documents, making it explicit. This was made possible with the
invention of writing, allowing people to save knowledge externally after pos-
sessing tacit knowledge for the first time.

• Combination (explicit to explicit) corresponds to the process of organizing
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Figure 2: SECI Knowledge Management Model [NT95]
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explicit knowledge (documents) into a new form such that new insights can be
gained from it. Methods of ML and NLP are the fundamental approaches for
explicit to explicit knowledge in the age of big data.

• Internalization (explicit to tacit) is when an explicit knowledge resource is
received and consumed (applied) by an individual. In this case, the explicit
knowledge has turned into a mental model during knowledge internationaliza-
tion. This corresponds to Kuhlen’s information administration process.

The SECI model represents the natural relationship between all kinds of knowl-
edge forms generally observed in a group of individuals or organizations. While
socializing, people are naturally communicating and transferring knowledge using
tacit to tacit. To externalize this knowledge, they write (or produce) documents,
making the knowledge explicit and accessible to potential consumers. Also, the ex-
plicit knowledge can be further organized (or combined) to gain more insight which
can finally lead back to tacit knowledge (internalization). From this SECI model, we
can see that there are producers and consumers of knowledge. A natural question
that arises from this is how to organize knowledge so that it can be easily accessed
and used. This is the goal of Knowledge Organization which will be introduced in
the next section.

2.1.2 Knowledge Organization

Knowledge Organization, which is generally referred to as classification, aims at or-
ganizing knowledge into a comprehensible fashion. Dating back to ancient Egypt,
knowledge organization was initially applied for organizing existing body of known
knowledge. Then, it was continuously used for classifying documents in libraries
[Dah15]. The tasks of organizing or classifying text documents into predefined cate-
gories can be referred to as a "a form of explicit knowledge” [Swo21]. Swoboda states
that "the categories used for classifying documents can form knowledge organization
systems or knowledge organization schemes”. In the following, we will maintain the
use of the term classification, as categorization and classification are generally used
as synonyms in the context for document classification. One important classification
scheme for organizing explicit knowledge (like textual documents) is taxonomy. The
term taxonomy originates from the Greek language and means "science of ordering”.
In computer science, taxonomies refer to "a hierarchical representation of categories”
[Abr+05]. They provide a navigation structure to explore and understand the un-
derlying corpus, while being able to access a very large volume of documents. Thus,
taxonomies serve to describe how different concepts are related and organized within
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a specific hierarchical structure. Furthermore, "a taxonomy-based classification soft-
ware classifies documents and knowledge according to their content on the basis of
customized criteria (Expert System, 2017)” [Vu20]. In [WB08], a taxonomy refers
to a controlled vocabulary, in which each term has a hierarchical and equivalent
relationship. A hierarchical relationship means that a term can have broader and
narrower terms. For example, “dog” can have “animal” as broader term and “bulldog”
as a narrower term. Using these terms, the user can move up or down the hierarchy
to access more or less specific information. An equivalent relationship refers to a
term having one or more synonyms [WB08]. For example "home” and ”dwelling”
might be synonyms of ”house”. Technically, taxonomies are often stored using the
Simple Knowledge Organisation System (SKOS), which is the recommendation of the
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) [BF99] for implementing taxonomies [SKO04].
SKOS relies on the Resource Description Framework (Resource Description Frame-
work (RDF)) [LS+98], which uses semantic relationships to link concepts such as
broader and narrower terms.

Knowledge organization aims to organize knowledge such that it is easily accessi-
ble and used by knowledge consumers and producers as described earlier in the SECI
model. By using classification schemes like taxonomies, explicit knowledge (like text
documents) can be easily accessed, further analyzed and processed, helping not only
the externalization of knowledge by providing access to even very large amount of
documents, but also internalization of knowledge as knowledge consumers can ac-
cess and consume valuable information collected from relevant documents. Systems
supporting knowledge organization and the SECI model are known as KMS.

2.1.3 Knowledge Management Systems

KMSs are information systems for organizing and managing knowledge such that it
can be easily accessible by potential knowledge producers and consumers [NZ+16].
Systems for KM [AL99; AL01] are often introduced to support the creation, storage,
retrieval, transfer, and application of Knowledge. The architecture of a KMS is
provided in [Gro02] with its different layers (see Figure 3):

• Information and Knowledge Sources : This layer is used to store different types
of information and knowledge, such as files on a server, intranet pages, email
traffic, etc.

• Knowledge Repository : This is layer used to integrate knowledge and to ensure
a uniform and logical view of the variety of source.
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• Taxonomy Layer refers to the structural representation of knowledge. It is
formed using keyword list and thesauri and can be used for navigation.

• Service Layer provides some service components based on the lower layers and
is used by the application layer.

• Application Layer refers to features of service layer to provide system func-
tionalities.

Figure 3: Architecture of a Knowledge Management System [Gro02]

KMSs can be classified based on the SECI model [NZ+16] as it helps to understand
the micro-processes of knowledge creation and organization, including socialization,
externalization, combination, and internalization. For instance, Natek [NZ+16] pro-
poses a classification of KMSs that is based on interpreting the processes of knowl-
edge management from different IT perspectives. He argues that “The essence of
socialisation is knowledge sharing. The essence of externalisation is writing (cod-
ification) of knowledge. The essence of combination is storage, systemisation and
processing of data, information and knowledge. Finally, the essence of internalisa-
tion is learning.”. Based on these aspects, Natek proposes a practical classification
of KM systems and tools for organizing and managing knowledge as shown in Figure
4.

• Systems for socialisation are socially oriented as their main goal is to support
individuals, teams, and participants in organisations or a society. These tools
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encourage people to communicate, share their knowledge, and enhance group
decisions [Lie06]. Examples of such tools include Social Networks, Forums and
E-Mail.

• Tools for externalisation are documented-oriented as they articulate and trans-
fer knowledge in documents. Generally, knowledge producers are transferring
their knowledge into textual documents, making them easily accessible to po-
tential knowledge consumers. Externalization of knowledge ensures better
decision-making and problem-solving [Efr11]. Tools for externalization include
Wikis, Blogs, and Question-Answering sites.

• Systems for combination are mainly focusing on data-, information- and knowledge-
processing. These include Data Warehouses, Business Intelligence Systems,
and Content Management Systems. The most comprehensive Data Mining
and Artificial Intelligence Systems enable deep analysis and discovery of huge
amount of data or ontology/taxonomy stored knowledge [HKP11; NL13].

• Systems for internalisation are learning-oriented as they cover a variety of
dedicated e-learning IT solutions. Knowledge consumers are learning when
using a KMS for problem-solving and decision-making. Also, organizations
can benefit from a KMS as learning platforms [NZ14; Neg05a].
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Figure 4: KM Systems and Tools Support for SECI Model [NZ+16]

As the differing knowledge produced and consumed by users is often represented
in textual documents, KMSs can refer to the techniques of DC to support all the
micro-processes of the SECI model since DC can help to reduce “the detail and di-
versity of data and the resulting information overload by grouping similar documents
together ” [BKM02]. DC is particularly relevant when dealing with large amount of
information. Applying techniques of DC can help to improve knowledge organization
and overcome problems like IO.
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2.1.4 Information Overload

IO is a well-known challenge that cannot be neglected. It refers to the difficulty in
understanding an issue and effectively making decisions because of too much infor-
mation [BK01]. IO can be the result of three fundamental problems: the abundance
of information resources [Hoq14]; the diversity of the types of information [GBD09]
(documents, faxes, phone calls, drawings, files, records, emails, instant messaging),
and the introduction of new software tools to manage information [Mur09]. IO
is very common on the Web. The size of Web documents continues to increase,
amounting to trillions of documents in the last decade [SG12]. Also, web documents
are characterized by being unstable. They are modified frequently and any users
can use Web technologies to create and publish new documents on a daily basis. In
addition, statistics show that IO can lead employees to spend up to 25% of their
working time dealing with interruptions [GBD09], distractions [SB09], and manag-
ing IO [GBD09]. There are also consequences related to individual behaviors, such
as Information Anxiety [Wur01] – causing the user to be unable to take any decision
about new information; Infobesity [Cas+05; BRB09] – forcing the user to ignore
some relevant information because there is too much to deal with; or Satisficing
[BR09] – leading the user to consider only the first information that is available
instead of selecting the best one. IO does not only affect individual’s work perfor-
mance, business, and company productivity [HT01], but also decreases the quality
of the processed information .

Users working with a large number of documents are often confronted with the
well-known ASK [Bel05]. As already mentioned in section 1, ASK refers to “the
users’ desire to find information they individually lack within a large collection of
documents” [EEH19]. Swoboda argues that ASK is particularly challenging “in
domains characterized by a large amount of domain-specific knowledge or a large
amount of emerging domain-specific knowledge” [Swo21], as the user is confronted
with IO [GBD09].

In computer science, an Information Need (IN) is often understood as an in-
dividual or group’s desire to locate and obtain information in order to satisfy a
conscious or unconscious need [Col11]. The user who desires to know more will
formulate a query, “which is what the user conveys to the computer in an attempt
to communicate the information need ” [SMR08]. In contrast, [DS15] argues that
IN is a factual situation in which there exists an inseparable interconnection with
’information’ and ’need’. Therefore, there are two conditions necessary for an IN to
occur. First, the presence of an information purpose, and second the information
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itself which contributes to the achievement of the purpose. A user willing to satisfy
his or her IN generally behaves in a way that triggers new activities towards problem
solving. This is referred to as Information Seeking Behaviour (ISB) [Kri83].

According to Bates, ISB is concerned with “how people interact with informa-
tion, how and when they seek information, and what uses they make of it” [Bat10].
Bates also identifies “the act of searching itself ” as an important research topic.
Hence, several information seeking [Bat79; Bat02] and information search strategies
[NM20] have been researched. In [Bat02], a model describing “active” and “passive”
Information Seeking was introduced. While searching for information, people can
be passive or active information seekers. For instance, face to face discussions may
refer to an active behavior, while receiving information through television may indi-
cate a passive ISB [NM20]. The Computer Science perspective is that users seeking
information will formulate their requirement (IN) as query against an Information
Retrieval System (IRS) [Col11].

2.1.5 Information Retrieval

IR [BC87] is the computer science field for solving the ASK problem [Mon98], satis-
fying IN. There are two fundamental IR strategies of Searching and Browsing [XJ10].
Searching [Tha08] refers to searching with keywords in a search engine or within a
Web site. This search strategy requires the user to carefully analyze the search sub-
ject (the information need) and carefully choose the search keywords before search.
Browsing [CP95] does not require the search query to be formulated upfront before
performing the search, instead it helps to narrow down the search results gradually.
IRSs deal with the representation, storage, and access of information [Cho10].

In [Vec09], IR consists of “finding material (usually documents) of an unstruc-
tured nature (usually text) that satisfies an information need from within large col-
lections (usually stored on computers)”. Following the above description, two major
challenges of IR include, first, dealing with very large amounts of documents, and
second, accessing unstructured (NL) texts using an IRS [CMS10]. As introduced in
section 1, DC is a fundamental technique used in IRSs for accessing large amount of
electronic documents on the Web [Nog+11]. It consists of assigning text documents
into existing categories based on their content [Nag+07]. Generally, a classification
scheme (like a taxonomy) serves to organize documents into hierarchical structures,
enabling drilling down the search results more efficiently using, for instance, Brows-
ing techniques. However, because content on the Web is known for being informal
and containing NL texts [Ye+16], techniques of NLP are often introduced to enable
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automatic DC [Blo+92; SCY12]. In the context of document retrieval, NLP is gen-
erally applied to teach computers how to “recognize certain patterns in the processed
texts and, based on them, they can automatically classify sentences, phrases or even
full documents in predefined groups” [Mur21]. Rule-based systems generally rely on
such patterns to implement automatic DC [Abr05; PH07; Liu+18b]. For instance, a
rule can be defined to recognize the pattern “<preposition> <term>” in a full-
text document containing the text “I always spend my time doing different things in
Java”. This document can be categorized into the category “software engineering”
if and only if the term “Java” refers to a NE of type programming language and not
to the Island. This ambiguity can be resolved using NER techniques. As already
introduced in the motivation of this thesis, NER is a fundamental IE technique
for recognizing NEs in NL texts. By recognizing Java as a NE, a more advanced
rule can be defined to classify the entire document into the programming language
category. An example for this categorization could be if “Java” or any other pro-
gramming language (like “C++, C#”) appears after a preposition. Rule-based DC
is particularly relevant in changing environments as described in [Kim+04] as the
rules can be easily adapted to fit the requirements of domain experts.

2.1.6 Intermediate Summary and Discussion

In this section, we have addressed RO1.1 by reviewing important basic concepts.
First, we reviewed the concept of Data, Information and Knowledge. Then, we in-
troduced the SECI model which helps understand the micro-processes of knowledge
creation and organization as well as the design and development of KMSs. After
reviewing IO and ASK, we introduced IR to solve IO on the Web and saw that
Browsing is an important IR search strategy. Furthermore, we saw that DC is a
fundamental component of IR as it helps to access and organize large collections of
text documents using for instance taxonomies. Finally, we discovered that NER,
being a fundamental IE technique, is another relevant component of IR. It can be
used to understand the semantic of text documents (using semantic rules) which
enables automatic DC. Techniques of NER relying on ML are particularly relevant
in this thesis as they can be used to extract NEs from very large (NL) text corpora.

In the next section, we will now look closer into the concept of NER and by this
address RO1.2.
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2.2 Named Entity Recognition

As we have seen in the last section, NER is an important component of IR. It is
particularly relevant for semantic text analysis which allows automatic DC. This
section addresses RO1.2 as it reviews fundamental concepts of NER. The role of
ML in the extraction of NEs from NL texts will also be introduced. Finally, tools
supporting ML-based NER will be reviewed and compared.

2.2.1 Introduction

NER is an important component of IR as it is used for semantic text analysis.
One fundamental activity of IR is “Text Transformation” [Chr21] which relies on
“textual data in form of words that are transformed into “terms” to be utilized in
search engines [Cro+10, pp. 75]. Not all terms have the same level of semantic
content, e.g. stopwords (e.g. the, a) have a low level of semantic content and
thus are filtered during stopping [Cro+10, p. 92] ”. In contrast to stopwords, NEs
are words or sequences of words referring to something of interest like a person or
location [CMS10]. They can be used to represent knowledge in a particular domain,
e.g. explicit knowledge in a text document [Chr21]. Recognizing NEs can therefore
help overcome ASK as the NEs can be used to construct semantic rules enabling
automatic DC.

NER – being a fundamental NLP tasks – can be used either as a stand-alone
tool or as a necessary preprocessor for more complex NLP operations [DM14]. As
a stand-alone tool, NER serves at querying [Guo+09] and filtering [HGS05] text
documents. As part of a preprocessing, it marks NEs that can be handled sep-
arately by other NLP systems, thus improving their performance further. Some
of the common NLP tasks using NER as a preprocessing tool are Machine Trans-
lation [BH03], Question Answering [Tor+05], Dependency Parsing [YBP20], and
Sentiment Analysis [Sol+18; SB20].

NER has been extensively applied to formal text (such as news articles [SS04])
and informal text (such as emails [MWC05]). The goal of NER is to recognize
references to real-world objects like persons, locations, and organizations. It also
finds applications in different research fields. For instance, in software engineering
it serves at recognizing NEs related to programming languages, APIs, functions
[Ye+16], and terms related to software bugs [Zho+18]. In the domain of medicine,
NER is used to support the extraction and classification of medical NEs (related to
diseases, medical tools, etc.) [AZ11]. Especially, the discovery of eNEs is currently
a hot topic in medical and clinical research:
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“An emerging named entity (eNE) is generally a term, that is already in
use in a domain specific literature, but which is afterwards acknowledged
as a named entity (NE) by respective expert communities (e.g. through
adding this term in a domain specific vocabulary)’ ’ [Naw+18].

eNEs are particularly relevant for Argumentation Support, IR Support, and Trend
Analysis in Clinical Virtual Research Environments (VREs) dealing with large
amounts of medical literature [Naw+18; Naw+19]. A major challenge in medi-
cal NER is the typically complicated medical names making entity extraction in
medicine difficult [K+17].

After introducing the concept of NER and reviewing its application in various
domains such as software engineering and medical research, we will now review the
different techniques for NER in the next section.

2.2.2 NER Techniques

NER techniques were introduced many years ago. For example, it was mentioned in
the proceedings of the Sixth Message Understanding Conference (MUC-6) [GS96].
According to [Dia+20a], techniques of NER include hand-coded and ML-based
methods.

Hand-coded techniques are methods based on rules or grammatical patterns and
based on dictionary lookup or lexicons. These methods can perform well with-
out training data [BM97]. Rule-based approaches that rely on grammar rules were
among the first attempts to solve the NER problem [MMG99]. The biggest dis-
advantage of using grammar rules for NER is that they require “a great deal of
experience and grammatical knowledge of both the language and the domain. They
are also extremely difficult to adapt outside of their scope, and it is hard and ex-
pensive to maintain them over time” [Dia+20b]. The second hand-coded technique
used for NER is the use of dictionary lookup-up or word lexicons. Both depend
on previously built knowledge bases for extracting NEs [Gat+13]. This knowledge
base is generally referred to as gazetteer [Tor+08] and its use consists “of comparing
the words in the text with this gazetteer to find matches” [Dia+20b]. Many NER
approaches applying gazetteer as a knowledge base resort to Wikipedia [Gat+13].
Instead of trying to find exact matches, other systems are using text mining tech-
niques like stemming and lemmatization to identify various name forms of NEs in
the gazetteer. These techniques aim at identifying “a canonical representative for
a set of related word forms” [NLT21] and are particularly relevant for reducing the
overwhelming amount of word forms that can be found in a dictionary [KK14].
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Another text-mining technique that is often used with dictionary lookup and word
lexicons is Regular Expression (RE). A RE (or regex) is a sequence of characters
describing a search pattern [Ste+05]. “Regular expressions are a powerful string
processing tool.” [LK16]. REs can be used inside a gazetteer to define more complex
rules, for example, to match different formats of dates such as August 13th 1986 or
13.08.1986. The use of gazetteers or lexicons is a simple approach to the NER task,
however, as already mentioned, these techniques depend mainly on the existence of
a previous knowledge base for all entity categories. Gazetteers are not only useful
for simple dictionary look-up or lexicons. They can also serve as additional features
for ML models to “represent the dependencies between a word’s NER label and its
presence in a particular gazetteer ” [Ye+16]. Gazetteer features are highly informa-
tive and including them for model training can result in a better model performance
[Ye+16].

A second approach for NER is ML. Existing techniques can be classified based
on the data which was used for the model training. “Supervised learning utilises only
the labelled data to generate a model. Semi-supervised learning aims to combine both
the labelled data as well unlabelled data in learning. Unsupervised learning aims to
learn without any labelled data.” [TBG15]. In other words, Supervised Learning (SL)
methods are only using text corpora with already annotated (or marked) data for
model training. This labelled data, which was created by humans or domain experts,
is called training data or gold standard. SL is currently the dominant technique for
addressing NER. It can achieve good performance if enough high quality training
data is available. SL methods based statistical algorithms include Hidden Markov
Models (HMM) [EB07; MJC12], Decision Tree Models [BMS00; Iso01], Maximum
Entropy Models [BON03], Support Vector Machines [MOT+02] and Conditional
Random Fields (CRF) [ES08; SBG18; ZGC20]. The learning process is named su-
pervised, because “the people who labelled the training data are required to teach the
right distinctions to the program” [AS13]. The main shortcoming of SL is that it
requires a large amount of high quality annotated data for model training [CCD08].
The unavailability of such data and the prohibitive cost of creating them is what led
to consider her two alternatives, Unsupervised Learning (USL) and Semi-supervised
Learning (SSL). As already mentioned, USL does not rely on annotated data. In-
stead, “it creates clusters based on similar contexts, use lexical resources (Word
Net), use lexical patterns, and computes statistics from a large unannotated corpus”
[AS13]. Many SL systems are often relying on USL methods to optimize their per-
formance [ZK08; RCE11; Cas+19; Cas+19] as they can make use of “unsupervised
word representations ... learned from the abundant unlabeled data as extra features
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to improve accuracy of supervised NER model learned from small amount of anno-
tated data” [TRB10]. In this research, we will rely on CRF as our implementation
approach for SL as it represents “the state of the art in sequence modeling and has
also been very effective at NER task ” [Mao+07].

While ML is the most popular approach for NER, there are some factors that
can affect the performance of any NER system. We will review some of these factors
in the following section.

2.2.3 Factors Influencing NER System Performance

According to [Kon15], there are different factors that can radically influence the per-
formance of NER systems. These factors also indicate Remaining Challenges (RCs)
in NER which have not been fully addressed in the literature. For instance, the lan-
guage, domain and entity type are some of the factors influencing the performance
of NER systems.

The Language and Domain Factors : The language is one of the most influential
factors of NER performance and the indicator of the first RC (RC1) introduced in
this research. Initial NER systems mainly relied on rule-based mechanisms. Also,
they were developed for a specific language like English and it was not possible to
apply them for other languages such as Russian. “Rule-based NER systems lack the
ability of portability and robustness. These type of approaches are often domain and
language specific and do not necessarily adapt well to new domains and languages”
[MAM08]. The second RC (RC2) is related to the domain adaptation in ML-based
approaches. If a classifier was trained using medical texts it will be difficult for this
classifier to deal with material originated from bioinformatics. Attempts to use the
same NER model on different domains (like applying it on both formal and informal
texts) have led to some performance degradation (like Drop in F-measure) [JZ06;
CA05]. However, many researchers have been developing domain- and language-
independent features (such as contextual, lexical, morphological, and syntactic fea-
tures) to lower the cost of training a NER model in a new domain [Kam+03; BDR09;
MRP17]. Making such features easily customizable in a NER system can accelerate
the training of new NER models while facilitating their portability to other domains.

Entity Type Factor : The type of the entity is another important factor of NER,
which leads us to the third RC of this research (RC3). Some categories of NEs
are easier to extract than others. For instance, simple matching rules can be used
to locate expressions of numeric dates (such as April 13th 1986, 13.04.1986, 5th
of August 2011) [KW17]. However, identifying more complex NEs like relative
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dates (e.g. working days in this week) might require writing more complex rules
to find all days of a week except the holidays and weekends. The type of entities
does not only affect how matching rules can be defined. An experimental study by
Ritter has shown that some social network content like tweets “contain a plethora
of distinctive named entity types (Companies, Products, Bands, Movies, and more).
These types (except for People and Locations) are relatively infrequent” [RCE11].
Ritter demonstrated that, for some entity types, even large datasets of manually
annotated tweets may contain only a few training examples. Hence, many systems
are trying to collect and combine multiple knowledge sources (like external gazetteers
or Wikipedia) to generate training data [TM06; Tor+07; Tor+08]. To recognize
different types of NEs (simple and complex), a NER system should not only support
RE, but also provide features to collect other external resources (like gazetteers) that
can be used to generate training data.

Besides the three general factors above, we will now introduce other crucial
factors influencing ML-based NER performance. These factors are also indicators
of further RCs in NER.

Features : According to [BDR09], “the most challenging aspect of any machine
learning approach to NLP problems is deciding on an optimal feature set” (our fourth
RC (RC4)). ML features for NER include:

• Local Features. They aim at analyzing local information about a current
token (word) being labeled and surrounding context [TS12]. Orthographic
features are simple features and can refer to word orthography. An example is
the exact capitalization of a word which may be an indication of an existing
NE. Some NE referring to names of individuals have special capitalization.
Orthographic features (like capitalization) are limited to the individual word
and belong to the language independent features [BDR09; MRP17]. Stems

and Lemma features try to find the root of a classified word, but in differ-
ent ways. The stem is the part of the word that never changes even when
morphologically inflected; a lemma is the base form of the word. Both fea-
tures are highly language-dependent “as they require detailed knowledge of the
particular language at hand ” [BDR09; MRP17]. In [TS12], suffixes, prefixes
and orthographic features of the current token are used as local features to
optimize F-Scores of newly trained NER models.

• Global Features. Most NER systems use additional features like gazetters,
POS tags, shallow parsing, gazetteers, etc. They are referred in [TS12] as
external knowledge features used for CRF-based model training. We will call
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these kind features as global features in the remaining sections of this thesis.
A simple way to guess whether a particular phrase is a NE or not is to look it
up in a gazetteer. Look-up systems with large entity lists work pretty well if
entities are not ambiguous. In that case the approach is competitive against
ML algorithms [NS07]. Gazetteer features are common in ML approaches too
and can improve performance of recognition systems. The POS of a word is
another useful feature for NER. A NE is often a noun, adjective or number.
Knowing the part of speech of a NE (like a noun) or its position in a text can
help identify other types of NEs in the same sentence. For instance, nouns
are often followed by a verb in the English language. N-grams are other
language-independent features [BDR09; MRP17] that are generally used to
support the representation and annotation of tokens of a NE [JCK05]. In
[Jah+12], the estimation of tags to annotate a set of NEs relies on applying n-
grams to extract POS tag information, prefix and suffix characters, and word
feature pattern.

The selection of the right feature is an important factor in NER as it can even
increase the probability to recognize a term as a NE [Kon15]. In [SCL16], various
CRF parameters (including local features and external knowledge resources) are
introduced to improve NER quality (Recall, Precision, F-Score) and processing time
during NER model training. Supporting the selection and customization of ML
parameters (e.g. adaptation of CRF features) is therefore an important support to
be integrated in a NER system.

Training Data : NER systems based on ML often suffer from the lack of appropri-
ate training data (gold-standard) in interdisciplinary domains like medical research
[MOT+02; Jon+15]. A gold-standard refers to an annotated domain corpus in which
all entities that can be used for training and testing are tagged accordingly. Data
annotation for creating gold-standards (our fifth RC (RC5) is generally limited
to a small set of experts [KMK12] as it requires “expertise in the respective domain
... and linguistic expertise’ ’ [Chr21]. However, this task can be very challeng-
ing when dealing with a large amount of documents like those found online. Web
documents are generally large and diverse. They often include plain text, XML,
images, and HTML files (with their markups). Using Web documents to create a
gold-standard might require removing unnecessary data (like removing images and
HTML markups) before extracting useful information to be annotated. Existing
NLP systems that include features for data annotation are difficult to use as they
often rely on ML methods [Bon+02; Bir06]. It is therefore required for a NER sys-
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tem to provide features for data annotation, that are easy to use (for instance by
domain experts without ML skills) and can at the same time deal with a variety of
documents available online. Existing systems have been experimentally developed,
but they have not been used yet in real-world environments [Ye+16; Ste+12].

Performance of Preliminary Steps for NER . The performance of a ML-based
NER model can be negatively affected if one of the preliminary stages is sub-optimal
(RC6). As shown in [Naw+18], multiple baseline NLP steps are often needed in
the pipeline of a NER system, independently of being a rule-based or ML-based
system. These steps may include “data clean up” (removal of punctuation marks
and stop words in NL texts), "tokenization" (of sentences and words), "lemmati-
zation", "stemming" [NS07; BK15; Ye+16], and "data annotation" (labelling of
NEs) [Jie+19; AA20]. We will particularly pay attention to the steps of “data clean
up” and “data annotation” in this research as they are two fundamental steps in
data processing for NER [BK15]. Many NLP frameworks and there are existing
tools which provide features to develop and execute these steps in a NER pipeline
[Cun+02; SSH14]. However, using and/or integrating these features in a pipeline
to train a NER model remains a challenge for users without software engineering
and ML skills. Since the performance of a NER system relies on the quality of each
preliminary step, it is necessary to facilitate using these steps for model training
by providing support to select, integrate and customize them in a pipeline. Also,
a visualization support must be available to check and review the quality of each
executed preliminary step in the pipeline. All this is very beneficial to develop high
quality NER models.

After reviewing the performance influencing factors and identifying important
RCs for this thesis related to NER, we will summarize how NER systems are eval-
uated.

2.2.4 Evaluation of NER Models

The evaluation of NER models is a necessary step for performance measurement and
comparison of existing NER systems [Kon15]. The standard measures for evaluat-
ing NER systems are Precision, Recall, and F-Score [Pow20]. Recall is the ratio of
correctly annotated NEs to the total number of correct NEs. Precision is the ratio
of correctly annotated NEs to the total number (correct and incorrect) of annotated
NEs. The F-Score is calculated as the harmonic mean of precision and recall and
describes the balance between both measures. It can be seen as an overall perfor-
mance metric. Many NER tools have built-in functions for calculating Precision,
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Recall, and F-Scores as part of allowing the user to train new models in a partic-
ular domain. We will review some of these tools in the next section. We will also
compare these tools as we want to find out which one can be most suitable to use
in our proof-of-concept system.

2.2.5 NLP Frameworks Featuring NER

In this section, selected recent NLP frameworks featuring NER are introduced and
compared (see Table 1). The goal is to discover their strengths and weaknesses.
Also, we want to identify a possible solution that can be used for our research. Thus,
our criteria for comparison are open-source, availability, maturity and robustness,
and complexity which we use to judge whether a NLP framework is suited for our
academic research project.
Open source: The tool must be free to use as we want to build an academic
software that can be further developed by other researchers.
Availability: The tool must support most of the common NLP steps including
NER, POS tagging, RE, tokenization, etc.
Maturity and Robustness: The framework must support at least one of the most
popular programming languages used in academic research (e.g. Java, C#, Python).
Also, it must be well documented, have a large and active online community, and
support teams. The framework must be broadly used in academia and industry
for training NER models in different domains. Finally, the framework hat not only
to support training new models by users but also has to come along with existing
pre-trained and high-quality models for the majority of the common NLP tasks.
Complexity: The framework has to allow solving NLP tasks in an easy way while
having a low learning curve.

GATE2 is an open source infrastructure for developing and deploying software
components that process text data. It has been widely used to support researchers
and developers working in NLP [Cun+02]. The GATE architecture supports mul-
tiple NLP and data preprocessing tasks such as corpus annotation, word and sen-
tence tokenization, gazetteer management, and POS tagging. GATE also supports
the communication with other external systems for gathering annotated data, ag-
gregating them, calculating the inter-annotator agreement and finally analyzing the
results. Its integrated information extraction system is called ANNIE3 which com-
ponents are summarized in Figure 5.
Using the GATE graphical user interface, all the supported NLP tasks can be man-

2https://gate.ac.uk
3https://gate.ac.uk/ie/annie
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Figure 5: Components of GATE ANNIE [She21]

aged (in form of preprocessing resources) and executed in pipelines as shown in Fig-
ure 6. GATE is often considered as an ecosystem because its “architecture defines
the organization of a language engineering system, the assignment of responsibili-
ties to the various components, and ensures that component integrations meet the
system requirements” [Rod+20]. GATE can help to minimize the time spent on cre-
ating or modifying existing systems while providing a development mechanism for
new modules [Rod+20]. While GATE has been used in different NLP-based down-
stream applications [Cun+02; Bon+02], it is difficult to setup and run. It includes a
complex and specialized output format based on inline annotations representations
making it very hard to use for non-NLP experts.
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Figure 6: GATE Graphical User Interface [She20]

Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) [Bir06] is an open source NLP platform de-
veloped in Python. It was distributed under the Apache license and developed in the
department of Computer and Information Science at the University of Pennsylvania
[Bir06]. NLTK intended to “support research and teaching in NLP or closely re-
lated areas, including empirical linguistics, cognitive science, artificial intelligence,
information retrieval, and machine learning” [Yao19]. Thus, it was initially used
as an individual study tool and a platform for prototyping and building research
systems [LM05; Sæt+05]. NLTK supports different third-party extensions and in-
cludes many pre-trained models for over 50 corpora for performing different NLP
tasks. However, it has a steep learning curve [Cla+12] and can sometimes run slowly
(for simple NLP tasks like parsing [ÐS19]) which may not match the demands of
real-world production usage.
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CoreNLP4 from the Stanford University5 is a Java toolkit providing a broad range
of tools enabling users “to derive linguistic annotations for text, including token and
sentence boundaries, parts of speech, named entities, numeric and time values, de-
pendency and constituency parses, coreference, sentiment, quote attributions, and
relations.” [Gro21]. It includes a variety of NLP tools based on statistics, deep
learning, and rule-based ones. These tools, which cover major computational lin-
guistics, are incorporated into applications with human language technology needs
and are widely used in industry, academia, and government. [Gro21]. CoreNLP
supports all common NLP tasks including tokenization, POS tagging, NER, depen-
dency parsing, RE and sentiment analysis. It is also very straightforward to set
up and run compared to more exhaustive IE frameworks like ANNIE [FL04] that
come with more complex installations and procedures. While CoreNLP was ini-
tially implemented to work with Java, there are APIs available for other modern
programming languages such as Python and JavaScript. CoreNLP includes many
third-party extensions and pre-trained models for over 50 corpora for different NLP
tasks. All NLP features of CoreNLP can be accessed using RestFul web services.
One of the centerpieces of CoreNLP is its concept of pipelines, annotators, and an-
notations allowing more convenient NLP operations on NL texts. Pipelines take in
a raw text, run a series of NLP annotators on it and produce a final set of annota-
tions [Gro21]. An annotation is an object that is represented as a map and used for
storing already processed pieces of texts. Initially, the text of a document is added
to an annotation as its only contents. Then, one or multiple annotation pipelines
can run on a single annotation. An annotator can then read one or multiple keys
from the annotation, analyses the NL texts and finally write the result back to the
annotation. An overview of the concept of pipelines, annotators, and annotations is
given in the following architecture (Figure 7).

4http://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP
5https://nlp.stanford.edu/
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Figure 7: CoreNLP: Concept for Annotations, Annotators, and Pipelines
~

CoreNLP includes more than 24 different annotators6 for common NLP tasks.
Its NER annotator relies on various ML models and rule-based components for
recognizing mentions of persons, locations, dates, times, and numerical values. A
RE annotator is also available for more extensive rule-based NER support7. The
following Java code shows how various annotators can be used in a pipeline of
CoreNLP:

1 public AnnotationPipeline buildPipeline () {

2 AnnotationPipeline pl = new AnnotationPipeline ();

3 pl.addAnnotator(new TokenizerAnnotator(false));

4 pl.addAnnotator(new WordsToSentencesAnnotator(false))

;

5 pl.addAnnotator(new POSTaggerAnnotator(false));

6 pl.addAnnotator(new MorphaAnnotator(false));

7 pl.addAnnotator(new TimeAnnotator("sutime", props));

8 pl.addAnnotator(new PhraseAnnotator(phrasesFile ,

false));

9 return pl;

6https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/annotators.html
7https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/ner.html
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10 }

Listing 1: Example of Creating a Pipeline Annotation with CoreNLP

Besides supporting annotation pipeline, CoreNLP also includes a rich set of
options for fine-tuning CRF parameters used for training models using ML. This
makes the creation of NER models convenient, easy, flexible, and very comfortable.
Finally, the CoreNLP of Stanford is licensed under the GPLv3 and has a large
online community and active support and development team. It is developed by
the Stanford NLP Group8 with the advantage that state of the art NLP packages
are frequently developed and integrated into the framework. All of this provides
evidence that CoreNLP the best choice for our academic research project.
spaCy9 is one of the newest systems for performing NLP. spaCy is written in Python
and Cython and was published under the MIT license [Vas20]. Unlike NLTK and
CoreNLP, which were mainly used for teaching and research, spaCy focuses on pro-
viding software for production usage [Rod+20]. spaCy mainly relies on ML for NLP.
It supports deep learning workflows that allow the connection of statistical models
trained by popular ML libraries such as TensorFlow, PyTorch or MXNet through
its own developed ML library Thinc [Par+19]. Using Thinc as a backend system,
spaCy can features convolutional neural network models enabling the development
of various NLP tasks including Part-of-Speech (POS) Tagging, Dependency Pars-
ing, Text Categorization, Tokenization, and NER. While spaCy is easy to use and
learn for NLP, it is not very flexible as it includes a single highly optimized tool for
performing each NLP task [Vas20].
Spark NLP10 is one of the most recent NLP that was released in 2017 with the focus
on building production systems. It is built on top of Apache Spark and TensorFlow
and supports modern programming language such as Python, Java and Scala. Spark
NLP provides simple and performant NLP annotations for ML pipelines that can also
scale in distributed environments [PGO16]. However, due to its recent inception, its
community is not as large and active when compared to other established frameworks
like ANNIE, spaCy and CoreNLP. For instance, the Stack Overflow community
includes only few questions tagged with “johnsnowlabs-spark-nlp” while there are
more the 3000 questions tagged with “stanford-nlp”.
Flair11 is another new NLP Framework, developed at Humboldt University in Berlin
in collaboration with the Zalando Research team. The software has an easy to use

8https://nlp.stanford.edu/
9https://spacy.io/

10https://nlp.johnsnowlabs.com/
11https://www.informatik.hu-berlin.de/en/forschung-en/gebiete/ml-en/Flair
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approach and is written in Python. Flair has been available for download on GitHub
since 2018 under the MIT License. While it supports most of the common NLP tasks,
Flair lacks supports for dependency parsing (at the time of writing) which is very
useful for semantic analysis and resolving ambiguities during text analysis.
Stanza12 is the newest framework that we review in this research. It was created
by researchers of the Stanford University as a possible successor of CoreNLP. It
was introduced in the beginning of 2019 as “Stanford NLP” and was renamed in
March 2020 to Stanza. The system is available under the Apache License. Stanza is
known as a full neural network pipeline for performing robust text analytics including
tokenization, multi-word token (MWT) expansion, lemmatization, part-of-speech
(POS) and morphological features tagging, dependency parsing and NER [PGO16].
The native Python implementation requires only minimal efforts to set up and run.
Stanza can be slower to run than some simpler models, however it is fast enough
to use in production [PGO16]. Simpler and more traditional frameworks such as
spaCy rely on user-defined rules for tokenization. Stanza makes uses of neural
networks which requires a lot of annotated data and can sometimes run very slowly.
Even though Stanza is very young, most of the common NLP features are already
supported. Only conventional features like Sentiment Analysis are not yet available.

Table 1 summarizes the comparison of the introduced NLP frameworks support-
ing NER as it is based on our selection criteria open-source, availability, maturity
and robustness, and complexity. As it can be seen, CoreNLP relies on Java and
supports all the common NLP tasks for NER compared to all the other NLP frame-
works. Its learning curve is also very low, making it the mostly suitable framework
to be used in this dissertation.

12https://stanfordnlp.github.io/stanza/
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2.2.6 Intermediate Summary and Discussion

In this section, we analyzed the state of the art in NER as it is an important
component of IR. First, we found that NER has been widely applied on formal
as well as informal texts. It was used in domains like software engineering and
medicine as they are dealing with many types of NEs. Second, we discovered that
techniques supporting NER generally include hand-coded and ML-based approaches.
Especially, ML methods are very popular as they can be applied to extract NEs
from very large sets of textual documents. Third, our review revealed that the
performance of NER systems depends on some influencing factors which are also
indicators for RCs in NER. We have identified the following RCs in NER: RC1 and
RC2 related to language and domain limitation of NER models. RC3 related to
the difficulty of recognizing particular NEs because of their complex types. RC4

related to the selection of the right feature set for model training. RC5 related to
the difficulty of annotating data from a domain corpus to create a gold-standard.
RC6 related to the performance of NLP preliminary steps in a NER pipeline.
All these introduced RCs play an important role in this research. In order to enable
NER in the domain of SGD, it is necessary to review and analyze text documents
from popular IR systems like QAS and CDE containing relevant NEs about this
domain. This analysis is useful to identify potentially new requirements to be con-
sidered when applying a system for NER in the domain of SGD. Finally, this section
also reviewed and compared various standard NLP frameworks. Our comparison,
which was based on four selection criteria (open source, availability, maturity and
robustness, complexity), has revealed that CoreNLP is best suited for our research
project. It is simple to use, based on Java, supports RestFul services, and includes a
rich set of NLP features. Its provided annotation pipeline enables more convenient
and efficient operations on NL texts compared to other tools.

After reviewing the state of the art in NER, we will now have a closer look
at DC because it is another important component of IR which can be used to
support faceted browsing. In particular, we will focus on rule-based mechanisms for
automatic DC. They are used for content reasoning and can easily adapt to new
domains in comparison to other methods which are ML-based. We will also review
and compare existing RBESs supporting content reasoning. Our goal is to find out
which system is most suited to support IR in our research project. By this, we will
address RO1.3.
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2.3 Document Classification

DC is the task of assigning a document into one or more classes (or categories) based
on its content [Nag+07]. It has already been introduced in section 1 (together with
NER) as another important component supporting IR [Nog+11]. DC, also referred
to as Text Classification (TC) [BB63], enables the two IR strategies (searching and
browsing) that we previously introduced in section 2.1 [Los92; BL00]. The support
of browsing is self-evident as DC automatically “places the documents into their top-
ical categories” [Swo21], making them easier to manage and sort. This can be very
useful in changing environments like the KM-EP where various online documents
(originating from QASs and CDEs) are frequently introduced and where a manual
classification of them is almost impossible (see motivation in section 1.1). One of
the main challenges in the automatic classification of documents generally consists
of “the determination of subject content” for each document [BB63]. Thus, DC is
viewed as “a part of the larger problem of automatic content analysis” [Gol+00]. For
a document to be automatically classified under a specific category, one must make
sure that its subjects matter relates to that area of interest. For human beings, this
is a straightforward decision to make, since they can rely on their intellectual com-
petence to solve the problem. A computer system, however, has to be programmed
to automatically determine the subject(s) of a document and derive the category
(or categories) to which it belongs. This can be done, for instance, using semantic
content analysis. [Luh57] argues that “semantically analysing words in a document
can provide some clues as to its content”. For example, a document containing the
words "book", "exercise", "science", "mathematics", "learning", etc., may deal with
the topic of education. According to [Seb02], the two fundamental approaches for
DC are: ML-based methods relying on mathematics and statistical methods, and
rule-based mechanisms. In both approaches, “preparation is required, either in the
acquisition of necessary data for model training or in the creation of domain specific
rules” [Swo21]. We will introduce these techniques in the following section.

2.3.1 DC Techniques

ML-based DC is often implemented using SL or USL methods. DC based on SL con-
sists of manually providing a set of labelled documents, which the system should use
to train a model (called classifier) [God+04]. Using the provided data, the classifier
will learn to make associations between the texts and expected labels (or tags) to
predict the categories where the documents should be assigned to. Existing SL sys-
tems are relying on statistical models and word (phrase) similarity to automatically
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organize and group documents together [ML00; God+04; CGS17]. USL methods
will try to cluster documents without any labelled training data [SFT02; KS00].
While ML-based DC has been an area of research since the 1980s [Seb02], one of the
biggest challenges lies in the lack of necessary training data to be used in real world
scenarios. In [She+09], term relations are used to boost ML-based DC. Another
challenge in ML-based approach for DC is the lack of portability of the trained
classifiers to new languages and domains [OOH05]. Such an example was stated
in [Kim+04], as “classification by ML may not keep the same performance because
the knowledge generated from the training set may not be appropriate for certain
types of web information”. These two challenges (lack of training data, portability
limitation) are common to traditional ML-based approaches as previously shown in
the domain of NER (section 2.2.3).

To enable automatic DC in real-word scenarios, rule-based [Kim+04; BSK14]
and hybrid methods [Vil+11; Asi+19] are often preferred as they are more flexi-
ble and can easily adapt to new domains compared to traditional ML approaches
[Kim+04]. Rule-based methods use manually crafted rules to analyze the semantic
of text documents and classify them automatically [Vil+11]. Existing approaches
rely on techniques of NLP [Blo+92; Mah15; MBA16] as they can ‘recognize certain
patterns in the processed texts and, based on them, they can automatically classify
sentences, phrases or even full documents in predefined groups” [Mur21]. In [BSK14;
Liu+18a], rules based on NLP and SPM were used to classify large sets of text doc-
uments on the Web. Beside using SPM, NLP is generally combined with linguistic
and grammatical analysis to understand NL texts as it is reflected here [KP07]:
“Natural language processing (NLP), is the attempt to extract a fuller meaning rep-
resentation from free text. This can be put roughly as figuring out who did what to
whom, when, where, how and why. NLP typically makes use of linguistic concepts
such as part-of-speech (noun, verb, adjective, etc.) and grammatical structure (ei-
ther represented as phrases like noun phrase or prepositional phrase, or dependency
relations like subject-of or object-of). It has to deal with anaphora (what previous
noun does a pronoun or other back-referring phrase correspond to) and ambiguities
(both of words and of grammatical structure, such as what is being modified by a
given word or prepositional phrase). To do this, it makes use of various knowledge
representations, such as a lexicon of words and their meanings and grammatical
properties and a set of grammar rules and often other resources such as an ontology
of entities and actions, or a thesaurus of synonyms or abbreviations.”. Linguistic
analysis consists of “encoding textual data by categorizing key words and identifying
the relationships among these words” [ER93]. In this context, POS tagging “plays
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an important role in most NLP problems and applications, including syntactic pars-
ing, semantic parsing, machine translation...” [BLP18]. It is defined in [PWG12] as
the process of performing “Semantic Analysis and include the process of assigning
one of the parts of speech to the given word. Parts of speech include nouns, verbs,
adverbs, adjectives, pronouns, conjunction and their sub-categories.”. POSs can be
used to analyze various linguistic components of a NL text, such as understanding
the elements within a document sentence. In [Liu+18b], POS is used to retrieve in-
formation about the sentence components (subject, predicate, object), the sentence
form (whether it is affirmative or negative), and the sentence mood (whether it is
interrogative or declarative). This information is then used to derive the meaning
of entire documents and for classifying them using semantic rules.

Based on this analysis, we can define the following RCs for rule-based DC: find-
ing common terms and patterns in similar text documents (RC7). One common
approach for pattern recognition in text documents is to make use of REs [Li+08],
a method widely used in modern IR systems [Li+08; Li+17]. The second RC is
related to the identification of specific words and patterns and the relationships be-
tween words in a NL text document (RC8). While RE can help to identify specific
words and patterns in a NL text, it can be very challenging to use this method to
understand the relationships between words. Advances in NER and POS tagging
can help in this context. As already introduced in section 1, methods of NER can be
introduced to identify and extract domain specific NEs, while resolving other prob-
lems such as ambiguities in the analysis of the semantic of text documents. The final
RC is related to identifying relevant “natural language sentences that follow the same
grammatical rules of a chosen language” [Lam09] (RC9). This can be supported
using visualization tools that highlight various POSs and grammatical components
of sentences (like subject, predicate, object) in a NL text document. A NE can serve
at representing knowledge in a text. For instance, a NE can be part of a POS in
a NL text. Using methods of POS tagging, the interrelationships between this NE
and other words and expressions in this text document can be analyzed. Also, the
type of a NE can be used as an indicator to understand the semantic of an entire
text document. A document about programming languages generally contains one
or more NEs of the type "Programming Language" (like Java or C#). A system for
rule-based DC should therefore include various features based on REs, NLP, and
linguistic analysis to enable semantic text analysis. It should also make use of sys-
tems for NER, POS tagging, and visualization tool to extract, analyze and visualize
specific words, expressions (and their interrelationships) in a text document that
can help to understand its semantic and formulate rules for automatic DC.
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One common approach to formulate rules for DC is to make use of a RBES
[Abr05]. This system enables users to define rules in a human readable format. The
goal is to write “ logical expressions that in practical cover any kind of reasoning that
a human expert may make about a certain category. Thus, its accuracy is the same
as that achieved by human experts.” [Vil+11]. We are reviewing common RBESs in
the next section.

2.3.2 Rule-based Expert Systems

RBESs are rapidly growing technologies of Artificial Intelligence (AI) that use human
expert knowledge to solve complex problems in fields like health, science, engineer-
ing, business and weather forecasting [KYO09; AA11; AA18]. A RBES represents
knowledge solicited by human experts as data or production rules within a computer
program [Tan17]. According to [Car+99; DBS77; NT14], rules can be defined as an
expressive, straight forward and flexible way of expressing knowledge. [Neg05b] ar-
gues that “experts generally possess deep knowledge and practical experience over
the years which results into expertise.”. Thus, they are able to code their knowl-
edge in the form of rules [NT14]. In a RBES, knowledge is represented as a set of
rules [NT14]. The general architecture of a RBES is depicted in Figure 8. A RBES

Figure 8: Architecture of a RBES [SZ08]

generally consists of the following components: the knowledge base, the working
memory, the inference engine, the explanation system and the user interface. The
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knowledge base contains the knowledge about the domain, such as a collection
of IF-THEN rules or other information structures derived from the human expert.
The working memory (database) consists of a set of facts, which is used to match
the against the IF THEN rules. The inference engine provides reasoning, so that
the RBES can reach a solution. The explanation system is used to inform the
user about why a particular solution was reached. Finally, the user interface en-
abling the user to interact with the other components of the RBES. A rule generally
consists of two parts: The IF part, called and antecedent (premise or condition) and
THEN part, called the consequent (conclusion or action). The basic syntax of a rule
is:

1 IF <antecedent >

2 THEN <consequent >

Listing 2: Example Rule with IF THEN Statements

The antecedent is the condition that must be satisfied. When the antecedent is
satisfied, the rule is triggered and is said to "fire". The consequent is the action that
is performed when the rule fires. A rule can have one or more antecedents joined
by the keywords AND (conjunction), OR (disjunction) or a combination of both as
shown in Listing 3.

1 IF

2 <antecedent 1> IF <antecedent 1>

3 AND

4 <antecedent 2> OR <antecedent 2>

5

6 AND

7 <antecedent n> OR <antecedent n>

8 THEN

9 <consequent > THEN <consequent >

Listing 3: Example Rule with Antecedents

The antecedent of a rule consists of two parts, the object (linguistic object) and
its value. Object and value are linked by an operator. The operator identifies the
object and assigns the value. Operators such as contains, is, are, is not, are not
are used to assign a symbolic value to a linguistic object. An operator can be
mathematical or logical [NT14]. For instance, mathematical operators can be used
to define an object as numerical and assign it to the numerical value as illustrated
in Listing 4.
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1 IF

2 a.height > "5cm"

3 AND

4 a.height < "3m"

5 AND

6 a is not Animal

7 THEN

8 a = person

Listing 4: Example Rule with Mathematical Operators

The inference engine is a central component of RBES. It compares each rule
stored in knowledge base with the facts in the database. When the IF rule is matched
with a fact, the rule is fired and its action part stated in THEN is executed. The fired
rule may change the set of facts by adding new facts in the database. This process
is referred to as as the inference chain [NT14]. Forward chaining and backward
chaining are the common types of inference methods. Systems based on forward

chaining use data-driven reasoning. The reasoning starts from the known data and
then proceeds. It will look for the rules which will move the current state of problem
solution closer to a final solution. When rule is fired, the new facts are added to the
database [JRS12]. Dendral [Lin+93] is a RBES for determining molecular structure
of unknown soil which relies on forward chaining. Systems based on backward

chaining use goal-driven reasoning. In backward chaining, a RBES has the goal
and the inference engine attempts to find the evidence to prove it. First, inference
engine will search knowledge base to find rules that has required solution and such
rule will have goal in their action (THEN) parts. If such a rule is found and if its
condition (IF) part matches the data in the database, then the rule is fired and the
goal is proven. MYCIN [BS84] is a RBES for diagnosis infectious blood disease that
uses backward chaining.

Using a RBES for representing knowledge has several advantages. A RBES can
provide representation of knowledge in a natural way using IF-THEN rules, “each
rule being an independent piece of knowledge” [NT14]. Its structure provides an
effective separation of the knowledge base from the inference engine. This means
the knowledge base can be updated without intervening of processing. RBES are
able to represent and reason with incomplete and uncertain knowledge [Tan17] by
associating certainty factors with it [NT14].

The next section includes the comparison of some state-of-the-art RBESs used
in the literature. As already used in the domain of NER (see section 2.2.5), our
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criteria for comparison includes open-source, availability, maturity and robustness,
and complexity.
Open source: The tool must be free to use as we want to build an academic soft-
ware that can be further developed by other researchers.
Availability: The system must support backward/forward chaining, enables the
separation of knowledge base from inference logic, and enables programming using
object-oriented programming languages like Java.
Maturity and Robustness: The system must be well documented, have a large
and active online community, and support teams. It must be broadly used in
academia and/or industry for DC.
Complexity: The system has to allow solving DC tasks using rule-based ap-
proaches. Finally, the learning curve to formulate rules and applying them to solve
DC tasks must be low.

2.3.3 Comparison of RBES

MYCIN was a backward chaining prototypical RBES that was developed in the
1970’s to support the diagnose and recommendation of therapy for serious infections
[Van78]. The goal was to explain the reasoning process at each stage in a consultation
by listing the rules it has under consideration at that moment. Thus, MYCIN
embodied some intelligence and provide data on the extent to which intelligent
behavior could be programmed. However, as with other AI programs at that time,
its development was slow and not always in a forward direction to make it a very
robust rule-based system [BS84].

The C Language Integrated Production System (CLIPS) is a software
tool designed for building expert systems. It was developed by the NASA in 1985
[Vel+16] and became one of most used RBES in the market because of its efficiency
and portability [Bat+10]. CLIPS supports forward chaining and was initially written
in the C programming language. Its syntax resembles that of the programming
language Lisp. But, it is now incorporating a complete object-oriented language for
writing expert systems, called COOL. COOL combines the programming paradigms
of procedural, object-oriented and logical languages. While CLIPS can separate the
knowledge base (the expert rules) from its inference logic, its rule syntax tends to be
more complex and not particularly user friendly compared to many other systems
[Vel+16]. Since 1996, CLIPS has been available as public domain software. However,
its support teams are not very active and the existing documentation is somewhat
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limited 13.
Ten years after CLIPS, the Java expert System Shell (JESS) was launched

by Ernest Friedman-Hill of Sandia National Lab [Vel+16] as a Java-based imple-
mentation of the CLIPS system. It supports the development of RBESs that can
be tightly coupled to Java code and is often referred to as an expert system shell
[Fri97]. JESS is compatible with the CLIPS rule language, but a declarative lan-
guage (called JessML) is also available for specifying rules in XML. JESS is free to
use for educational and governmental purpose, but it is not an opensource software.
There is no free source code under any available license 14.

The Drools expert system is an opensource software that was first developed by
Bob McWhiter (in 2001), and later absorbed by the JBoss organization (in 2005)
[Bal09]. Drools is based on Java and its rule definitions rely on IF...THEN state-
ments which are easier to understand than the syntax provided by CLIPS and JESS.
Drools rules can be also specified using a native XML format. The rule engine is
essentially based on the Rete algorithm [For74], however extended to support object-
oriented programming in the rule formulation. Drools is available under the Apache
Software Foundation’s opensource license. Drools is platform independent and can
be easily integrated with object-oriented programming languages like Java which
facilitates the definition of more powerful and flexible rules [JRS12]. Because it has
an easy and far more readable rule syntax, Drools has been widely used as a RBES
in multiple domains [SC11; JRS12; Cav+14]. The comparison of the introduced
RBESs are summarized in Table 2. As we can see, Drools is the most robust system
compared to all the other RBESs as it has the most active community supports and
the biggest community size. It also supports most of the selected features includ-
ing backward and forward chaining. Finally, Drools has a very low learning curve
and supports Java, an OOP programming language already used in KM-EP and
selected to develop our NER sub-system (see Section 2.2.5). This makes Drools
the best choice to develop our DC sub-system that will be easily and efficiently
integrated with KM-EP and all our sub-modules developed in this dissertation.

13http://www.clipsrules.net/Documentation.html
14https://jess.sandia.gov/jess/FAQ.shtml
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MYCIN CLIPS JESS Drools

License GPL Public-Domain Public-Domain ASL
Supporting Features

backward chaining yes no no yes
forward chaining no yes yes yes
Separates Knowledge Base
from Inference Logic

yes yes yes yes

Object oriented Program-
ming

no yes no yes

Robustness and Matu-

rity

Community Support very week active active very active
Documentation Quality bad good good good
Supported Programming
Languages

LIPS C C Java

Community Size very small medium medium large
User-friendly Rule Formula-
tion

No medium Medium yes

Learning Curve steep low low very low

Table 2: Comparison of RBESs
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2.3.4 Intermediate Summary and Discussion

In this section we reviewed DC as another important component of IR. After an-
alyzing ML methods for DC, we discovered some limitations and challenges which
are common to traditional ML approaches, such as the lack of necessary training
data for training classifiers, and the portability limitation of the trained classifiers to
other domains and languages. We saw that DC methods based on rule-based mech-
anisms are more common in real-word scenarios as they are are flexible and can
adapt easily in new domains compared to traditional ML approaches. Existing rule-
based techniques generally use features of NLP, linguistic analysis, and syntactic
pattern matching for semantic text analysis. Using these features, these techniques
can understand the semantic of text documents by recognizing “certain patterns in
the processed texts’ ’ which can be used to “automatically classify sentences, phrases
or even full documents in predefined groups” using rules [Blo+92; Mah15; MBA16].
This section has also revealed a set of RCs related to the semantic analysis of text
that may affect rule-based DC: RC7 related to accessing common terms and pat-
terns needed for semantic text analysis, RC8 related to recognizing domain specific
NEs as an additional feature for semantic text analysis and text categorization, and
RC9 related to identifying relevant NL sentences that follow the same grammatical
rules of a chosen language. Furthermore, it was found that DC based on rule-based
is often supported using RBESs. As motivated in section 1.1, one of our main goals
in this research is to support the classification of various text documents (originating
from sources such as QASs and CDEs) into taxonomies available in KM-EP. Thus,
we will integrate a RBES into the KM-EP ecosystem to enable users and domain
experts to write their own rules for classifying text documents. Any users should
be able to formulate rules by relying on basic NLP methods (such as POS tagging),
NER, and SPM methods, which can help to understand the semantic of documents
and classify them automatically into existing taxonomies. After comparing several
state-of-the-art RBESs, we selected Drools to implement DC in KM-EP. Drools is
written in Java and has an easy to use syntax compared to other systems like CLIPS
and JESS. Also, it can be easily customized to integrate various features to meet all
our requirements. Finally, Drools can be easily integrated with existing technologies
of KM-EP.

2.4 Relevant Technologies

This section addresses RO3.1. In order to extend the KM-EP platform with new
features for NER and DC, it is important to review the existing technologies and
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interfaces that are available in the RAGE environment. It is expected that the newly
implemented system will ultimately consist of several interdependent components.
The review of relevant state of the art technologies and tools is there needed to
enable a suitable integration into the target environment of KM-EP.

2.4.1 Web Frameworks

Like most of the commercial and opensource web-based systems, KM-EP relies on a
set of web frameworks to automate the overhead associated with common activities
performed during web development. A Web framework (or web application frame-
work) supports the development of web by providing a standard way to build and
deploy web applications including web services, web resources and web APIs. Web
frameworks generally provide libraries for database operations, security, caching,
template frameworks, and they often promote code reuse15.

KM-EP was developed using Symfony16, one of the leading PHP frameworks
for creating rich client applications on the Web. Symfony is very stable and has a
large and active community with very good documentation. Like most of the web
frameworks, Symfony relies on the Model-View-Controller (MVC) design pattern
which consists of three levels: a) The Model (M) that represents the information on
which the application operates (its business logic), b) The View (V) that renders
the model into a web page suitable for interaction with the user, c) The Controller
(C) which responds to user actions and invokes changes on the model or view as
appropriate.

PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP) 17 is one of the leading server side script-
ing language that is especially suited for creating web applications. PHP can be
embedded in HTML code and executed on a HTTP server. It has offered since
version 5 object oriented programming and serves as the basis for the Symfony web
framework.

MySQL is an open source Relational Database Management System (RDBMS)
that relies on the Structured Query Language (SQL) for adding, accessing and man-
aging content in a RDBMS. SQL is renowned for its quick processing, proven relia-
bility, ease and flexibility of use. The company MySQL AB was founded in 2008 by
Sun Microsystems and was acquired by Oracle in 2010. In the meantime, a compat-
ible spin-off called MariaDB has emerged, which is also being actively developed.

15https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_framework
16https://symfony.com/
17https://www.php.net/
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MySQL is an essential part of almost every PHP-based application and is used by
Symfony for data persistence.

JavaScript is a lightweight, interpreted, or just-in-time compiled programming
language that was initially created to introduce dynamic content in web pages.
Javascript language conforms to the ECMAScript specification, thus, it supports
object oriented programming and can run not only in the web browser, but also on
any device that has the JavaScript engine program installed. JavaScript is supported
by the most popular web browsers (like Safari, Firefox, Chrome, and Edge) and many
dynamic web applications cannot function without being enabled.

Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX) is a JavaScript technology, built
in all modern browsers, which enables a user to make asynchronous web requests
in the background and load data from a web-server. After the data is loaded, the
GUI gets updated automatically and the user can see the result without doing a
manual page reload. The retrieved data is often formatted in the JavaScript Object
Notation (JSON)

Other Technologies used in KM-EP :
AngularJS18 is a JavaScript-based web framework for creating single page applica-
tions. It aims at simplifying both the development and maintenance (testing) of such
applications by providing a framework for client-side model-view-controller (MVC)
and model-view-viewmodel (MVVM) architectures, along with a rich set of compo-
nents used in single page web applications. AngularJS avoids the need of reloading
a complete web page in the browser when GUI elements need to be updated. There-
fore, an often used technology to support this is Asynchronous JavaScript XML
(AJAX).
Bootstrap19 is a Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) framework that is used in KM-
EP for responsive front-end web development. It includes CSS- and (optionally)
JavasScript-based design templates for typography, forms, buttons, navigation, and
other interface components.
Apache Solr20 is an open-source enterprise-search platform, from the Apache Lucene
project which is used for document indexing and faceted search in KM-EP.
jsTree21 is a jQuery plugin that provides interactive trees. It is used in KM-EP
for the representation of hierarchical taxonomies. jsTree supports HTML and JSON

18https://angularjs.org/
19https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bootstrap_(front-end_framework)
20https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apache_Solr
21https://www.jstree.com/
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data sources and AJAX loading, and is easily extendable, themable and configurable.

2.4.2 Representational State Transfer

Representational state transfer (REST) is a software architectural paradigm that
defines a set of constraints to create Web services. By conforming to the REST
architectual paradigm, called RESTFul Web services, web services can provide in-
teroperability between computer systems allowing the requesting systems (clients)
to access and manipulate textual representations of Web resources using a uniform
and predefined set of stateless operations [RR08]. REST APIs use Uniform Resource
Identifiers (URIs) to address resources over the HTTP standard methods. Develop-
ers of REST APIs should create URIs in a proper way to be used by potential client
systems. Well-defined resources will lead to more intuitive and easy to use APIs.
Some of the common HTTP methods used in REST APis include:

• POST - create a resource in the collection resource using the instructions of
the request body.

• GET - retrieve the representation of the resource in the response body.

• PUT - update all the representations of the resource, or create a new resource
if it does not exist.

• PATH - update all the representations of the resource, or may create a new
resource if it does not exist.

• DELETE - delete all the representations of the resource

2.4.3 Microservices

Microservices are an architectural paradigm inspired by service-oriented computing
that aims at developing an application as a set of loosely coupled services [Thö15].
A microservice should be small enough to have one sole responsibility. This has
several advantages: the application can be easily understood, developed, changed,
and it becomes resilient to architecture erosions compared to monolith architectures
[New19] (Modularity). Microservices can be implemented in a distributed environ-
ment, where small and autonomous teams can develop, deploy, and scale their re-
spective services independently (Parallelization). Finally, because microservices are
loosely coupled, they can run in separate processes and can be scaled and monitored
independently (Scalability).
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2.4.4 Other relevant Technologies

Our envisioned system should support NER and integrate a RBES for automatic
text classification in RAGE. We want to develop individual systems that could be
used outside of the KM-EP context to enable a domain independent extraction
of named entities and classification of text documents. Therefore, we will therefore
rely on microservices and the RESTFul architecture to develop and integrated our
java-based application (for NLP and automtatic text classification) into the KM-EP
system that relies on PHP and the Symfony webframework. When using microser-
vices for creating multiple software components, the complexity is increasing. Every
microservice application becomes independent and may be implemented with a dif-
ferent programming language and running in a different runtime environment. We
need to introduce the virtualization technologies to reduce dependencies between
our newly developed and potentially external systems that would be integrated
within KM-EP. Virtualization is a way to encapsulate different runtime enviro-
ments and run them on a single hardware. We will rely on Docker [Doc21] to enable
virtualization in our development environment. Docker is one of the leading virtu-
alization method that automates the deployment and delivery of software packages,
called containers [Boe15]. Containers are standard unit of software that package up
their own code, libraries and configuration files. Containers can communicate with
each other using well-defined channels. They can also run on a single operating
system kernel and therefore use fewer resources than virtual machines. Containers
are launched from images and can contain one or more running processes.

Because several distributed developers are involved in the creation of this sys-
tem, we need a issue tracking and project management to plan, track, and release
our software components in a distributed environment. We will rely on the Git-
Lab platform [Inc21], a web-based DevOps lifecycle tool that provide features like
Wiki, a Git-repository manager, issue-tracker and tools for continuous integration
and delivery. We will use Git22 as our Version Control System (VCS) to main-
tain a single source repository in our team. Git is used for tracking changes in
source code during software development. Applying a VCS has several advantages,
such as software build automation, automated unit tests, easy access to the latest
executable, reporting of the build state and automated deployment to production
systems. Finally, we will introduce a continuous integration and continuous

delivery system (Gitlab CI/CD)23 to test our software before deploying it on our
22https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Git
23https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/ci/
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production environment, and hereby ensure our software system is of a very high
quality upon production.

2.5 Other related Work

This section addresses with the review of SGD and software search other related
work to this dissertation, addressing RO2.1.

2.5.1 SG Development

As already introduced in section 1.1, SGs intend to educate the players instead of
pure entertainment [DS05]. They have the ability to 1) solve complex problems
collaboratively, 2) improve the efficiency of business processes, 3) support predic-
tive modelling and real-time visualization, 4) increase ROI24 from processes, time,
and resources, and 5) provide more retention of knowledge compared to traditional
methods [VU15]. Thus, it is not surprising that more and more global companies
like Google, IBM, SAP are motivated to design, develop, and implement full-scale
SGs in their business functions and processes. However, the creation of a SG is
a complex process of game design, programming, content production, and testing
[Wes+16]. [VNW16] argues that SGD can be more efficient if specific software com-
ponents, information, and other technical knowledge resources available online can
be easily and efficiently accessed and reused. Thus, it is necessary to study and
analyze which knowledge sources and related information are relevant and can be
retrieved to enable a more effective SGD.

2.5.2 Software Search Study

Software Search is a very common technique for studying the need of software en-
gineers in general [HG18]. For instance, it was used to analyze developers’ search
practices and challenges during general purpose software engineering [BTH14; HG18;
Xia+17] and mobile development [RS16]. Techniques to study software search in-
clude questionnaire web survey, interview, search logs, and analysis of Q&A sites
[BTH14; RS16; SSE15]. [UEC08] surveyed software engineers implementing stan-
dard software and discovered that they were usually looking for blocks of codes
(like parsers or wrappers), libraries (for date manipulation or speech processing) or
stand-alone tools (like an application server or an ERP package). They also dis-
covered that developers were looking for subsystems like data structures, parsers,

24ROI (Return on Investment) - https://www-01.ibm.com/software/rational/rsar/roi/
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binary search algorithms that they could reuse in their own implementation without
or less modification. [Sin+10]s’ survey provided information about the frequency
in software search. The study revealed that developers spend 66% of their time
reading software documentation, 57% fixing bugs, and 35% making enhancements
to their software system. Also, it was found that searching was an activity that
occurs not only during coding but also while interacting with the hardware (e.g.
doing configuration tasks) or debugging. Finally, this study also informed about
the criteria of selection of software, like working functionality, evaluation of online
communities or local experts, and the social characteristics of the software project
(like its popularity).

2.6 Final Discussion and Summary of Remaining Challenges

This section introduced the state of the art in science and technology related to this
research. Section 2.1 addressed the RO1.1 covering relevant basic concepts including
Data, Information, Knowledge, SECI model, IO and IR. We also introduced DC and
NER as two fundamental techniques supporting IR. We discovered that DC is often
used for accessing large collections of text documents, while NER enables semantic
text analysis which can be used for automatic DC and thus enabling more effective
IR. Section 2.2 reviewed state-of-the-art techniques and tools of NER (addressing
RO1.2). We discovered that existing methods generally include hand-coded and ML-
based approaches. ML-based techniques are very popular as they can deal with very
large amount of data. This reviews also revealed that some performance influencing
factors (such as domain, language, feature selection, etc.) are also indicators of
RCs in the development of NER systems. Our tool comparison of NLP frameworks
supporting NER has revealed that Standford NLP is more suitable for this research.
Section 2.3 focused on reviewing methods and systems supporting DC (addressing
RO1.3). After reviewing ML-based approaches, we discovered some limitations and
challenges which are common to traditional ML approaches, such as portability
limitation and lack of necessary training data. Rule-based methods are generally
introduced for DC in real-word scenarios as they are flexible and can adapt more
easily to new requirements than older ML methods. Existing methods generally
rely on features of NLP, linguistic analysis, and SPM for semantic text analysis.
We discovered that RBES is a suitable approach that can support DC by helping
to represent knowledge and construct rules in an easy and flexible way.
From the above discussion, we have summarized the RCs that need to be considered
while developing our system for NER and DC as follows:
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RC1 and RC2 are related to language and domain limitation of NER models, RC3
is related to the difficulty of recognizing particular NEs because of their complex
types, RC4 is related to the selection of the right feature set for model training,
RC5 related to the difficulty of annotating data from a domain corpus to create a
gold-standard, and RC6 is related to the performance of NLP preliminary steps in
a NER pipeline. These challenges are defined according to RQ1 and RO1.2.
RC7 is related to accessing common terms and patterns needed for semantic text
analysis, RC8 is related to recognizing domain specific NEs as an additional feature
for semantic text analysis and text categorization, RC9 is related to identifying
relevant NL sentences that follow the same grammatical rules of a chosen language.
These challenges are defined according to RQ1 and RO1.3.
RC10 is related to the study of social networks and social network contents in the
domain of SGD as we want to understand the specific requirements and challenges to
develop a NER system in this domain. It is defined according to RQ1 and RO2.1.
RC11 is related to providing the development of conceptual architectures and mod-
els to support NER through features for selecting, executing, customizing, and mon-
itoring various preliminary steps in a NER pipeline. This also requires the study of
the target domain. This RC is defined according to RQ1, RQ2, and RO2.2. It
also addresses RC10 and all identified NER RCs (RC1-6).
RC12 is related to providing conceptual architectures and models to support DC
using features of NLP, NER and SPM. This RC is defined according to RQ1, RQ2,
and RO2.3. It also addresses all identified RCs related to DC (RC7-9).
RC13 is related to implementing and integrating a prototypical system into KM-EP
based on the above models. It addresses RQ1, RQ2, RO3.1, and RO3.2.
RC14 is related to evaluating the implemented prototype using appropriate evalu-
ation methods. This RC in defined according to all RQs and according to RO4.1,
RO4.2, and RO4.3.
With all of the RCs in mind, we will start in the next chapter with the conceptual
design of our system for NER (addressing RC11 with RC1-6) and DC (addressing
RC12 with RC7-9). This design will include the analysis of the target domain as
well as use cases and an overall conceptual architecture, which will be later used to
implement our prototypical system in chapter 4.
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3 Modeling and Design of SNERC

The last chapter reviewed important basic concepts as well as approaches and sys-
tems supporting NER and DC. Also, relevant technologies for developing our soft-
ware prototype were introduced. These steps are part of the observation phase of
our research methodology and have highlighted the RCs of this research project.
This chapter introduces User Centered Design (UCD) as our methodology to de-
sign our system for NER and DC. The term UCD was first coined by Rob Kling
in [Kli77] and later adopted in Donald A. Norman’s research laboratory [ND86] at
the University of California, San Diego. UCD has proven to be very successful in
the optimization of the usefulness and usability of software products [Vre+02]. This
methodology has four distinct phases [ND86]. First, “use context” specifies which
users will use the product, and why. Second, “user requirements” aims at identifying
any business requirements or user goals that must be met for the product to be suc-
cessful. Third, ”design solutions” is based on the product goals and requirements.
This phase starts an iterative process of product design and development. Finally,
“design evaluation” can be based on usability testing to enable product designers to
get users’ feedback for the product at every stage of UCD.

3.1 User Centered Design Approach

Following the above four phases of UCD, the design of our system for NER (ad-
dressing RC11, RC1-6) and DC (addressing RC12, RC7-9) is as follows. First,
our “use context” describes which users will use our system. As we want to exper-
imentally use our system in the domain of SGD, our “use context” also includes
three preparatory studies targeting software search and the analysis of NEs in this
particular domain, thus addressing RC10. The goal of these studies is to check for
potentially new requirements in applying a system for NER that can also be used
to support DC in a domain like SGD. Second, our UCD approach presents “user re-
quirements” and “use cases”. Based on these use cases, the components models with
their related sub component models, information models are introduced. Finally,
the overall architecture is presented. The designs and models that we introduce
are based on the Unified Markup Language (UML)[Gom11], which is the de facto
standard for software modeling and design. The overall goal of our introduced UCD
is therefore to address RC1-12.
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3.1.1 Use Context

Our use context is derived from our motivation (section 1.1) and according to RC11
and RC12. Our system will be used by any user (being it a domain expert, novice
or experts in programming and/or ML) with the intention to train new ML-based
NER models in their particular domain and use them to support DC. As the main
users during our evaluation stem from the domain of SGD, the main role in the
use context is the role of SG developers. According to our identified RCs in NER
and DC (summarized in section 2.6), these users will use our system to define,
train, and test newly developed NER models over a complete NER pipeline. They
will also use these models together with other features of semantic text analysis
(like SPM, linguistic analysis) to enable rule-based DC in online sources such as
QASs. In order to evaluate our system in our target domain, we will now introduce
three preparatory studies that aim at analyzing various aspects of SGD (addressing
RC10). The goal is to check for potentially new requirements to be addressed when
modeling and developing our prototypical system. The first two studies are done
using a quantitative analysis and study software search in the domain of SGD. We
wish to understand which knowledge sources and subsequent textual resources are
relevant for particular SG actors like game developers. The third study conducts a
qualitative analysis by collecting and reviewing SG-related NEs.

First preparatory study: Survey of Developers during SGD

This study was executed to obtain concrete numbers expressing preferences, trends,
and demographics. It was conducted using a questionnaire web-based survey (see
software search methods in 2.5.2) with professionals, researchers, and students in-
volved in the development of SGs. The goal was to understand the search approach
and search motivation of SG practitioners seeking information online. Thus, this
preparatory study includes the following Survey Questions (SQs):

• What are some approaches you usually use to find software and related infor-
mation you need to develop your serious games?

• What software and other related information do you usually search to develop
your serious games, and why?

We used a web-based survey, because 1) information can be gathered very easily and
quickly from a wide audience, 2) the development effort is very modest, and 3) data
can be analyzed quantitatively and qualitatively. Different consortium partners, in-
cluding gamification companies and educational institutions, took part in this study.
Overall, 40 people participated in the evaluation: 10 software developers (2 software
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architects, 7 programmers and 1 game designer), 6 scientists, 6 project managers
(including 4 CEOs), and 18 students, all of whom were involved in the conception,
design, and implementation of SGs. Our survey consisted of a combination of stan-
dardized questionnaires (including free-text and multiple-choice questions) and one
open question about a specific search experience. Our approach was refined from
previous surveys targeting software search in computing [Xia+17; RS16]. All details
about the participants, evaluation instruments and procedure used in this study are
published in [Tam+19b]. After reviewing the results of the questionnaire, we were
able to answer our preparatory study questions. In the following, we will summarize
our results including demographics, search approach, search motivation, search case
experience, and information desire about software.
Result related to demographics: The participants aged between 18 and 64.
They were asked about their experience in SGD: 56% had less than one year, 24%
had between 1 and 3 years of experience, and 20% had between 6 and 20 years of
experience. Participants were asked about their roles in their last serious games
projects: 46.7% worked as Software Developer, 43% worked as Software Architect
(Team Lead), 30% worked as Game Designer, and 10% worked as Test Analyst. The
number of years in programming and the roles of participants were routinely used in
past research to estimate the experience of developers [Fei+12]. Additionally, partic-
ipants had to inform about their highest academic degree: 28.2% of the respondents
hold a Bachelor’s Degree (or equivalent), 33% a Master’s Degree (or equivalent),
and 15% a Doctor’s Degree (or equivalent). The remaining 20.8% were students
whom had not achieved their first academic degree. Participants were also asked to
self-rate their search experience [BKH13]. On a five-point Liker scale, 37.8% rated
themselves as experts, 32.4% as experienced, 13.5% as moderately experienced, and
2.7% as inexperienced. Results show that in addition to the high level of familiarity
in search practices, the group of respondents is characterized by a high degree of
education, research, and SGD experience.
Result related to search approach: To understand which knowledge sources are
often consulted by SG developers to develop their games, we asked the following
SQ “What are some approaches you usually use to find software and other related
information you need to develop your games” (SQ1), e.g. asking colleagues. Answer
options were nonexclusive multiple choices, including an “Other” option with a field
for free-text input. Figure 9 provides a summary of our findings. 31 participants
answered this question. The result shows that asking colleagues or fellow students
(67.7% of participants), using general-purpose search engines (64.5%), visiting stan-
dard web pages (54.8%), and searching public software repositories (45.2%) were the
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most common approach used by the respondents. Others included social network
resources (like “YouTube Tutorials”) and specific web sites (like the “Unity Asset
Store”).

Figure 9: Survey Responses to SQ1

Figure 10 summarizes the answers to the question about the most popular on-
line web pages consulted by 33 respondents (SQ2). Others include “develop-
ers.google.com/games”. In total, 5 online sites have been named by the respondents,
whereby GitHub (69% of respondents) and Stack Overflow (69%) are the most pop-
ular, followed by Asset Store sites (for unity and unreal game engines) (33%). This
result shows evidence about the importance of social networks and online commu-
nities that can be used to support the development of SGs.
Result related to search motivation: To understand what information and
which knowledge resources are relevant and often used by SG developers, we asked
“What software and other related information do you usually search to develop your
serious games, and why? ” (SQ3). The question contains a multiple-choice box, al-
lowing respondents to complete the list (Others). Others included “Research papers”.
A total of 34 respondents answered this question. Answer choices were nonexclu-
sive. Figure 11 summarizes the results to this question. Our study reveals that SG
developers are generally motivated to find documentation how to use specific game
APIs (61.8% of respondents), 2) specific algorithms (to assess players’ learning out-
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Figure 10: Survey Responses to SQ2

Figure 11: Survey Responses to SQ3

comes, increase their motivation, etc.) (58.8%), and code snippets used as reference
examples (58.8%) belong to the most common search motivations. They are also
interested in finding solutions to fix bugs (50%), tools to analyze and check the game
performance (50%), and third-party libraries supporting, for instance, networking
and AI (50%).
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Result related to challenges during software search: To understand the dif-
ferent challenges while seeking software and related information, respondents were
asked the following questions: “While searching online in the past, what are some
obstacles that may have hindered your ability to FIND what you needed to develop
your game? ” (SQ4) (see Figure 12), and “What are some obstacles you may have
faced in the past to REUSE the software or other related information you found
on the Internet? ” (SQ5) (see Figure 13). For each of these two questions, respon-
dents could select challenge items in a multiple-choice box or extend the list with the
“Other” option. Figure 12 reveals that 65.6% of our respondents had difficulty to find
help online because of the following problems: requirement was too unique (65.6%)
(which suggest that, in some special context, they might not know what exactly to
search for), unable to locate close match (code snippet) to use as reference example
(40.6%), wrong search queries formulated (37.5%), and too many alternative solu-
tions to choose from (31.3%). Our survey also reveals that “poor formatted source
code” (18.8%) could not prevent serious games developers to find software although
this may affect the detection of reference examples (close match). Figure 13 summa-
rizes the results about the challenges while seeking software for reuse. Incomplete
functionality (59.4% of respondents), poor documentation (56.3%) were the most
difficult challenges to software reuse. Followed by too much effort to integrate third-
party libraries (43.8%), lack of testing instructions (40.6%), and incompatibility
with the target system (40.6%).

Figure 12: Survey Responses to SQ4
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Figure 13: Survey Responses to SQ5

Result related to search case experience: Finally, to learn more about how
respondents seek software, participants were asked about their past search experi-
ences. The following questions were used: “Please describe one or more situations
when you were trying to find a specific software or any software-related information
on the Web. What were you trying to find? How did you formulate your search
queries? What approaches did you use? What problems did you have to find and/or
reuse what you found? And how useful was the search result? ” (SQ6) . The survey
form provided a text editing field where participants could write their responses in
free-form text. 12 responses were received in total, of which 8 contained substantial
details about past search experience. Table 3 provides three examples taken from
among those 8 responses. The analysis of these examples provides evidence that SG
developers are often challenged by the permanent information overload occurring in
search engines like Google (#User2). Thus, they often seek advanced search features
such as filtering by a specific programming language (#User1), or how to optimize
search queries by describing the search context with keywords (#User3).
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#User1 – Unity supports multiple script languages (js, C#) and ui options to
do one thing. Often this is a problem with normal search engines like google
because you can’t filter for a specific language and get a lot of code snip-

pets you can’t use. For example when you want to add an gravityfield to an
object in c# and search for "unity add gravityfield" you find a good answer in
the unity forum for js but nothing for c#.

#User 2 – I start with 2 /3 words. If no significant result i add another word
. Problem: too many sponsored responses within the top results

#User3 – Once I searched for a tool that could generate JavaScript code for
a node server. My main search terms where "swagger", "node", "code gen".
Unfortunately the search engine just returned a lot of bullshit like a
small project called "swagger-node-codegen" (written in JavaScript). Nothing
really helpful for me and my purpose. After several days of investigation, I
found a code generation tool, written in Java, which also produces/generates
JavaScript (NodeJS-Server) code. I think, the main problem was, that the
search terms I used where to "generic" for this specific search request and
even in different conjunction there are too much "possibilities" about what I
could have needed. In other words - I was not able to describe my requirements
in a unique and distinct search request. What I missed was the possibility

to describe my context! For example, that I need the resulted code

to be JavaScript, not that the generator is written in JavaScript

Table 3: Survey Responses to SQ6

Result related to Information Desire about Software: To help inform the
development of advanced search tools, respondents were asked about the kind of
features they would like to see implemented in future search systems. They had to
answer the following question “What issue(s) do you think needs to be addressed
in existing search mechanisms and/or tools to support serious game development? ”
(SQ7) (see Figure 14). The question was in form of a multiple-choice box with an
“Other” option as free text. “Outdated exclusion” and “Content context-sensitive
search” were added to the Other option. Answer choices were nonexclusive. A
total of 32 survey respondents answered this question. The analysis of responses
to this question reveals that there is a need for more sophisticated filtering and
query features that are well integrated with existing search engines, are easy to
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Figure 14: Survey Responses to SQ7

use, and can optimize search results based on the user’s context more efficiently.
Overall, the feedback gathered in this study shows that specific online tools (like
search engines, public software repositories, and Q&A sites) are relevant for SGD
as they contain different kind of help (such as instructions, algorithms, and tools),
which can be used to facilitate and accelerate the development of SGs. Also, this
survey provides evidence about the need for more advanced search engines with
sophisticated filtering to overcome the permanent IO happening online. This can
be done using a DC method that can automatically organize useful and similar
documents in a set of predefined categories to make them more easily and efficiently
retrievable.

Second preparatory study: Analysis of SG-related discussions

The previous study has revealed that search engines and Q&A sites are generally
accessed and used by SG developers as they are motivated to find specific information
online to develop their games. This second study aims at studying online discussions
related to SGD in a popular Q&A site - Stack Exchange. This study was published in
[Tam+19c]. The goal was to figure out which specific textual resources are generally
accessed and used by SG developers and what are the most popular topics about
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SGD. Thus, our preparatory research questions included:

• What issues do serious games developers search online to develop?

• What are the most popular topics about serious games development?

To answer the defined research questions, we applied Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) topic model [Jel+19] to discover and classify SG-related discussions in the
Stack Exchange platform for game development, called Game Development Stack
Exchange. Topic modeling [VK20] is a document-clustering technique that uses sta-
tistical methods and ML models to identify abstract topics within a collection of
documents. Several topic modeling techniques have been developed and evaluated
(such as Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing [IYU08] or Non-negative Matrix
Factorization) [Yan+13]. In this research, we use LDA topic model as it was rou-
tinely applied to millions of software engineering web documents [BTH14; RS16].
For training our LDA model, we generated a corpus containing only SG-related
discussions after downloading a data dump from the Game Development Stack Ex-
change site. This specific Stack Exchange site is used by active online game devel-
opers. Our approach to generate domain corpus of SG-related discussions and how
it is used for training our LDA model is described in more details here[Tam+19c].
Using our trained LDA-based topic model, we were able to discover 30 different top-
ics about SGD including Game Design, Learning Design, (3D)Modeling, Rendering,
Game Physics, and Scripting (see Figure 15). We found that Rendering and Game
Design belong to the most active topics (those having the largest number of posts),
while Game Physics, Animation belong to the most popular topics (those having
the highest number of views).

Figure 15: Top 10 most popular SG-related Topics
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To get a better insight about our discovered topics, a subset of discussion posts
related to each topic was analyzed and their impact on the development of SGs
discussed. We will now introduce some examples of these discussion posts:
Example discussion post to topic Game Design (see Table 4) indicate that
SG developers seek best practices and experts’ opinions for taking important design
decisions, such as choosing a proper design pattern (#32093) or selecting an appro-
priate platform to create educational games (#8359).

Post(#32093)
Title: Design Pattern for Social Game Mission Mechanics

Body: When we want to design a mission sub-system like in the The Ville or
Sims Social, what kind of design pattern / idea would fit the best? There
may be relation between missions (first do this then this etc...) or not. What

do you think sims social or the ville or any other social games is

using for this? I’m looking for a best-practise method to construct

a mission framework for that game. How the well-known game do this stuff
for large scale social facebook games? Post (#8359)
Title: What makes a good educational game?
Body: I’m currently creating a game framework/engine for educational

games. My hope is that this can be used in elementary schools. What makes

a good educational game? Which platforms should I..

Table 4: Examples of SG-related discussions to topic Game Design

Example discussion posts to topic 3D Modeling/Rendering (see Table 5)
indicate that SG developers seek instructions and programs to develop (nice-looking)
3D objects even with limited knowledge and skills in 3D modeling (post ids: #121634,
#44168).
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Post(#121634): Title: Creating a large amount of sprites and animations
Body: For my AP U.S. Government and Politics class, I am making a
spinoff of Mortal Kombat. Because of time constraints, I’m using an open
source version of the game and want to create new characters. I have about
two weeks to do the project.. I want it to look as nice. . . What programs

or techniques would be best. . . ?

Post(#44168):
Title: Software rendering 3d triangles in the proper order
Body: I’m implementing a basic 3d rendering engine in software (for

education purposes, please don’t mention to use an API). When I project
a triangle from 3d to 2d coordinates, I draw the triangle. If I’m sorting all the
objects, this is n*log(n). Is this the most efficient way to do this?

Table 5: Examples of SG-related discussions to topic 3D Modeling/Rendering

Example discussion posts to topic Game Physics” (see Table 6) indicate that
SG developers usually search for help to create and/or optimize their algorithms
for collision detection (#75109) or pathfinding (#108338), in addition to how to
generate special characters (like living beings) and how to integrate them in specific
virtual environments (like world politics) (discussion ids:#53137).

Post(#121634): Title: Creating a large amount of sprites and animations
Body: For my AP U.S. Government and Politics class, I am making a
spinoff of Mortal Kombat. Because of time constraints, I’m using an open
source version of the game and want to create new characters. I have about
two weeks to do the project.. I want it to look as nice. . . What programs

or techniques would be best. . . ?

Post(#44168):
Title: Software rendering 3d triangles in the proper order
Body: I’m implementing a basic 3d rendering engine in software (for

education purposes, please don’t mention to use an API). When I project
a triangle from 3d to 2d coordinates, I draw the triangle. If I’m sorting all the
objects, this is n*log(n). Is this the most efficient way to do this?

Table 6: Examples of SG-related discussions to topic Game Physics
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In summary, this study revealed that the needs of SG developers are very diverse
and developer-specific, ranging from finding simple scripts to simulating 3D learn-
ing environments, or to discovering best practices for designing game genres (like
educational games), to finding algorithms that can increase the players’ motivation
and learning outcomes. Based on our observation, we conclude that future IR sys-
tems should facilitate the access to SG-related knowledge resources (including best
practices, programs, tools and design patterns) which help to accelerate the devel-
opment and production of more effective SGs on the market. As the performance of
IR systems depend on the use and combination of NER and DC (see sections 1.1,
2.2, and 2.3), we can conclude that it is beneficial to improve them.

Third preparatory study related to a formative study of SG-related NEs

in Stack Overflow

One of the objectives of this research is to develop a NER system that will also
support content-based DC. As we want to experimentally apply this system to the
domain of SGD, it is necessary for us to collect and analyze NEs which are regularly
accessed and used by SG developers. This can then be used to identify potential
new challenges and requirements to be considered during the development of our
system. This research was performed as a formative study of SG-related NEs in
the Stack Overflow site. We randomly sampled a diverse set of 380 game-related
posts making sure to sample uniformly from each SG topic discovered in our second
study 3.1.1. Topics include, for example, game genre, programming languages, (C#,
JavaScript, Java, Lua, Python), game engines (Unity, XNA, Flash), and gaming
libraries (OpenGL, Android SDK). For each post, we reviewed the title, content
and code snippet to understand the NEs and the context in which the post is used.
Details about the preparatory study questions and procedure used to perform this
formative study was published in [Tam+19a]. Our findings include:

1. Naming convention: Programming languages used to develop SGs follow dif-
ferent naming convention roles. C# - a built-in language for Unity Scripting
- uses CamelCase for method and class names. C++ uses underscores for
variables and standard library functions.

2. Camel case variations: We observed different types of using camel cases. Nor-

mal camel case is mainly used in class and method names (e.g. GetOb-
ject). Lower camel case is found in API functions (e.g. glGenTextures).
Mixture of camel case with underline are used in variable names (e.g.
gl_FragColor). Finally, broken camel case [Jai+17] (e.g. Gameanalytics,
Mooddetection, Collisiondetection) is found in function names.
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3. Misspellings: As studied in previous research [SDG11] and confirmed in this
study, misspellings are very common in social networks. This is because online
users do not follow strict linguistic rules while formulating their questions
[Ye+16]. We observed many misspellings in words such as “dispach” (missing
the “t”), “colision”(missing the second “l”) and “instanciate” (using “c” instead
of “t”).

4. Grammatical rules: SG developers use various grammatical rules in their
code. For instance, method names are often defined using the English gerund
(playingGameOnKeypress), the infinitive form (“playGameOnKeyPress”), or
the participle form ( “playGameOnKeyPressed”).

5. Synonyms: The social nature of Q&A sites introduces many different syn-
onyms and name variations. We found that synonyms of specific verbs (like
"start", "run") are commonly used in the titles of question (like “how to start
animation on button press” or “how to run animation on button press”).
Acronyms are often used to represent game components (such as “GA” in
place of “Game Analytics”), gaming technologies (“SVM” used for “Support
Vector Machine” and “SA” used for “Sentiment Analysis”), and programming
languages (“js” used for “JavaScript” and “AS” used for “ActionScript”).

These findings reveal that there are different ways for representing SG-related NEs
in social networks like Stack Overflow. A system of NER should therefore take
into consideration variations of names and camel cases (findings 1, 2), which might
originate from standard design specifications such as naming conventions. Also, this
system should be robust in dealing with misspellings (finding 3) and grammatical
rules (4) found in NEs as they are very common in online discussions. Furthermore,
the system should be able to deal with synonyms (finding 5) and other emerging
NEs (known as OOV [Win+18]), which might not be part of the training dataset,
but are new concepts/terms that appear during the operation of the NER system.

Preparatory Study Summary, Discussion, and Design Implication . In this
section, three preparatory studies about SGD were introduced addressing RC10.
Our first preparatory study, which is based on quantitative evaluation and web sur-
vey, has shown that specific online tools (like search engines and Q&A sites

like Stack Overflow) are very relevant for SG developers as they include
information about APIs, game engines, and best practices for more effective SGD.
In our second preparatory study, we applied LDA topic modeling to discover the
most popular and active SG-related topics in Stack Overflow discussions.
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This study also revealed, that the need for information of SG developers is

very diverse and developer-specific, ranging from finding simple scripts

to simulate 3D learning environments, over discovering best practices for

designing games genres (like educational games), to finding algorithms

that can increase the players’ motivation and learning outcomes. Finally,
our third formative study of SG-related NEs revealed that a system for NER

should take into consideration different variants of NEs such as mis-

spellings, synonyms, and naming variations as they are very common

for text within social networks. As a consequence of these findings, in this the-
sis, we will address the problem of synonyms and name variations of NEs,
as they can help to automatically annotate a domain corpus (containing NEs) which
is helpful to create training data (gold-standard) as shown in section 2.2 addressing
RC5.

3.1.2 User Requirements

Our user requirements in NER are based on our identified NER RCs (RC1-6)
and preparatory studies introduced in section 3.1.1. First, our identified NER RCs
revealed that it is required to provide features for selecting, customizing, and ex-
ecuting various preliminary steps in a NER pipeline. This will enable any user to
train a high quality NER model on their data without being a programming or ML
expert. Thus, it is required to develop features to select one’s own data corpus,
annotate it automatically with own defined NE labels, customize CRF parameters,
and finally, train and test the model in a particular domain (addressing RC1, RC2,
RC4, RC5). Our first preparatory studies revealed that future IR systems should
facilitate the access to SG-related knowledge resources (including best practices,
programs, tools, and design patterns) by relying on methods of NER and DC that
can be used to easily and efficiently access and retrieve textual information from
changing environments like the Web. Second, our formative study of SG-related
NEs revealed that addressing the problem of synonyms and name variations can
be useful to generate high quality gold-standard. Hence, it is essential to provide
features to define synonyms and name variations of an initial NE, such that the
labelling of a corpus to generate training and testing data (the gold standard) can
be automated (addressing RC3, RC5). However, as gold-standard creation is gen-
erally performed by domain experts, a feature for updating all the automatically
annotated data is required in the NER pipeline. This will enable domain experts to
avoid problems such as overfitting [Gér19], that might happen during model train-
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ing. Third, as introduced in section 2.2, the performance of a NER model depends
on the quality of the preliminary steps in the NER pipeline. Thus, appropriate vi-
sualization facilities are required in order to highlight the results (and logs) of each
executed steps at an early stage. Other visualization features are also required for
testing the performance of a trained model, such as the visualization of the standard
metrics (Precision, Recall, and F-Score) used during model preparation and train-
ing. Also, it is required to visualize further information about domain NEs, such as,
the label used to annotate it, its relationships to other NEs, and information about
POSs found in the same document as this domain NE. This information is relevant
because it can help to identify potential issues in the trained model and to adjust it
at an early stage (e.g. during model preparation), addressing RC6.

Our user requirements in DC are based on our identified DC RCs (RC7-9) and
according to our second preparatory study. First, our DC RCs revealed that a
system for content-based DC should rely on general NLP methods, NER, and SPM
for semantic text analysis. It is therefore required to provide features to select various
features of a documents that can help to understand its semantic using rules. This
includes the selection of domain-specific NEs, POSs, and other linguistic components
of a sentence (like its components, mood, form), and sentiment. A RBES is also
required to formulate semantic rules, using for instance, WHEN...THEN statements,
which are easy-to-use and possible to customize. Second, our second preparatory
study on software search revealed that SG developers are often seeking ways to filter
out unnecessary information using context information in a IR system. Filtering
documents using context information is a well-known problem in IR [Bro+95; Rin08].
Filtering documents in a KM system like KM-EP can be automated using DC, as
it can rely on the existing classification methods such as taxonomies (as introduced
in section 1.1). Thus, it is required to select existing NER models for accessing and
extracting context information (such as a domain NEs including its synonyms and
label) that can help to construct semantic rules for automatic DC in KM-EP. It
is also required to select already existing taxonomies (and taxonomy categories) to
formulate classification rules as DC is applied in KM-EP on the level of taxonomies
and their related categories. As our DC approach relies on analyzing the semantic
of a text document, it must provide various visualization features that highlight
different semantic elements of a document. This includes the visualization of NEs,
POSs, and linguistic components of sentences in documents (such as the sentence
components, mood, and form) and the document sentiment. All these features are
required to address RC7, RC8, and RC9 in our DC approach.

Following the above considerations, we will now introduce and describe the use
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cases for our system.

3.1.3 Use Cases

Our use case scenarios are based on our research motivation (section 1.1), our identi-
fied RCs (RC1-9) and according to our preparatory studies (introduced in 3.1.1). As
already mentioned in our use context, any users (experts or newbies in programming
and/or ML) should be able to train a new NER model using our system. Using the
trained model, users should be able to extract NEs from documents and use them to
formulate semantic rules for content-based classification. These rules should enable
classifying text documents in taxonomies found in the KM-EP ecosystem.

Our first use case diagram addresses the task of NER in the KM-EP context
as shown in Figure 16. Using our system, users can define a set of parameters

Figure 16: UML Use Case Diagram for NER

and configuration steps (which we call NER model definition), that are used to
select, execute, and customize various preliminary steps for training a NER model
using ML. For instance, they can upload a domain corpus (data dump) and select
various options for cleaning it up. They can execute the automatic annotation of
this domain corpus and use it to generate training and testing data. Our annotation
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facility uses the standard BIO format. BIO (short for Beginning, Inside, Outside)
is a common format for tagging tokens in NER [AA20]. For the system to annotate
the corpus, it is required to define the original name of each NE (like Java Script),
its NE synonyms, and name variations (like js, JavaScript, Javascript, Js). The
domain-specific NE category (or label) for annotating the NE and its synonyms
(and name variations) must be also specified. After the data is annotated, users can
specify how to split the data to generate training and testing data automatically.
Our corpus annotation facility is an imperative feature in our system since some ML
techniques (such as SL methods) generally require a lot of annotated data to create
their models [TBG15]. Domain experts can use this feature to reduce effort in the
creation of training and testing data. Also, they have the opportunity to review
and update the automatically annotated data to avoid the problem of overfitting
[Gér19], which can lead to a poor-quality trained model. Another function available
in our system is the customization of CRF features. Our NER system is based on the
Standford CoreNLP framework (introduced in section 2.2.5). Our system enables
users to customize all local and global features for CRF model training which are
supported by CoreNLP 25. This includes gazetteers which can be added to the NER
pipeline to optimize, for instance, the training data set. Furthermore, REs can be
introduced to the NER pipeline to detect complex NEs using handcrafted rules. All
these features are available in CoreNLP and can be easily used and adjusted in our
approach while training a new model using ML. Our system also enables users to
prepare a NER model, which consists of using a minimal set of documents to execute
to train and test a new model. A model preparation can be executed multiple times
until users are satisfied with the final result. Then, the model training along with
the whole set of data can be triggered. The execution of all preliminary steps during
training can also be monitored using the logs populated after each step. This helps
to check and optimize the quality of the trained model at an early stage. To test
the performance of newly trained model, users can visualize the log of the training
process to check the populated evaluation metrics (Precision, Recall, and F-Score).
They can also visualize their domain NEs (and related synonyms) in a NL document
to check how they appear in the sentences of this document, if they are correctly
labelled using the new model, and, even consult how they are related to other NEs
and POSs available in this document. The visualization of document features is an
essential part of our DC approach. It aims to allow the user to feel confident while
testing their model.

25https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/crf-faq.html
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Figure 17: UML Use Case Diagram for DC

Our second use case diagram (Figure 17) addresses DC. Users can rely on hand-
crafted rules for classifying text documents in KM-EP. Thus, our first use case in
DC includes support for rule definition. This means that users can formulate their
rules in human readable format (using WHEN...ELSE statements), as our approach
relies on RBES. They can also select a taxonomy, in which to classify their docu-
ment. Domain-specific NEs (including their names, synonyms and labels) can be
used as features to construct rules. For this, users have to connect their rules to the
corresponding domain NER models by selecting and assigning the required models
to their rule. Users can also define rules by referring to various linguistic features
of a document. They can make use of POSs, or mention sentence features of this
document, such as, the sentence components, mood, and/or form. They can also
make use of the sentiment of a sentence to formulate their rules. Finally, they can
add REs while creating their rules. Our second use case in DC is related to the auto-
matic classification of documents in KM-EP. Users can import documents and select
taxonomies using the features provided by KM-EP. Automatic DC is then triggered
after selection of the previously defined rules as it is based on content-based clas-
sification. The rules definition and document classification features are supported
using various visualization features, such as, the visualization of POSs, NEs, their
interrelationships in a document, and the sentiment of documents. These visualiza-
tion should help the users in analyzing the semantic of a document and identifying
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useful features to be used to formulate their classification rules.

3.1.4 Component Model

After defining our use cases, we will now introduce our component models sup-
porting NER and DC. We call our system “Stanford CoreNLP for Named Entity
Recognition and documentClassification” (SNERC) [TFH20; TFH21] as it is based
on the Stanford CoreNLP framework for NER model training (see section 2.2.6).
SNERC consists of two sub-modules, SNERC NER and SNERC DC used to sup-
port NER and DC respectively.

The component model of SNERC NER is shown in Figure 18 and consists of the
following three components:

Figure 18: UML Component Model for the SNERC NER sub-module

NER Model Definition Manager: This component enables users to manage all
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necessary definitions and parameters for model training using ML. Its information
model includes three classes: a) “NER Model Definition” describing parameters for
customizing various preliminary steps, b) “NE Category” describing NE categories
to be used as labels for corpus annotation, and c), “Named Entity” describing a NE
with its original name, synonyms, and name variations. As multiple-domain NEs
can be annotated using the same category, the classes “Named Entity” and “NE
Category” are associated with an 1-to-n relationship.
NER Model Manager: This component is used to handle prepared or trained
models. Its information model consists of a single class (“NER Model”) describing
a model with its name, trained model file, and its performance measured with the
standard metrics Precision, Recall, and F-Score.
ƒNER Model Trainer: It enables users to prepare and train a NER model. It
is also responsible for the annotation of a text corpus and generation of training
and testing data (using random splitting). This relies on the NER model definition
parameters, such as, NE categories, NE names, and synonyms. This component is
developed as an external REST service, which has the following advantages: first,
the service can be developed independently and does not affect KM-EP; and second,
this service can be used separately from KM-EP. The information model of this
component consists of two classes: “NERModel Definition” including the parameters
for model training, and “Trainer” indicating the status of a model in the system.
"Prepared" status means that only the preliminary steps of model training (e.g.
data clean up, data annotation) were executed. The status "trained" indicates that
the model was completely trained and tested. The “NER Model Trainer” is also
responsible for storing an object in the KM-EP database that represents the result
of a prepared or trained model.

The component model of SNERC DC is presented in Figure 19 and includes the
following elements:

Classification Parameter Definition Manager. This component is used to
manage rules for classifying text documents into taxonomies available in KM-EP.
It is linked with our already introduced “NER Model Manager” component of the
SNERC NER model for connecting a RBES rule with already trained domain NER
models. This link enables mentioning domain-specific NEs (including their NE cat-
egories and related synonyms) while formulating a RBES rule for DC. To be able to
classify documents into existing taxonomy categories, the ”Classification Parameter
Definition Manager“ component is also linked to two other KM-EP components, the
“Content Editor” and “Taxonomy Editor”. We use the SKOS persistent identifier as
the unique connection between our RBES rules and the taxonomy categories found
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Figure 19: UML Component Model for the SNERC DC sub-module

in KM-EP. Each taxonomy category in KM-EP has a SKOS persistent identifier
representing the category and can therefore be used in a RBES rule to represent a
taxonomy category.

NER Classify Server. This component is an external service enabling the
automatic classification of text documents into KM-EP taxonomies based on rules.
Its information model consists of the following four classes: First, “Document” is a
generic class holding information about a document and rules for classifying it. As we
want to experimentally classify discussion posts from Stack Overflow, the Document
class includes attributes to specify the title, body, and tags of a post. The rules
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attributes hold the WHEN THEN statements representing the classification rules.
Second, “Linguistic Analyser” provides features to execute semantic text analysis
on the document. Thus, it includes methods to retrieve NEs, NE categories, and
subsequent synonyms. It also provides methods to retrieve POSs and other linguistic
elements of a document sentence, such as the sentence components, the sentence
mood, the sentence form, and its sentiment. Methods for SPM (based on REs) and
synonym detection are also provided. Third, to perform NER during DC, the class
“NER Model” is used as it holds a reference to the already trained NER models.
Finally, the class “Drools Rules Helper” is used to execute the Drools rules with all
the semantic rules on the server.

After introducing our component models for NER and DC, we can now present
our server specification enabling the integration of our SNERC in KM-EP in the
next section.

3.1.5 System Server Specification

To support the integration of SNERC in KM-EP, we decided to implement our above
introduced services “NER Model Trainer” and “NER Classify Server” as external
REST services. This has the advantage of making our rich set of NER and NLP
features easily accessed and manageable by other components of KM-EP. Also, our
REST services can be easily developed and deployed with a minimal impact on the
overall KM-EP ecosystem. The communication between KM-EP and these external
REST services follows the REST standards described in section (#REF), thus it re-
lies on HTTP protocol. To enable the communication between these REST services

Figure 20: Communication between KMEP and REST Services

and KM-EP, two new adapters were created as part of the KM-EP ecosystem (see
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Figure 20), which are used for the communication between KM-EP and our external
REST services: The NER Model Trainer Adapter executes the preparation and
training of NER models in KM-EP. It is used to call the NER Model Trainer REST
service. TheNER Classify Server Adapter is used to access domain-specific NEs
and other NLP features, as they can be used to construct rules for DC. Thus, this
KM-EP adapter is responsible for calling the NER Classify Server REST service.

The data shared between the KM-EP integrated services and the external rest
services is encoded using JSON. Within each external REST services, there is POJO
object representing the data transferred between KM-EP and the external REST
services.

3.1.6 System Specification and Integration Design

KM-EP is based on the PHP Symfony framework, which implements the Model View
Controller (MVC) design pattern (see Figure 21). This pattern is very common in

Figure 21: General Life Cycle on an MVC-based Application

the development of web applications and includes three layers in the development
of an application. The model layer defines the state of the data in an application.
Changes in the data are sent using notification to the view layer, where the data is
rendered and shown to the users. The controller layer is responsible for manipulating
the data available in the model layer and for notifying the changes to the view. The
integration architecture of SNERC and KM-EP is shown in Figure 22. It is an
extension of the Model View Controller (MVC) architecture, as it includes 2 more
layers (service and external service).
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Figure 22: Integration Architecture of SNERC and KM-EP

• External Service - It contains our two external REST services supporting NER
(NER Model Training from our SNERC NER sub-module) and DC (NER
Classify Server from our SNERC DC sub-module).

• Service - It contains two adaptors for connecting KM-EP with the above REST
services.

• Model - It contains our module Symfony classes for representing and persisting
data into the KM-EP database. The classes “NER Model” and “Classification
Definition” are also used to create transfer objects during the communication
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between KM-EP and our external REST services. Pendants of these two
classes are also available in our REST services in form of Java pojos.

• Controller - It includes three controllers corresponding for managing data in
our respective SNERC sub-modules.

• View - It contains the views for representing SNERC data, such as NER models
or rule parameters in the frontend.

3.2 Summary

This chapter introduced our conceptual design supporting NER (addressing RC11,
RC1-6) and DC (addressing RC12, RC7-9) as it is based on UCD. Our selected
target domain is SGD. Thus, the “use context” of our UCD included results of three
preparatory studies targeting software search and the analysis of NEs addressing
RC10. Based on the results of these studies and according our our identified RCs
in NER and DC, user requirements and use cases were identified.

Our first user requirements related NER was based on our identified NER RCs
and according to the result of our first preparatory study. Thus, our defined NER
use cases presented our introduced functions to select own data corpus, annotate
it automatically using own defined NE labels (and based on NE names, name vari-
ations, and synonyms), customize CRF parameters, train and test a model in a
particular domain, covering all aspects of ML-based NER model training, and thus
addressing (RC11, RC1-6).

Our second user requirements was related to DC and defined according to our
identified DC RCs and according to the result of our second preparatory study.
Thus, our use cases in DC presented our introduced functions to select and use
features for semantic text analysis, such as domain NEs, POS, RE, and linguistic
elements of sentence (including its sentiment). These features aim at supporting
rule-based DC in KM-EP, thus addressing (RC12, RC7-9).

Based on our introduced use cases, two component models covering our sub-
modules SNERC NER and SNERC DC were introduced as these modules respec-
tively address all aspects of NER and DC supported in our approach. We also
presented our system server integration and integration architecture. Our system
architecture includes our two sub-modules for NER and DC and is based on an
extension of the MVC design pattern for Web applications.

The next section presents the prototype implementation of SNERC which is
based on our conceptual integration architecture design.
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4 Implementation of SNERC

This chapter presents the prototypical implementation of our system supporting
NER and DC (addressing RC13). The goal is to implement features that enable
users to train, customize, and test new ML-based NER models. Furthermore, our
system includes features for rule-based DC, as it is based on a RBES and a rich
set of features based on standard NLP techniques, NER, and SPM. This chapter
is structured as follows: Section 4.1 presents the base technologies used to develop
our system. Section 4.2 introduces our development environment and tools. Our
implemented software components enabling NER in KM-EP are presented in sec-
tions 4.3.1, 4.3.2, and 4.3.3. In section 4.4.1, our rich set of features supporting DC
are presented. These features are experimentally implemented to classify SG-related
documents into taxonomy categories of KM-EP. Our implemented software compo-
nents which enable DC (including their integration into the KM-EP ecosystem) are
also introduced in sections 4.4.4, 4.4.3 and 4.4.2.

4.1 Base Technologies

Our system is based on KM-EP, CoreNLP, and a rule-based mechanism for DC.
Therefore, the following base technologies will be used (as already mentioned in
section 2.4): PHP: A general-purpose scripting language for web development.
MySQL: A RDBMS for persisting contents and subsequent related metadata in
the KM-EP database. Symfony: The PHP-based Web Framework used to create
KM-EP. Symfony relies on the MVC pattern. JavaScript: A scripting language for
introducing dynamic content in web pages. Ajax: A JavaScript technology for mak-
ing asynchronous web requests in the background and for loading data from a web
server. AngularJS: A JavaScript-based web framework for creating single page ap-
plications. Bootstrap: A Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) framework used in KM-EP
for responsive front-end web development. jsTree: A jQuery plugin used in KM-EP
for the representation of hierarchical taxonomies. Java: An object-oriented pro-
gramming language used to communicate with the CoreNLP RestAPI. CoreNLP:
A Java-based framework for performing various NLP tasks. These include sentence
splitting, tokenization, POS tagging, NER, and others. Drools: Our system re-
lies on the Drools RBES which includes a forward and backward chaining inference
based rules engine. As already presented in 2.3.2, Drools is platform-independent
and allows written rules in a human readable format.
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4.2 Development Environment and Tools

Our prototype was implemented using different programming languages as it in-
cludes two REST services and other features developed using the KM-EP base tech-
nologies (see sections 2.4 and 4.1). Two developers (one PhD candidate and one
Master student) and one DevOps engineer (PhD and researcher) took part in the
implementation of this prototype. As they were all working from different cities in
Germany, they needed state-of-the-art development tools to collaborate and share
their work-in-progress code more efficiently. These tools include: Docker: A lead-
ing virtualization method for automating the deployment and delivery of software
packages, based on containers. GitLab: An open source and web-based DevOps life-
cycle tool providing various collaboration development tools, such as Git repository
manager, wiki, issue-tracking systems. Its CI/CD pipeline includes a Docker Engine
for running, building, and testing container-based applications. Vagrant: An open-
source software development program for creating and maintaining portable, virtual,
software-development environments. It facilitates faster software development be-
cause it enables developers to create their development environments (regardless of
whether they are working in Linux, Mac OS X, or Windows) using a single config-
uration file.

Most of the SNERC software components need their own runtime environment
with a set of specific software libraries to run. To efficiently manage dependen-
cies and avoid versioning conflicts in our software components, we created different
docker containers to manage them. KM-EP was created using the PHP Docker
image as it relies on the Symfony Framework for Web development. We created
two additional containers for MariaDB and Apache Solr as they are two funda-
mental components of KM-EP. Finally, we created our REST services (NER Model
Trainer Service, NER Classify Server) using the OpenJDK image as they are based
on the Java programming language. Our containers were created with reusable
Docker images from Docker Hub 26. In [Flo20], more details are provided about
the setup, management, execution, development, and launch of these containers in
a collaborative software development environment.

These following sections present the implementation of our SNERC components
supporting NER and DC, as they all follow the implementation approach. Java
is used as the basis programming language to implement our two REST services
introduced in section 3.1.6. PHP, AngularJS and the Symfony framework are used
to integrate these REST services into KM-EP. MySQL is used for storing NER

26https://hub.docker.com/
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model definitions for model training, as well as classification definition parameters
to be used for executing DC in KM-EP.

4.3 SNERC components for NER

This section presents the implementation of our SNERC components supporting
NER as they were already introduced in section 3.1.4 and presented in Figure 18.

4.3.1 NER Model Definition Manager Component

As mentioned in section 3.1.4 and presented in Figure 18, the NER Model Definition
Manager component of SNERC allows users to manage a NER Model Definition,
which consists of defining a set of parameters and options to customize all the pre-
liminary steps for training a NER model using ML. The preliminary steps supported
by SNERC are based on NER standard pipelines [Ye+16] as shown in Figure 23.
Our NER Model Definition relies on Standford CoreNLP API which provides fea-

Figure 23: Pipeline of Training a NER Model using ML

tures for training and testing models using CRF. Figure 24 shows the Graphical User
Interface (GUI) for editing a NER Model Definition, which includes the following
tabs:
Basic parameters: This tab enables users to specify basic information about their
own NER Model Definition, including a) Title defining a descriptive name of the
NER Model Definition, b) Data Dump used to define the initial domain corpus to
be used for generating training and testing data, c) Data Dump Format specifying
the supported formats for uploading a domain corpus. Our system supports plain
text and XML based on StackExchange Document Type Definition (DTD). D),
Data Dump Cleanup Options is used to define the options for removing unnecessary
contents from the data dump, such as, HTML tags, code snippets, and URLs. E)
Automatic Text Corpus Annotation using BIO Tags used for allowing the system
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Figure 24: GUI to Edit Basic Information in the NER Model Definition Manager
Component

to generate REs that will be used in the NER pipeline to annotate and recognize
single-word NEs (like Java) and multi-words NEs (like Java 2.0). These REs can be
further customized in the “CoreNLP NER Regex” tab.
Named Entities: This tab is used to provide information about the domain NEs,
NE category and synonyms as shown in Figure 25.
Gazette List: This tab is used to upload gazetteer lists, which can be used as
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additional features in the NER pipeline.
CoreNLP NER Regex: This tab enables users to specify the REs for identifying
more complex NEs.
Training Properties: This tab is used to customize CRF parameters supported
by CoreNLP.
Preview Model: This tab is used to preview a model using a minimal set of
documents. Users can define how many documents from the initial data dump
should be used to generate the annotated data for model training. They can also
specify the ratio for splitting this annotated data into training and testing data,
that will be used to execute to preview the model.
Train Model: This tab is used to train the new model. In the event of an executed
preview, users can select the generated data from this preview tab to train their
model. Otherwise, they can trigger the training which will take care of generating
the annotated data before triggering the training. The "Train Model" tab enables
users to download all generated training and testing data to review them locally,
and finally, to upload them in the system before training, helping to overcome the
well-known overfitting problems.
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Figure 25: GUI to Edit NEs, Synonyms, and Labels in the “NER Model Definition
Manager” Component

The component NER Model Definition Manager splits into frontend and backend,
where the frontend is implemented using AngularJS and the backend using the
Symfony framework, Java, and REST services as shown in Figure 26. The GUI of
this component (including all the tabs and input fields) is implemented within the
NER Model Definition View sub-component. To execute the preparation of a NER
model, the information already entered in the view is collected by the AngularJS sub-
component “NER Prepare Controller” (from the frontend). Then, it is sent to the
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Symfony sub-component “NER Model Definition Controller” (from the backend).
This Symfony sub-component calls the ’NER Model Trainer adapter’ component
which call the REST service “NER Model Trainer” to execute model training on
the server. This execution results in a JSON output including the configuration of
all NER preliminary steps and the results of their executions (e.g. the annotated
training and testing data, the generated RE rules, the uploaded gazette lists, etc.).
This JSON document (representing the new model with the "prepared") is finally
stored in the KM-EP database by the ’NER Model Trainer Adapter’ component.

Figure 26: Architecture of the NER Model Definition Manager Component

The implementation of the AngularJS NerPrepareController class with its prepare
method to initiate a model preparation is in Listing 5. This method makes use of
Ajax to execute the model preparation on the backend by calling the “NER Model
Definition Controller” Symfony sub-component (see Line 43 of Listing 5). This
Symfony sub-component will then forward the request to prepare the model by
calling the “NER Model Trainer” (see Line 15 of Listing 6) REST service which will
finally execute the model preparation.

1 "use strict";

2

3 import Common from "../../ Common/Common";

4 import app from "../../ Common/Angular";

5

6 class NerPrepareController {

7

8 constructor(eid) {

9 this.eid = eid;

10 this.isLoading = false;
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11 }

12

13 init(nerModelDefinitionId) {

14 this.nerModelDefinitionId = nerModelDefinitionId;

15 }

16

17 prepare () {

18 this.loading(true);

19 this.eid.change(Routing.generate('

nermodeldefinition_prepare ', {

20 id: this.nerModelDefinitionId

21 })).then(( result) => {

22 if (result && result.data && result.data['

trainingStatus '] == 'prepared ') {

23 this.loading(false);

24 window.location.href = Routing.generate(

25 'nermodeldefinition_edit ',

26 {id: this.nerModelDefinitionId ,

activeTab: 'nerModels '}

27 );

28 } else {

29 Common.showAlertDialog('danger ', '

Preparing failed ');

30 }

31 });

32 }

33

34 loading(isLoading) {

35 this.isLoading = isLoading;

36

37 if (isLoading) {

38 $('#loadingDialog -div').appendTo("body").

modal('show');

39 } else {

40 $('#loadingDialog -div').modal('hide');

41 }

42 }
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43 }

44

45 app.controller('NerPrepareController ', ['eid',

NerPrepareController ]);

Listing 5: AngularJS NERPrepare Controller for preparing a NER Model using Ajax
Call

1 /**

2 * Prepare a ner model

3 *

4 * @Route ("/{id}/ prepare", name=" prepare ")

5 * @Method ({"GET", "POST "})

6 * @param Request $request

7 * @param NerModelDefinition $nerModelDefinition

8 * @return Response

9 */

10 public

11 function prepareAction(Request $request ,

12 NerModelDefinition $nerModelDefinition)

13 {

14 $trainingService = $this ->container ->get('

EcosystemBundle\Service\Classification\NerModelTrainer

');

15 $result = $trainingService ->prepareNerModel(

$nerModelDefinition);

16 return new Response($result);

17 }

Listing 6: NER Model Definition Controller Symfony component with its
prepareAction method

The preparation of a NER model includes the steps of data cleanup, data annotation,
generation of RE rules, and creation of training and testing data. After the model
preparation is complete, a new model (with the status "prepared") is generated and
stored into the KM-EP database. The prepared model can then be managed or
use to train the new model (see next component “NER Model Manager”). Since
training models can be very time consuming (especially when executed using a large
set of annotated data), it is executed asynchronously using jobs, which is a standard
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method for time-consuming operations.

4.3.2 NER Model Manager Component

As previously mentioned in section 3.1.4 and presented in Figure 18, the SNERC
Model Manager of our SNERC NER sub-module is used to manage NER models
which have already been prepared or trained. Users can use this component to
update their training and testing data (using an upload function); edit the auto-
matically generated RE rules, and re-execute the training of their models using jobs.
This component also enables users to delete their already prepared or trained mod-
els. It also includes a feature to upload a model trained with another CoreNLP-based
system and use this component to manage it. The architecture of the “NER Model
Manager” component splits into frontend and backend, as shown in Figure 27. The
“NER Model Definition View” is responsible for displaying the list of trained models
and the icons used to execute various actions (like editing, deleting, viewing logs) on
these models. Each action selected in the view is passed to the “NER Model Man-
ager AngularJS” sub-component which calls the “NER Model Manager Controller”
Symfony sub-component to execute it. The starting page of the “NER Model Man-

Figure 27: Architecture of the NER Model Manager Component

ager” component shows the list of trained models stored into the database with a
set of icon actions to manage them as shown in Figure 28. This list also displays
the standards metrics (Precision, Recall, and F-Score) of each trained model, which
can be utilised by users to check how their trained models perform. The “Ok, view
log” icon present in this list is used to open the log outputs of the executed steps
during the training of the models. The PHP code for displaying this list of models
with the icon actions is shown in Listing 7.

1 /**

2 * Lists all entities.

3 * @Route ("/", name="index ")
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Figure 28: GUI Listing the already trained NER Models with Action Icons to man-
age them in the “NER Model Manager” Component

4 * @Method ("GET")

5 */

6 public

7 function indexAction ()

8 {

9 $em = $this ->getDoctrine ()->getManager ();

10 $nerModels = $em ->getRepository(NerModel ::class)->

findAll ();

11 $nerModelDefinitions = $em ->getRepository(

12 NerModelDefinition ::class)->findAll ();

13

14 return $this ->render('classification/nermodel/index.

html.twig', array(

15 'nerModels ' => $nerModels ,

16 'nerModelDefinitions ' => $nerModelDefinitions

17 ));

18 }

Listing 7: PHP Code for Listing NER Models in the NER Model Manager Dialog
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4.3.3 NER Model Trainer Component

As already mentioned in section 3.1.4 and displayed in Figure 18, the NER Model
Training component is implemented as a REST service in our SNERC NER sub-
module and aims to execute the preparation and training of NER models. Model
preparation includes the automatic annotation of the domain text corpus using
the NE categories, NE names and synonyms, the splitting of the annotated text
corpus into testing and training data. Model training is executed using the CoreNLP
API. NER model training is triggered by a cronjob, which was configured using
the cronjob service of KM-EP. Figure 29 shows the architecture of this component
with all related sub-components. In order to prepare or train a NER model, the

Figure 29: Architecture of the NER Model Trainer Component

parameters of the model, which were provided in the NERModel Definition Manager
GUI (in section 4.3.1), have to be sent as JSON data to the NER Model Trainer
component (see Listing 8).

1 {

2 "title": "Gaming Tools - Model Definition",

3 "multiwordOnly": true ,

4 "removeCodeTags": true ,

5 "removeHtmlTags": false ,

6 "removeUrl": true ,

7 "stackExchangeDump": false ,
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8 "trainingDataFileUrl": "https :// snerc.ftk.de/file /41

ebc29ffc2e93a0dbd8889e8f57a97a/Gaming %20 Tools.txt",

9 "nerCategoryDefinitions": [{

10 "annotationString": "TOOL3D",

11 "entity": "3D Max",

12 "synonyms": [

13 "3D-Max"

14 ]

15 },

16 {

17 "annotationString": "TOOL3D",

18 "entity": "Blender",

19 "synonyms": []

20 },

21 {

22 "annotationString": "TOOLDEV",

23 "entity": "Visual Studio",

24 "synonyms": [

25 "visual -studio",

26 "visualstudio"

27 ]

28 },

29 {

30 "annotationString": "TOOLDEV",

31 "entity": "X Code",

32 "synonyms": [

33 "XCode"

34 ]

35 },

36 {

37 "annotationString": "TOOLDEV",

38 "entity": "Notepad ++",

39 "synonyms": [

40 "Notepad ++"

41 ]

42 },

43 {
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44 "annotationString": "TOOLDEV",

45 "entity": "Eclipse",

46 "synonyms": []

47 }

48 ],

49 "gazetteList": "Notepad ++\ tTOOLDEV\r\nvisual -studio\

tTOOLDEV\r\nxna\tTOOLENGINE",

50 "nerTrainProperties": "useClassFeature=true \r\nuseWord

=true \r\nuseNGrams=true \r\nnoMidNGrams=true \r\

nmaxNGramLeng =6 \r\nusePrev=true \r\nuseNext=true \r\

nuseDisjunctive=true \r\nuseSequences=true \r\

nusePrevSequences=true \r\nuseTypeSeqs=true \r\

nuseTypeSeqs2=true \r\nuseTypeySequences=true \r\

nwordShape=chris2useLC \r\nqnSize =10 \r\

nsaveFeatureIndexToDisk = true"

51 }

Listing 8: Example for Sending a NER Model Definition to the NER Model Trainer
using JSON Format

The activity diagram depicting the behavior of our “NER Model Trainer” component
for the tasks of preparing and training a NER model is shown in Figure 30.
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Figure 30: UML Activity Diagram for Preparing and Training a NER Model Using
the “NER Model Trainer” Component

In the case of preparing a NER model, the following pre-processing steps will be
executed:

1. Create initial text corpus: If the data dump is an XML document based
on the StackExchange Document Type Definition (DTD), the fields “title” and
“body” are extracted to generate the initial text corpus. In the case of a plain
text document, the entered text will be used.

2. Cleanup initial text corpus: Depending on the configuration, Hypertext
Markup Language (HTML) “code”, “url” tags, and HTML tags will be removed
from the initial corpus.
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3. Split initial corpus into sentences: Split the text into sentences so that
relevant sentences (those containing the domain NEs and synonyms) can be
identified.

4. Create domain corpus: For the construction of a domain text corpus, we
only consider sentences containing the domain NE names and their related
synonyms, as we wish to train the model with only relevant documents.

5. Annotate domain corpus with NE categories: We use our own java-
based annotation tool (described in [Tam+19a]) to automatically annotate
our corpus with the NE categories (or labels) defined using our NER Model
Definition Manager component (section 4.3.2). Our annotation tool utilises the
CoNLL category [SD03], a standard format for creating training and testing
for the task of NER. It is a n-column tab separating the text document, where
the first column is a token, the second column is the NER. Each token is
annotated using BIO, a common tagging format for tagging tokens in NER
[RM99]. BIO stands for Beginning-, Inside- and Outside a NE. Therefore,
every single-word NE and the first word of a multi-word NE is tagged with “B-
<NE CategoryName>”. All other words in a multi-word NE are tagged with
“I-<NE Category Name>”. All the other tokens (including punctuations) are
tagged with “O”. The result of this phase is a new corpus containing only
annotated tokens and NEs.

6. Generate testing and training data. This phase aims to generate training
and testing data (from the previously annotated corpus), which can then be
used to train and test a model. Our tool uses the initial values of 20% for
generating a testing file from the annotated corpus, and 80% to generate a
raining file. These values can also be adapted by the user as well.

7. Create NER Regex rules: This step includes the generation of CoreNLP
NER RE rules for single-word NEs.

We generate a universally unique identifier (UUID) to store the data of each
executed pre-processing step into a working directory. We refer to the same data to
continue with our execution in the next step. After performing the pre-processing,
the actual training of a NER model with CoreNLP can take place. If this is re-
quested, the training will take place on the basis of the previously generated data
in the Java class StepFinalNERModelTrainer (Listing 9).

1 package train.ner;
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2

3 import java.io.IOException;

4 import java.io.OutputStream;

5 import java.io.PrintStream;

6

7 import edu.stanford.nlp.ie.crf.CRFClassifier;

8 import edu.stanford.nlp.ling.CoreLabel;

9 import edu.stanford.nlp.sequences.SeqClassifierFlags;

10 import edu.stanford.nlp.util.Triple;

11 import train.definitions.NerTrainingProperties;

12

13 public class StepFinalNERModelTrainer {

14

15 public static void run(TrainingRunner runner) throws

16 InterruptedException , IOException {

17 System.out.println("Final step: Start NER training");

18

19 long startTime = System.currentTimeMillis ();

20

21 NerTrainingProperties nerTrainingProperties =

22 runner.getNer ().getNerTrainProperties ();

23 nerTrainingProperties.setGazetteList(

24 runner.getNer ().getGazetteList ()

25 );

26

27 SeqClassifierFlags flags = nerTrainingProperties.

getFlags ();

28 flags.trainFile = runner.getTrainingTokenFile ();

29

30 CRFClassifier <CoreLabel > crf = new CRFClassifier <>(

flags);

31 crf.train();

32 crf.serializeClassifier(runner.getModelFile ());

33

34 // Disable stdout

35 PrintStream original = System.out;

36 System.setOut(new PrintStream(OutputStream.
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nullOutputStream ()));

37 Triple <Double ,Double ,Double > scores = crf.

classifyAndWriteAnswers(

38 runner.getTestingTokenFile (), true);

39 runner.setPrecisionScore(scores.first);

40 runner.setRecallScore(scores.second);

41 runner.setF1Score(scores.third);

42

43 // Enable stdout

44 System.setOut(original);

45

46 System.out.println("Scores:");

47 System.out.format(" Precision :\t%.2f%%\n", runner.

getPrecisionScore ());

48 System.out.format(" Recall :\t%.2f%%\n", runner.

getRecallScore ());

49 System.out.format(" F-Score:\t\t%.2f%%\n", runner.

getF1Score ());

50 System.out.println ();

51

52 System.out.println("End NER training done");

53

54 long endTime = System.currentTimeMillis ();

55 System.out.println("Model took " + (endTime - startTime

) + " milliseconds");

56 System.out.println("Model took " + (endTime - startTime

) / (1000) + " secondes");

57 System.out.println("Model took " + (endTime - startTime

) / (1000 * 60) + " minutes");

58 System.out.println ();

59 }

60 }

Listing 9: Java Class for Training a NER model in the NER Model Trainer
component

After completing the training, the following JSON output is returned:

• status: “success”, when the training was successful, otherwise, “error”.
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• message: Log output of the training process.

• uuid: A Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) as reference of the trained NER
Model.

• modelUrl: A Uniform Resource Locator (URL) to download the trained NER
Model.

• testingTokenUrl: A URL to download the testing tokens.

• trainingTokenUrl: A URL to download the training tokens.

• regex: The generated CoreNLP NER RE rules.

• precisionScore: The precision value of the trained model.

• recallScore: The recall value of the trained model.

• f1Score: The F-Score of the trained model.

The data generated during the training and preparation processes can be downloaded
from within our application. The users can also upload own defined testing and
training data and proceed with the execution of the training in a second run. They
can also delete the generated data using their corresponding UUID. The NER Model
Trainer REST service provides the following methods to execute actions on these
generated data:

• POST /prepare: Executes the model preparation including all preliminary
steps.

• POST /train: Executes all model preparation and training steps. It also
creates a file, which corresponds to the newly trained NER model.

• POST /train/:uuid: Train/update an existing model based for the provided
UUID.

• DELETE /train/:uuid: Deletes a model based on the specified model UUID
together with all the model metadata and files.

• PUT /train/:uuid/testing_data: Upload new testing data to an existing
model.

• PUT /train/:uuid/training_data: Upload new training data to an exist-
ing model.
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After introducing the implementation of our SNERC components for NER, we will
now introduce and discuss the implementation of our SNERC components for DC
in the next section.

4.4 SNERC components for DC

This section presents the implementation of our SNERC components supporting
DC as they were already presented in section 3.1.4. In this dissertation, we want
to experimentally apply our DC features for classifying SG-related documents (like
online discussions from the Stack Overflow platform) into taxonomy categories avail-
able in KM-EP. Thus, section 4.4.1 will first introduce relevant taxonomies of our
target domain (SG development) that will be used to describe and highlight our DC
features. Our Drools rules extensions supporting DC into taxonomy categories will
be also presented. These extensions are based on features of Linguistic Analysis,
SPM and Document Structure Analysis. The implementation of our SNERC DC
components (introcuced in section 3.1.4) enabling the management of classification
parameter definitions and automatic classification of text documents on the server
are respectively presented in sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3. Finally, section 4.4.4 describes
the integration of our DC components in KM-EP.

4.4.1 Introduce SG-related Taxonomies and Drools Rule Extension

Taxonomies in the domain of SGD have many aspects and dimensions. Most com-
mon taxonomies in this domain fall into the categories game genre, programming
language, and video game bug, which include specification and implementation bugs
detected in video games [DM17; TH19a; LWW10]. In general, the objective of
SG taxonomies research is to elucidate the important characteristics of popular
SGs and to provide a tool through which future research can examine their impact
and ultimately contribute to their development [RR09]. Game genre (GENRE) is
one the basic classification schemes proposed by researchers in the classification of
SGs [RR09; Blo56; DM17; TH19b]. However, a SG can also be classified based
on the market (GENRE/MAR) (e.g. Education, HealthCare, Military), the game
type (GENRE/TYPE) (e.g. board-game, card-game, simulation, role-playing game,
toys, etc), or the platform (GENRE/PLAT) in which this game runs (e.g. Browser,
Mobile, Console, PC) [RR09]. Many Stack Overflow discussions are already tagged
with specific words like "education", “board-game”, “simulation”, “console”. There-
fore, we can classify SG-related discussions in the game genre dimension. Our first
preparatory targeting software search in SG development (section 3.1.1) revealed
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that developers of SGs are generally concerned with finding ways to implement
new features using a specific programming language (or scripting) language. So, a
taxonomy in the programming language dimension (LANG) is essential. To clas-
sify programming languages, researchers generally refer to Roy’s work [Van+09]
and use programming paradigms as the main attributes to define their taxonomies.
Most popular programming paradigms include declarative programming language
(DECL), functional programming language (FUNC), imperative programming lan-
guage (IMP), procedural programming language (PROC), and object oriented pro-
gramming (OOP). [TH19b] proposed a lightweight taxonomy to standardize the
definition of common tools, including development environments (TOOL/IDE), and
game engines (TOOL/GENRE) that are used for game development. Another di-
mension is regarding video game bugs (or software bugs in video games). As shown in
our first two preparatory studies about software search in SG development 3.1.1, one
of the main concerns of SG developers is to find solutions to fix their bugs, during the
design or implementation of their games. [LWW10] developed in 2010 a taxonomy
for video game bugs, which differentiate between specification bugs (BUG/SPEC)
and implementation bugs (BUG/IMPL). A specification bug is generally referring
to a wrong requirement in the game design document. This may refer to: missing
of critical information, conflicting requirements, or incorrectly stated requirements.
An implementation bug is an error found in any asset (source code, art, level de-
sign, etc.) that is created to make the specification into a playable game [Var+17].
An implementation failure is generally a deviation of the game’s operation from
the original game specification [LWW10]. The above introduced taxonomies about
SG development will be used in the next section to describe our Drools extensions
supporting DC in our approach.

Drools Rules Extension: As already introduced in section 3.1.4, our approach
uses the Drools RBES to enable content-based DC in our system. Thus, we have
implemented a rich set of various features to extend Drools rules. These features
rely on Linguistic Analysis and SPM that can be used to formulate powerful and
human readable semantic rules to classify text documents into taxonomies available
in a system like KM-EP. To demonstrate our feature extension, we will refer to the
SG taxonomies introduced above. Our features were implemented as an extension
of the Drools API within the “NER Classify Server”, which is a stand-alone web
service as mentioned in 3.1.4.
Linguistic Analysis. Our first feature extension is “Linguistic Analysis“, which
was developed using the CoreNLP API. CoreNLP supports many NLP tasks like
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POS tagging, tokenization, and NER. By analyzing specific POSs and recognizing
various mentions of NEs in discussion sentences, we are able to analyze the syntactic
structure of each sentence. Then, we can refer to the sentence components (sub-
ject, predicate, object), the sentence form (whether it is affirmative or negative),
and the sentence mood (whether it is interrogative or declarative) to understand
the structure of each sentence and derive its meaning. A similar approach was pro-
posed by [Liu+18b] for the classification of Stack Overflow discussions into software
engineering-related facets, but this approach relied on hand-crafted rules for recog-
nizing NEs in discussion posts. Instead of applying hand-crafted rules for NER, we
rely on our developed NER system to enable NER as a feature of DC. To detect
the sentence form and determine whether a sentence is positive or negative, we use
the CoreNLP Sentiment Analysis API 27, because it includes a ML-based API for
this purpose. Finally, we use REs to determine the sentence mood. We consider a
sentence to be interrogative if it contains a question mark, or if it starts with an
interrogative word (like what, how, why, etc.) (e.g. what is the best way to record
player’s orientation?). Using our linguistic analysis features, we can understand the
meaning of each individual sentence, and use this information to derive the seman-
tic of a document. Then, it becomes easier to group documents having the similar
semantic into a single taxonomy.
Syntactic Pattern Matching. Past research on Web Content Mining has demon-
strated that certain lexico-syntactic patterns matched in texts convey a specific
relation [LC04]. Liu’s study [Liu+18b] has revealed that many online questions be-
longing to similar topics have similar syntactic patterns. They found that many
programming languages usually appear after a preposition, such as with Java, in
JavaScript. We have performed a formative study of SG-related discussions in Stack
Overflow, in order to understand the characteristics of the titles, descriptions, and
code snippets found in questions and answers [Tam+19a]. We could easily observe
a similar behavior in sentences containing game genres, game engines, and tools,
such as, for educational games, in Unity 3D, with GameMaker, etc. Thus, the
categories of a question can be derived based on the syntactic patterns of its sen-
tences. Also, our formative study has revealed other problems related to different
synonyms usage and naming variations, that must be considered while implement-
ing advanced search systems. Table 7 shows the list of our syntactic patterns that
can be used to classify SG-related Stack Overflow discussions using SG-related tax-
onomies. The definition of our syntactic patterns is based on a rich set of terms,

27https://nlp.stanford.edu/sentiment/index.html
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Pattern Description

PA Entity or Term appears after a preposition

PB Entity or Term appears before a preposition

SG Entity or Term appears in the subject group

PG Term appears in the predicate group

OG Entity or Term appears in the object group

SA The sentence is affirmative

SI The sentence is interrogative

SP The sentence is positive

SN The sentence is negative

TT Term combination < term1 > < term2 > appears in a sentence

TTSG Term combination < term1 > < term2 > appears in the subject group

TTOB Term combination < term1 > < term2 > appears in the object group

TTPB Term combination < term1 > < term2 > appears before a preposition

Table 7: List of Syntactic Patterns

term combinations, and standardized synonyms (as sbown in Table 8) found in soft-
ware engineering discussions. Applying synonyms in our approach is imperative to
automatically detect name variations in text and create a more flexible classification
system. For instance, we can use a pattern that includes the term “implement” and
use the same pattern to identify texts that include the term “develop” or “build”.
To achieve this goal, we created a domain dictionary with a set of semantic classes,
each of which including a standardized term and its synonyms [Liu+18b].

Term Term synonyms

< implement > implement, develop, code, create, construct, build, set

< specify > design, require, define, determine, redefine

< error > error, bug, defect, exception, warning, mistake

< configure > configure, setup, adjust, adapt, optimize

< howto > How to, How do (I,we), How can (I,we), How should (I,we)

< fix > fix, solve, remove, get rid of, eliminate

Table 8: Template for Synonym Detection in Stack Overflow

Synonyms of standard terms were identified using the WordNet API. Table 8 shows
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the standard terms and synonyms used in our SPM approach. By combining dif-
ferent terms and synonyms, we can discover a wide range of expressions and term
combinations and phrases used in the majority of online discussions. For instance,
the term combination < Best > < Way > can be used to identify posts containing
the expressions: “best way“, “best strategy“, “proper design“, “optimal solution“, etc.
This will allow us to have a more generic syntactic pattern definition that can easily
scale in different domains compared to previous solution like [Liu+18b]’s system.
Document Structure Analysis. This feature is used to analyze the structure of an
online document by recognizing specific HTML elements from this document. Using
three additional patterns LS, CS, IM (as shown in Table 9) were able to identify
whether a particular document contains a code snippets (< code > ... < /code >),
bullet points (< ul > ... < /ul >), or even images (< img/ >).

Pattern Description

LS Text contains multiple bullet points as HTML list

CS Text contains one or multiple code snippets

IM Text contains one or multiple images followed by a text description

Table 9: Patterns for Document Structure Analysis

Exploring the structure of documents can help us to classify them into different
SG-related taxonomies like programming languages or video game bugs. A qual-
ity study of Stack Overflow online discussions [Nas+12] revealed that explanations
(generally using bullet points in question bodies) which accompany code snippets
are as important as the snippets themselves. Also, another survey research on doc-
ument structure analysis has demonstrated that analyzing the hierarchy of physical
components of a web page can be very useful in indexing and retrieving the in-
formation contained in this document [MRK03]. For instance, if a Stack Overflow
post contains the word “bug” in its title, and one or more code snippets in its body,
then it may be assigned to the implementation of the video game bug taxonomy
(VBUG/IMPL). Generally, such a discussion would include sentences like “How to
fix my bug in...” or “How can I solve this issue... in my game” in its title or de-
scription body. Similarly, if another bug discussion includes terms like “requirement,
design, or specification” in its title (e.g. I want to fix ... in my specification), with
multiple bullet points in its description body, then it may indicate that the user is
seeking help to solve an issue in a particular section of its design specification. In
this case, the discussion post may be classified into the specification category of the
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video game bug taxonomy (VBUG/SPEC). The following Table 10 shows examples
of combining various patterns to classify Stack Overflow posts into SG-related tax-
onomies. Our features extensions are very flexible and can be easily combined to

Pattern

Matching

Taxonomy Examples of Stack Overflow

posts

PA BUG/SPEC, GENRE/-
TYPE/Simulation

They must be an < error >

in the < specification > of
your game loop. For simulation

game, please look in Unity Game
Simulation. There you will ...

SG && SA GENRE/MAR/Education,
GENRE/PLAT/Browser

An < educational game > for
learning programming language.
It runs on any browser. Thus, no
installation is required.

PB && CS BUG/IMPL, LANG/OOP I am using a nstimer and it has
a < bug > with my game loop
< code lang=java >import
java.util.Collections ...<
/code >

Table 10: Pattern Matching Rules for Matching Stack Overflow Discussion Posts

construct even more complex rules for DC. Moreover, there are no limitations for
adding new extensions to the existing patterns defined in our system.

4.4.2 Classification Parameter Definition Manager Component

As previously mentioned in section 3.1.4 and presented in Figure 19, this component
is used to manage a “classification parameter definition”, which are a set of param-
eters used to support DC in KM-EP. Figure 31 shows the dialog for editing these
parameters. To create a new “classification parameter definition”, users start by en-
tering the title and the description of this definition using the corresponding input
fields (1) and (2). Input field (3) is used to enter the Drools rule definition for DC.
While formulating a Drools rule, users can assign one or more NER models to this
rule in (4). This enables them to use or mention domain specific NEs, synonyms,
and NE categories while formulating their rules (e.g. WHEN text contains "java"
AND "java" is of type "OOP" THEN ...). Finally, they have to select a taxonomy
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Figure 31: GUI to manage Parameters and Drools Rules in the “Classification Pa-
rameter Definition” Component

that the document which must be classified should be assigned. This is done us-
ing the combobox shown in (5). Each document has to be classified as part of at
least one taxonomy category of KM-EP. When a particular taxonomy is selected,
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our system will automatically present all the associated categories of this taxonomy,
using a tree view as shown in our Preview sub section in (6). Clicking on any of the
category items in the Preview will automatically display details about this category
including its persistent identifier (or unique identifier (UUID)) as shown in (7). The
architecture of the components supporting DC is shown in Figure 32. This archi-

Figure 32: Architecture of the “Classification Parameter Definition Manager” Com-
ponent

tecture splits into frontend and backend. The frontend is responsible for the user
interface of the “Classification Parameter Definition” component and supports rules
editing. The frontend includes a Java Script editor, which was implemented using
the Ace plugin28. Ace makes Drools rules easily readable by highlighting them in
the Web browser during editing. Listing 10 shows our ClassificationEditor class as
it initializes the Ace plugin to integrate a code editor into our system.

1 "use strict";

2

3 require('../../../ css/Classification/ResizeableEditor.css

');

4 import ace from 'ace -builds '

5 import "ace -builds/src -noconflict/mode -drools";

6 import "ace -builds/webpack -resolver";

7

8 class ClassificationEditor {

9 static init() {

10 let editor = ace.edit("rulesEditor", {

28https://ace.c9.io/
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11 maxLines: 50,

12 minLines: 10,

13 autoScrollEditorIntoView: true ,

14 mode: "ace/mode/drools",

15 fontSize: 15

16 })

17 let textarea = $('textarea[id="

ecosystembundle_classification_rules "]').hide();

18 editor.getSession ().setValue(textarea.val());

19 editor.getSession ().on('change ', function (){

20 textarea.val(editor.getSession ().getValue ());

21 });

22

23 }

24 }

25

26 $(document).ready (() => {

27 ClassificationEditor.init();

28 });

Listing 10: The Java Script Class “ClassificationEditor” Initializing the Ace Plugin
for Integrating a New Code Editor

The frontend also supports the persistence of “classification parameter definitions”
and Drools rules as it sends these rules together with all the references to the assigned
NER models and taxonomy categories to the backend Symfony component (“Clas-
sification Parameter Definition Controller Symfony” component) to store them into
the database. This Symfony component has a direct connection to our final com-
ponent - the NER Classify Server REST service used to execute the classification
of text documents into taxonomy categories of KM-EP. The NER Classify Server,
which is assisted by the NER Classify Server Adapter, will be described in more
detail in the next section.
After creating a “classification definition parameter”, users can choose to test their
classification rule by executing it on a testing document and consulting the results
of the test in our "testing dialog" as shown in Figure 33. This testing dialog is inte-
grated in our Preview sub-component and consists of multiple tabs in which various
visualization elements are integrated. The first tab (“Taxonomy”) was previously
presented in Figure 32 (see Preview) as it displays the category UUIDs of the selected
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Figure 33: GUI Showing the Report of an executed Drools Rule in the SNERC
Testing Dialog

taxonomy. The second tab (“Input test data”) is used to enter information about the
testing document, such as its title, description, and metadata (like tags, keywords).
The third tab (“Title Annotation”) and fourth tab (“Description Annotation”) are
used to visualize various syntactic and linguistic elements of the title and description
of the testing document. As shown in the “Title Annotation” tab of Figure 33, the
document used for testing the Drools rule has the title "C# is great". The "Part-of-
Speech" section presents the POSs, POS tags, relationships between POSs extracted
from the document title. The "Named Entity Recognition" section visualizes all the
extracted NEs with their respective NE labels. We note that only the NEs which
were explicitly mentioned in the Drools rule will be automatically recognized and
displayed in this dialog. The "Sentiment" section visualizes the sentiment of the
title as it was also recognized by our system. The "Classification report" section
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summarizes which features identified in formulated Drools rule were executed by
our classification system. The fifth and final tab (“JSON Oput”) of our testing dia-
log summarizes all the extracted information about the document title, description,
and metadata in a JSON format. Providing such fine grained information about the
document content and the executed Drools rule is relevant for semantic document
analysis and rule debugging. Users can easily identify which syntactic and linguistic
elements are relevant and can be used to formulate their classification rule. They
can also check how well their Drools rules work by effortlessly consulting the re-
port of the rule execution. The visualization facilities showing details such as POSs
with interrelationships and NER with their corresponding labels were implemented
using the CoreNLP Brat 29 which is a standard visualization API provided by the
CoreNLP framework.

4.4.3 NER Classify Server Component

As shown in Figure 19, our NER Classify Server is responsible for executing the
classification of text documents into taxonomy categories available in KM-EP. Its
architecture will be presented together with the KM-EP Categorization component
in the next section. As mentioned in the previous section, the NER Classify Server
is implemented as a REST service using Java and includes a rich set of classes to
perform linguistic analysis, NLP (including NER), SPM, synonym detection, and
document structure analysis on the server. The following Java classes are part of
our NER Classify Server component:

• Document: This class is a generic class that holds information about the
document needing to be classified, including its title, description, keywords,
etc.. Its "addCategory" method is used to assign a document to a taxonomy
category. Its "classify" method is used at runtime to execute the classification
based on the provided Drools rules.

• Sentence: As a document generally includes one or more NL sentences. Thus,
this class aims at extracting linguistic and syntactic information about a text
document on a sentence level. It also includes a set of static methods for
give access to sentence related information in a Drools rule. The information
made available by this method includes POSs, NEs extracted from a document
sentence, in addition to the sentence mood, form, and sentiment. The Sentence

29https://github.com/stanfordnlp/CoreNLP/tree/master/src/edu/stanford/nlp/pipe

line/demo
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class is assisted by the SentenceLinguisticAnalyzer class to perform linguistic
analysis in a NL text.

• WordSynonymDetector aims at retrieving the synonyms of words. It is also
used in our Sentence class to collect all synonyms of a specific word found in
a sentence. The WordSynonymDetector was implemented using the WordNet
API30.

• DocumentStructureAnalyzer collects information about the structure of a
text document, such as, if it contains a code snippet, an HTML list, or images.
Our Sentence class also makes use of this class to make such information
available in Drool rules.

Listing 11 shows an overview of Sentence class with all its attributes and static
methods. As shown in Line 14, an object of the SentenceLinguisticAnalyzer class
is passed as an attribute to the Sentence constructor to supporting linguistic text
analysis on a given text. In Lines 23-30 we can see how the methods of the Sen-
tenceLinguisticAnalyzer class are used to retrieve the sentence features which are
stored in the corresponding properties of the Sentence class. As the constructor
of the Sentence class is executed on runtime, all the attributes of this class are
automatically set and made available in Drools rules.

1 public class Sentence {

2 private String content;

3 private Set <String > entitiesAppearingAfterPreposition

;

4 private Set <String >

entitiesAppearingBeforePreposition;

5 private Set <String > entitiesAppearingInPredicate;

6 private Set <String > entitiesAppearingInObject;

7 private String entityAppearingInSubject;

8 private boolean isSentenceAffirmative;

9 private boolean isSentenceInterrogative;

10 private boolean isSentencePositive;

11 private String linguisticAnalyserOutput;

12 private Set <String > wordSynonyms;

13

14 public Sentence(LinguisticSentenceAnalyser lsa){

30https://wordnet.princeton.edu/
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15 this.content = lsa.retrieveOriginalText ();

16 this.setEntitiesAppearingAfterPreposition(lsa.

retrieveEntitiesAppearingAfterPreposition ());

17 this.setEntitiesAppearingBeforePreposition(lsa.

retrieveEntitiesAppearingBeforePreposition ());

18 this.setEntitiesAppearingInPredicate(lsa.

retrieveEntitiesAppearingInPredicate ());

19 this.setEntitiesAppearingInObject(lsa.

retrieveEntitiesAppearingInObject ());

20 this.setEntityAppearingInSubject(lsa.

retrieveEntityAppearingInSubject ());

21 this.setSentenceIsAffirmative(lsa.

retrieveSentenceComponent.isAffirmative ());

22 this.setSentenceInterrogative(lsa.

retrieveSentenceComponent.isInterrogative ());

23 this.setSentenceNegative(lsa.

retrieveSentenceSentiment ().isSentenceNegative ());

24 }

25 ...

26 }

Listing 11: “Sentence” Class with Static Methods Supporting Linguistic Analysis
and SPM

Listing 12 summarizes the classes (with their respective static methods) supporting
DC in the NER Classify Server component.

1 Document

2 title

3 description

4 keywords

5 addCategory ()

6 ...

7 Sentence

8 content;

9 getEntitiesAppearingInSubjetGroup ()

10 getEntitiesAppearingInObjectGroup ()

11 ...

12 isSentenceAffirmative ()
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13 isSentenceInterrogative ()

14 isSentencePositive ()

15 isSentenceNegative ()

16 ...

17 hasCodeSnippets ()

18 hasHTMLList ()

19 hasImages ()

20 ...

21 getWordSynonyms ()

22 SentenceLinguisticAnalyzer

23 retrieveEntitiesAppearingInSubjetGroup ()

24 retrieveEntitiesAppearingInObjectGroup ()

25 ...

26 retrieveSentenceComponent ()

27 retrieveSentenceSentiment ()

28 WordSynonymDetector

29 retrieveWordSynonyms ()

30 DocumentStructureAnalyzer

31 retrieveDocumentCodeSnippets ()

32 retrieveDocumentHTMLLists ()

33 retrieveDocumentImages ()

Listing 12: Classes and static Methods supporting DC in the NER Classify Server
Component

Listing 13 shows an example of a Drools rule where the entities AppearingAfter-
Preposition method of SentenceLinguisticAnalyzer is directly accessed using the
Sentence class.

1 package server.engine.textanalysis;

2 rule "Programming language appears after a preposition"

3 when

4 $document: Document ()

5 Sentence( entitiesAppearingAfterPreposition contains

"LANGOOP" && getWordSynonyms("bug")) from $document.

description

6 then

7 $document.addCategory( "Programming Language/OOP", "5

e900e695c7d8" );
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8 end

Listing 13: Example of a Drools Rule for Classifying a Document into a Taxonomy
Category

All our classes (Document, Sentence, etc.) and their static methods supporting
DC in our approach are made available in Drools rules using the Java package
server.engine.textanalysis statement (line 1). $document is an object holding in-
formation about the document to be classified. Using this object, users can easily
access the properties and content of document, like its description as shown in line 5.
The static method entitiesAppearingAfterPreposition is used to perform NER and
SPM (identifying the the position of a NE of type "LANGOOP" in the document de-
scription), while the getWordSynonyms static method is used to retrieve synonyms
of the word "bug". Finally, the addCategory static method is used to classifiy the
document into the specified taxonomy category having the UUID (re900e695c7d8)
(line 7). Using the above Drools rule, a document whose description contains a NE
of type LANGOOP, with this NE appearing after a preposition, with the description
containing the word "bug" or any of its synonyms (like "error" or "issue") will be
classified into the taxonomy category with the UUID 5e900e695c7d8 (corresponding
to "Programming Language/OOP"). We note that the first attribute of the addCat-
egory method is only a label and aims to facilitate the readability of the assignment.
It can therefore be omitted as only the UUID is required to assign a document into
a taxonomy category.

4.4.4 KM-EP Integration

To classify a text document (or dialog) using the traditional “Categorization” com-
ponent of KM-EP, users previously had to select a taxonomy and "manually" browse
the entire list of taxonomy categories to select which of these categories correspond
to its document content be used for the classification. After this manual action,
the users could save their selected classification and use them later on to support
browsing in KM-EP. To automate this process while making it more efficient, new
functionalities were added to the “Categorization” module of KM-EP as shown in
Figure 34. The goal is to be able to select a previously defined Drools rule and auto-
matically suggest the classification of a document into various taxonomy categories
without any manual intervention of the user. The GUI of the “Categorization” dialog
(1) originally included a combobox element for selecting existing KM-EP taxonomies
(2) (“Taxonomy Selector”). The selection of a taxonomy automatically displays all
its categories in treeview as shown in (3). The Categorization dialog of KM-EP also
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included the “Save Assignment” Button for storing categorizations of dialogs into
the database (6). To automate this process, two new features were added: first,
a new combobox for selecting Drools rules from the KM-EP database was added
(“Drools Rules Selector”) (4). The selection of a Drools rule using this component
automatically triggers the classification of the document into taxonomy categories
suggesting it to the user. Second, the classification reporting button (5) was also
added to display details about the features applied to automate the DC process in
our approach. Figure 34.

Figure 34: KM-EP Categoziation Dialog with new UI Elements for automatic DC

To implement this automation, the KM-EP AngularJS component "Assign Con-
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troller AngularJS" had to be adapted as it is (as the Categorization module) a
central module supporting DC in KM-EP. A new listener was added to the “Assign-
Controller” component (see Listing 14) which automatically traverses the KM-EP
jsTree component (representing all the hierarchical taxonomy categories) and trig-
gers the automatic selection of taxonomy categories using Ajax.

1 $scope.$watch('assign.classification ', (newValue ,

oldValue) => {

2 if (newValue && newValue !== oldValue) {

3 let classification = newValue;

4 this.loading = true;

5 this.showClassificationReportBtn = false;

6 let self = this;

7 const url = Routing.generate('classification_classify

', {

8 id: this.contentId ,

9 classification: classification.id

10 });

11 this.eid.change(url).then(( response) => {

12 self.loading = false;

13

14 if (response.data.jsTree && response.data.jsTree.

success) {

15 self.classificationResult = response.data;

16 self.coreNlpBratTitle.data = self.

classificationResult.title;

17 self.coreNlpBratDescription.data = self.

classificationResult.description;

18

19 self.tree.settings.core.data = self.

classificationResult.jsTree.data;

20 self.tree.load_node('#', () => {

21 $timeout (() => {

22 this.openSelected ();

23 this.loading = false;

24 }, 0);

25 });
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26 self.showClassificationReportBtn = true;

27 } else {

28 self.messageDiv.trigger('action.fail', [response.

data.message ]);

29 }

30 });

31 }

32 });

Listing 14: Listener of the AssignController Class Triggering the Automatic
Document Classification in KM-EP

As mentioned in 3.1.5, the connection between the “Categorization” frontend
and our NER Classify Server component was implemented with our “NER Classify
Server Adapter” sub-component. This adapter is a Symfony class that is used to
trigger DC on the server by calling our NER Classify Server (REST service). The
getClassification() method of the NER Classify Server Adapter triggering the
automatic classification of dialogs while passing all necessary data (e.g. document
title, description, list of NER model ids, etc.) is shown in Listing 15.

1 /**

2 * get classification from json API

3 *

4 * @param String $title

5 * @param String $description

6 * @param array $keywords

7 * @param array $nerModels

8 * @param String $rules

9 * @return object

10 */

11 public function getClassification(String $title , String

$description , Array $keywords , Collection $nerModels ,

String $rules)

12 {

13

14 $modelUuids = [];

15 foreach ($nerModels as $model) {

16 array_push($modelUuids , $model ->

getUuidClassifierModel ());
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17 }

18

19 $object = (object)[

20 'title' => $title ,

21 'description ' => $description ,

22 'keywords ' => $keywords ,

23 'nerModels ' => $modelUuids ,

24 'rules' => $rules

25 ];

26

27 $json = json_encode($object);

28 $url = $this ->classifierURL . "/classify";

29 $cURL = new CURLWrapper ();

30 $result = NULL;

31 try {

32 $jsonResult = $cURL ->post($url , $json);

33 $result = json_decode($jsonResult , true);

34 if (! $result) {

35 $result['message '] = "Failed to decode JSON

response from classifier: " . $jsonResult;

36 }

37 } catch (Exception $e) {

38 $result['message '] = $e->getMessage ();

39 } finally {

40 return $result;

41 }

42 }

Listing 15: Symfony Method Triggering DC in the “NER Classify Server Adapter”
Component

Figure 35 shows an architecture with the extended Categorization feature of SNERC
as it communicates with our NER Classify Server to enable automatic DC in KM-EP.
As it can be seen, only the Taxonomy Selector sub-component (of the Categoriza-
tion module) and the Content View of KM-EP were not changed. All the other
components (marked with an asterisk (*)) wer changed or newly added. The Cate-
gorization component of KM-EP was extended with the “Drools Rule Selector’ and
“Classification Reporter” of our SNERC DC sub-module. The Assign Controller
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Figure 35: Architecture of the NER Classify Server Component

of KM-EP was also changed as it is used to traverse the taxonomy tree with its
categories to execute the categorization (by checking the checkbox of the taxonomy
categories) on the UI.
When the user requests a new automatic classification by selecting a Drools rule
in the “Categorization” dialog, a new request (including the selected taxonomy and
Drools rule) is sent to the server using the Assign Controller AngularJS component.
This component sends a request to the NER Classify Server component by using the
"NER Classify Service" adaptor. The classification is executed on the server to figure
out which taxonomy categories correspond best to the document being classified.
There, our rich set of features (based on NLP, NER, SPM) are used to support
semantic text analysis in Drools rules. The final classification result (including the
selected taxonomy categories) is then returned as a JSON to the “Categorization”
UI, which finally suggests a classification to the user by automatically selecting
the checkboxes of the taxonomy categories corresponding to the document being
categorized as shown in Figure 36.
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Figure 36: GUI Showing the Result of an Automatic Categorization of a Text Doc-
ument into Hierarchical Taxonomy Categories.

The user can then click on the “Classification Report” button to visualize the
features executed during the automatic DC process. The reporting dialog shown
in Figure 37 includes two tabs to visualize details about the executed rules with
semantic information about the document title and description. For instance, this
dialog displays the extracted NEs, POSs (with their tags), sentence components,
patterns, and HTML elements (HTML list elements, code snippets, images, etc.),
which were identified and executed in the Drools rules for automatic DC. Using
this visualization can help the users to double check various semantic elements of
their document while being able to recognize potentially relevant features to use or
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optimize during the formulation of their own Drools rules.

Figure 37: GUI Showing the Reporting Dialog after Drools Rules Execution for
automatic DC
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4.5 Summary

This chapter described the implementation of our prototype (SNERC) which is
based on the conceptual model and integration architecture presented in chapter
3. This prototype was defined according to ROs (RO3.1, RO3.2) and addressed
RC13. SNERC was developed and fully integrated as a component of KM-EP to
enable NER and DC. The SNERC components for NER were presented in section
4.3. These components (including frontend and backend modules) enable the defini-
tion of custom domain NEs (with related synonyms and name variations) and their
storage in the KM-EP database. They also support the cleaning and annotation of
a domain corpus; the generation of training and testing data; the customization of
ML parameters for model training; the training of new NER models using jobs; and
finally, the monitoring of NER preliminary steps (data cleanup, data annotation,
model training using ML using appropriate visualization features and log outputs.
Section 4.4 presented the implementation of our SNERC components used for DC.
These components aim at enabling the automatic classification of text documents
into taxonomy categories of KM-EP. After introducing relevant taxonomies in our
target domain (SG), we first presented our Drools rules extensions enabling seman-
tic text analysis in our DC approach. These rules are based on features such as
NLP, NER, POS tagging, synonym detection and SPM. Second, we presented the
implementation and integration of our SNERC DC components with frontend and
backend sub-components. Our DC components support to manage Drools rules in
the KM-EP database. They also enable executing DC on the server (based on our
supported semantic features) and suggesting a categorization of text documents into
taxonomy categories of KM-EP. Finally, we presented various visualization facilities
for testing own defined Drools rules as they highlight various semantic elements of a
text document, including linguistic components of a document sentence, NEs, POSs,
and document sentiment.

In the next chapter we will evaluate and validate our approach and implemented
prototype using qualitative and quantitative methods. This will address the last
ROs of the experimentation phase of our chosen research methodology (RO4.1,
RO4.2, RO4.3) and the last remaining challenge (RC14).
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5 Evaluation of SNERC

In the last chapter, the implementation of our conceptual prototype was described.
We were able to show that the introduced concepts, models, designs, specifications,
architectures, and technologies presented in chapters 3 and 4 can be used to develop
a system enabling NER and DC in a KMS like KM-EP. Nevertheless, there is a
lack of evidence to prove the feasibility, usefulness, effectiveness, and efficiency of
our approaches and implemented prototype. Therefore, the goal of this chapter
is to conduct different evaluations to assess various aspects of our solution using
qualitative and quantitative methods, addressing RC14 and the last ROs of this
dissertation (RO4.1,RO4.2,RO4.3). There are different evaluation methodologies
used to evaluate software applications [Kit96]. We need to review them in order to
choose appropriate methodologies to assess our approaches for NER, and DC, and
implemented prototype. This chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.1 reviews
relevant evaluation methodologies of this dissertation. Following this review, the
evaluation methodologies for our experiments are selected. Section 5.2 presents
our overall evaluation setup and pretesting. Section 5.3 introduces the participants
taking part in our experiments. It follows the evaluation of our NER approach in
section 5.4. In this first evaluation, our features supporting the two fundamental
preliminary steps of NER, “data cleanup” and “data annotation” (see section 2.2), are
evaluated. These features were described in the last chapter as part of our SNERC
NER components (see section ). Section 5.5 evaluates our rule-based DC approach
as it relies on features such as NLP NER), linguistic analysis, and SPM for semantic
text analysis. These features were implemented in the last chapter as part of our
SNERC DC components (see section ). Our GUI components covering all aspects
of NER and DC are evaluated in section 5.6. We distinguish between newbies and
experts for all three evaluations and compare their results. This chapter concludes
with a final discussion in section 5.7.

5.1 Evaluation Methodologies

This section reviews relevant evaluation methodologies covered in this chapter,
addressing RO4.1. “Evaluation as an aid for software development has been ap-
plied since the last decade, when the comprehension of the role of evaluation within
Human-Computer Interaction had changed ” [GHD02]. Various empirical evaluation
methods exist with different focuses, such as, functionality, reliability, usability, ef-
ficiency, maintainability, portability. Methods focusing for usability testing include,
Focus Group Interview ´[KLB04], Think-aloud [WM91], and Cognitive Walkthrough
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[Pol+92]. Evaluations based on a Cognitive Walkthrough are generally used to iden-
tify usability issues in interactive systems as it focuses on on how easy it is for new
users to accomplish tasks with the system. A well-known method to measure factors
such as efficiency or effectivity of a system is a Controlled Experiment, a qualitative
evaluation methodology relying on hypothesis testing [Sjø+05; Hel14]. Controlled
experiments generally have clear and precise goals as all participants have a fix set
of tasks to complete. The results gathered from this experiment are then evaluated
to check whether or not the previously defined research goals were reached. Partici-
pants in a controlled experiment generally have different profiles, thus they are often
clustered into different groups of users based on their background and expertise. To
evaluate the results collected from all participants, the well known evaluation met-
rics Precision, Recall, and F-Score can be used [Pow20]. These metrics can be used if
the tasks to be performed during the experiment requires the participants to choose
items out of a set of possible solutions. When a prototype solution is available, it
becomes very easy to compare the results of each group of users. Let s1 be the set
of correctly chosen items (hits), s2 the set of prototype solution items that were
not chosen (misses), and s3 the set of incorrectly chosen items (false alarms). The
standard metrics Precision (1), Recall(2), F-Score(3) are calculated as follows:

Precision =
s1

s1 ∪ s2
(1)

Recall =
s1

s1 ∪ s3
(2)

F -Score = 2× Precision×Recall

Precision+Recall
(3)

The first two evaluations of this chapter address RO4.2 and RO4.3. They
are based on controlled experiments and aim at validating the effectiveness of our
approaches in supporting the tasks of NER and DC using different groups of users.
Using prototype solutions together with the standard metrics (Precision, Recall, and
F-Score), we will check and compare the results of each user group performing NER
and DC using our approaches. In the first evaluation (section 5.4), a first controlled
experiment is presented to evaluate our approach supporting “data cleanup” and
“data annotation”, two fundamental preliminary steps of NER model training as
already introduced in section 2.2. In this experiment, users are asked to apply our
features supporting “data cleanup” and “data annotation” on a set of domain specific
documents. In section 5.5, a second controlled experiment is introduced that aims at
evaluating our approach for DC, which relies on semantic text analysis and methods
such as NLP (e.g. NER), SPM, and linguistic analysis. This approach was already
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presented in section 4.4.1 and used to support rule-based DC using the Drools RBES.
In this experiment, NER experts and newbies are asked to apply our semantic
features to understand the content of a set of text documents and classify them into
predefined categories. In the last section of this chapter, a walkthrough approach
(including surveys and questionnaires) is used as the evaluation methodology to
validate our implemented prototype. Following a predefined tutorial, NER experts
and newbies are asked to train a new NER model and use it to support DC using
Drools rules. The goal is to evaluate and check the feasibility, usability, and efficiency
of our implemented prototype in supporting the tasks of NER and DC in a real-world
environment. This final evaluation addresses RO4.2 and RO4.3.

5.2 Evaluation Setup and Pretesting

The experiments presented in this chapter were guided by a tutorial document (see
appendix in chapter 7). This document consisted of 3 sections for assessing our
NER approach, DC approach, and implemented prototype. Each of these sections
included an introduction with the structure and goal of the experiment, examples
highlighting our approaches and features, and a doing phase with tasks to be com-
pleted by the participants. Before our participants started executing the experi-
ments, they were asked to complete an initial survey questionnaire (created using
Google Forms31), which helped us to collect information about their background
and experience in programming languages, ML, NER, and DC. Based on this infor-
mation, we were able to classify our participants into the categories NER experts
and newbies.

We created an evaluation document (including tutorial, guidelines, and descrip-
tion of tasks) and sent to a NER expert to perform a pretesting of our approaches
and provide feedback. This NER expert completed his PhD research in the domain
of emerging Named Entity (eNE) and has more than 5 years of experience in the
development of ML projects. The result of the pretesting did not lead to significant
improvements in the evaluation guidelines and tutorial document. Minor changes
to the evaluation document, which were mainly related to some typing mistakes
in the introduction and motivation of our NER approach, were completed within
2 days. After the review of the evaluation document, we sent its final version via
E-Mail to all the participants together with credentials (usernames and passwords)
for accessing the KM-EP portal. The evaluation document used to execute all three
experiments can be found in the Appendix in section 7. The Google Form used

31https://www.google.com/forms/about/
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to collect background information about our participants can be accessed using the
following link [TF21b].

5.3 Target Participants

For our evaluations, we focus on two groups of users having different backgrounds
and educations: Newbies (group 1) and Experts (group 2). Newbies are normal
users, who might or might not have knowledge about NER and DC. Experts are
defined as skillful people having experience in ML-based NER. As our approach of
DC is based on NER, all the users were also asked to assess our DC approach. Our
participants were chosen from the domain of software engineering and data science
(which also includes ML experts).

Our group of newbies consists of 4 software engineers, who have a master’s degree
in computer science. These users do not have experience in NER and ML. The group
of experts consists of 4 users (2 PhDs and 2 PhD candidates), all having at least 3
years of experience in using and developing ML and NLP systems (including NER).
One of the experts even completed his PhD in the domain of eNEs. The job of all
these users was to perform all three evaluations.

5.4 Qualitative Evaluation of the NER Approach

To achieve the first goal of evaluating the qualitative effectiveness of our approach
supporting ML-based NER (addressing RO4.2 and RO4.3), an evaluation was
planned. The general concept of this evaluation is to let newbies and experts do the
same thing, namely completing various preliminary tasks for training a NER model,
then compare the results to validate if newbies can achieve similar or even better
results than experts.

5.4.1 Evaluation Setup

To execute this evaluation, a tutorial document (see section 5.2) including guidelines
and description of tasks for executing the evaluation of our NER approach was
presented to the participants. This document included the following sections:

• Introduction of NER: presenting the basic concepts of NER and giving
an overview of common preliminary steps of training ML-based NER mod-
els. These tasks generally include “data cleanup”, “data annotation”, “feature
selection”, “model training” and “model testing”.
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• Experiment goal: presenting the goal of the experiment, which consists of
answering the question: “Is our approach for performing the task of NER
valid?”

• Experiment Structure: presenting the outline of the experiment with its
different sections.

• Introduction of the domain corpus and domain labels: presenting the
domain corpus and domain labels to be used in this experiment.

• Tasks: this section presents our approach supporting two major preliminary
steps of NER model training, “data cleanup” and “data annotation”. After
presenting our features supporting these two preliminary steps and providing
concrete examples how to apply these features on our selected domain corpus,
two tasks are presented to the participants (in a doing-phase) to complete
them.

• Questions: this section includes questions to gather direct feedback from
the participants about our approach supporting the NER preliminary steps of
“data cleanup” and “data annotation”.

The document with our experiment guideline can be downloaded by clicking on the
following link [TF21a].

The domain corpus that is used in this experiment contains a list of discussion
posts about programming languages found in the Stack Overflow social network.
Such discussion posts generally contain various types of NEs, related to official
names of programming languages (like "Java Script"), their synonyms (like "js"),
and name variations (like "javascript", "JavaScript", "Javascript") as it was initially
analyzed in our previous preliminary study [Tam+19a].
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Document Identified
NEs and
synonyms

Stack
ID

What is the difference between String and string
in C#?

C# #7074

How can I decrypt an “encrypted string with java”
in c sharp?

C Sharp #22742097

Is Java “pass-by-reference” or “pass-by-value”? Java #40480
javascript code to change the background color
onclicking more buttons

javascript #67365586

Check out 〈a href=“...”〉Unobtrusive
JavaScript〈/a〉 and Progressive enhancement
(both Wikipedia).

JavaScript #134845

Are there any coding standards for JavaScript?
〈code〉...if . . . else ...〈/code〉

JavaScript #211795

Parse an HTML string with JS JS #10585029
javascript code to change the background color
onclicking more buttons

javascript #67365586

Finding duplicate values in a SQL table SQL #2594829
Learning COBOL Without Access to Mainframe COBOL #4433165

Table 11: Subset of Documents about SG-related Posts in Stack Overflow

Table 11 shows a set of documents from our selected domain corpus. Column
1 shows some sentences of each discussion post. We can identify HTML and code
snippets in some of these discussions. Column 2 shows the NEs identified in the doc-
uments together with their synonyms and name variations used by online users (like
Java Script, Javascript, JS). Column 3 shows a reference ID to each Stack Overflow
post. As we are dealing with programming languages, our selected domain labels
(or NE category names) are defined based on common programming paradigms32

as shown in Table 12. For the sake of simplicity, we only consider the following five
programming paradigms as they are very popular in programming.

32Read: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Programming_paradigm
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Common programming paradigms NE Category Name (or label)

Declarative programming language LANGDECL
Functional programming language LANGFUNC
Imperative programming language LANGIMP
Object Oriented programming language LANGOOP
Procedural programming language LANGPROC

Table 12: Labels for Annotating Programming Languages

5.4.2 Procedure

“Data cleanup” and “data annotation” are two fundamental preliminary steps in NER
as they can be used to support, for instance, the creation of a gold standard (see
section 2.2). In the first task of this experiment (Task 1.1), users are asked to apply
a set of options to clean up our selected domain corpus consisting of Stack Overflow
discussion posts about programming languages. Our system supports a variety of
options for cleaning up data from a Web document, which might not be relevant for
training a model in the target domain. For instance, if the initial domain corpus is
an HTML document, users may choose to remove all the HTML markups, images,
code snippets, and links, while keeping only the textual information containing the
relevant NEs in the target domain. The cleaned up document can then be easily
annotated to create the gold standard for model training. After explaining our
cleanup features and providing concrete examples how to apply them on the example
documents, a doing-phase including multiple clean up tasks was presented to the
users to complete them. Users were asked to choose features to clean up documents
about programming languages, which we also collected from Stack Overflow. As we
wanted to compare the qualitative performance of newbies with the performance
of experts, both groups performed the same task of “data cleanup”. A prototype
solution for this task was also defined (see Table 13). Based on these prototype
solutions and the answers provided by the participants, we could compare all the
results of newbies and experts using the standard metrics of Precision, Recall and
F-Score.
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Document Remove Code Tags Remove HTML Remove URL

For-each over an array in 〈a
href=“#”〉JavaScript〈/a〉

No Yes Yes

Are there any cod-
ing standards for
JavaScript?〈code〉...if
. . . else ...〈/code〉

Yes No No

Parse an HTML string with
〈bold〉JS〈/bold〉

No Yes No

Remove the 〈style=“text-
color:#ff0000”〉?〈/style〉at
the end of this C sharp code
〈code〉...player.run();?〈/code〉
to solve your compilation
error?

Yes Yes No

Table 13: Prototype Solution for Task 1.1

The second task of this experiment (Task 1.2) was related to "data annotation",
which is another fundamental step for model training in NER. Our approach provides
features to automatically annotate a domain corpus. It relies on CoNLL [SD03], a
widely used data format for generating testing and training data [PGO16]. CoNLL
uses the standard BIO format for token annotation in NER and is the de-facto
standard in many NLP frameworks [AZA15]. BIO stands for Beginning-, Inside-
and Outside a NE. So, every single-word NE and the first word of a multi-named
NE is tagged with “B-〈NE Category Name〉”. All other words in a multi-word NE are
tagged with “I-〈NE Category Name〉”. Tokens (including punctuation) not related to
a NE are tagged with “O”. After explaining with appropriate examples the concept
of token annotation using BIO, users were asked to annotate a set of documents
including different types of NEs, such as, single-word NEs (like “Java”, “HTML”),
multi-word NEs (like “C sharp”, “Java Script”), and extended NEs (like “C sharp
5.0”). We should note that some of the documents included the official names of
programming languages, with their synonyms and name variations used in the crowd
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(like “csharp”, “c#” or “c sharp”). Thus, users had to provide the appropriate BIO
annotations to label them. For comparing the results of newbies and experts, a
prototype solution (see Table 14) was also defined, which enabled us to compare all
the results using the standard metrics of Precision, Recall and F-Score as in the first
task.

Token NE Category Name NE type

This O
limitation O
found O
in O
your O
Java B-LANGFUNC

multi-word
Script I-LANGFUNC
code O
is O
also O
found O
in O
Java B-LANGOOP single-word
and O
C B-LANGOOP

extended, synonym of c#sharp I-LANGOOP
5.0 I-LANGOOP
, O
C# B-LANGOOP

extended
5.0 I-LANGOOP
and O
the O
latest O
COBOL B-LANGPROC single-word
Version O

Table 14: Prototype Solution for Task 1.2
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Finally, we introduced the following three open questions to collect direct feedback
about approach supporting “data cleaning” and “data annotation” in NER:

• Are the offered annotation features for the creation of training and testing
data sufficient?

• Do you use a data format which is different from the provided CoNLL 2002
format? If yes, which one?

• What are you missing?

The evaluation results of Task 1.1 and Task 1.2 are presented in the next section.

5.4.3 Evaluation Results

Table 15 shows the calculated Precision, Recall, and F-Scores for each user complet-
ing Task 1.1. All experts performed with a precision of 100% and a recall greater
than 66%, while all newbies obtained a recall of 100% and a precision greater than
85%. The best result is from participant Newbie3 with a precision of 100% and
a recall of 100%, which means that he or she performed even better than all the
experts in this task. The average scores with the Precision, Recall, and F-Scores

Participant Precision Recall F-Score

Newbie1 85,71% 100,00% 92,31%
Newbie2 75,00% 100,00% 85,71%
Newbie3 100,00% 100,00% 100,00%
Newbie4 85,71% 100,00% 92,31%
Expert1 100,00% 83,33% 90,91%
Expert2 100,00% 66,67% 80,00%
Expert3 100,00% 83,33% 90,91%
Expert4 100,00% 83,33% 90,91%

Table 15: Precision, Recall and F-Scores of Task 1.1

for each user group is displayed in Table 16. It shows that while newbies have per-
formed with the highest recall of 100%, experts have performed with the highest
precision of 100%. Considering the F-Score, which is the weighted average between
precision and recall, we can say that newbies (having a F-Score of 92.58%) have
better performed compared to experts (having a F-Score of 88.18%) in this task.
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Precision Recall F-Score

Newbies 86,61% 100,00% 92,58%
Experts 100,00% 79,17% 88,18%

Table 16: Average Precision, Recall and F-Scores for Task 1.1 for each User Group

Table 17 displays the Precision, Recall, and F-Scores for each user completing Task
1.2. It shows that 3 experts and 1 newbie obtained the highest precision and recall
of 100%. Only one expert had a lower precision of 72,73% and a lower recall of
88,89%. Newbie2 and Newbie4 performed poorly which had a negative effect on the
overall score of newbies compared to experts.

Participant Precision Recall / Hit rate F-Score

Newbie1 100,00% 100,00% 100,00%
Newbie2 83,33% 55,56% 66,67%
Newbie3 100,00% 77,78% 87,50%
Newbie4 88,89% 88,89% 88,89%
Expert1 72,73% 88,89% 80,00%
Expert2 100,00% 100,00% 100,00%
Expert3 100,00% 100,00% 100,00%
Expert4 100,00% 100,00% 100,00%

Table 17: Precision, Recall and F-Scores for Task 1.2

The average scores with the Precision, Recall, and F-Scores for each user group are
displayed in Table 18. We can see that experts have performed with a 10% higher
F-Score, concluding that experts are better in this task. The answers provided in

Precision Recall F-Score

Newbies 93,06% 80,56% 85,77%
Experts 93,18% 97,22% 95%

Table 18: Average Precision, Recall and F-Scores for Task 1.2 for each User Group

the open questions revealed that our approach supporting “data cleanup” and “data
annotation” are sufficient for most of our participants. However, two experts found
that the CoNLL data format supported in our system is not enough. From their
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perspective, providing other formats like the spacy33 input format and standards
data format, such as, JSON, XML could be helpful to make our application more
flexible.

5.4.4 Intermediate Summary and Discussion

In this section, we evaluated our approach supporting two fundamental of NER
model training (namely “data cleanup” and “data annotation”), addressing RO4.2
and RO4.3 . Experts and newbies were asked to execute two tasks: first cleaning
up a set of text documents (Task 1.1), and second annotating different types of NEs
using the BIO labels (Task 1.2). We used the standard metrics Precision, Recall, and
F-Score to check how newbies performed compared to NER experts. Our evaluation
results have shown that newbies performed nearly identical as experts in these two
tasks. It was also revealed that supporting multiple standard data formats such as
JSON, XML, and spacy input format can make our application more flexible to use.
This should be considered in future work. In the next section, we will evaluate our
DC approach as it is based on features (such as NLP NER, linguistic analysis and
SPM) used for semantic text analysis.

5.5 Qualitative Evaluation of the DC Approach

To achieve the goal of evaluating the qualitative effectiveness of the tool in terms of
enabling automatic DC based on content-based (semantic) analysis and our Drools
Rules extensions (introduced in section 4.4.1), a second controlled experiment was
planned. The goal of this second experiment is to let NER experts and newbies
complete different tasks in DC and then compare their results. We want to see how
newbies performed in the tasks of DC compared to NER experts. This evaluation
addresses RO4.2 and RO4.3.

5.5.1 Evaluation Setup

To execute this evaluation, a tutorial document (see section 5.2) including guide-
lines and description of tasks for executing the evaluation of our DC approach was
presented to the participants. This document included the following sections:

• Introduction of DC: introduces our approach for concept-based DC as it is
based on linguistic analysis, SPM, and NLP (like NER).

33https://www.spacy.io
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• Goal of Experiment: defining the goal of this experiment. We want to
answer the question “Is our approach valid for classifying documents automat-
ically based on their content?”.

• Introduction of features for rule-based DC: presenting our rich set of
features enabling content-based DC.

• Tasks: this section presents two tasks to be executed by our participants
“Match Rules to Document” (Task 2.1) and “Classify documents into cate-
gories” (Task 2.2). Examples showing how to use our features to classify docu-
ments into predefined categories are shown. Then, the two tasks are presented
for the participants to complete them by entering their responses directly into
the document containing the tutorial.

• Questions: for gathering direct feedback from the participants about our
rule-based DC approach.

To make these tasks easily understandable, our rich set of features supporting DC
was first introduced to all the participants. These features were already described
in section 4.4.1 and are summarized in Table 19. As described in section 4.4.1,
each pattern (column 1) that is used to define classification rules can be based on
one or more features of linguistic analysis, SPM, NER, and synonym detection.
Furthermore, all our features supporting DC are made available in Drools rules
using specific Java enabling users to easily apply them while constructing their
classification rules. The following two examples (Example 1 and Example 2)
were finally presented to the participants to demonstrate how to use Drools rules to
match various features of a text document.

Example 1:

Document to match: “How to create a loop with Java?”
Rule: “Check if the text of the document contains a sentence with a NE of type
LANGOOP. Also, check if this entity appears after a preposition. Finally check if
the sentence’s mood is interrogative.”

WHEN

PA contains "LANGOOP" and SI

THEN

classify in "Category: Programming Language/OOP"

Example 2:

Document to match: “Educational Games can be developed using Unity3D.”
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Pattern Description Feature type

PA Entity/Term appearing after a preposition
syntax, syn-
onym, NER

PB Entity/Term appearing before a preposition
syntax, syn-
onym, NER

SG Entity/Term appearing in the subject group
linguistic, syn-
onym, NER

PG
Entity/Term appearing in the predicate
group

linguistic, syn-
onym, NER

OG Entity/Term appearing in the object group
linguistic, syn-
onym, NER

SA The sentence is affirmative
linguistic, syn-
onym, NER

SI The sentence is interrogative
linguistic, syn-
onym, NER

TT
Term combination 〈 term1 〉 〈 term2 〉 ap-
pears in a sentence

syntax, synonym

TTSG
Term combination 〈 term1 〉 〈 term2 〉 ap-
pears in the subject group

syntax, linguis-
tic, synonym

TTOB
Term combination 〈 term1 〉 〈 term2 〉 ap-
pears in the object group

syntax, linguis-
tic, synonym

TTPB
Term combination 〈 term1 〉 〈 term2 〉 ap-
pears before a preposition

syntax, linguis-
tic, synonym

Table 19: List of Syntactic and Linguistic Patterns

Rule: “Check if the text of the document contains a sentence with the terms ‘Educa-
tional Game’. Also, check if these terms appear in the subject or object group of the
sentence. Finally check if the sentence’s mood is affirmative.”

WHEN

( SG or OG ) contains "Educational Game" and SA

THEN

classify in "Category: Game Genre/Educational Game"

Each of these two examples includes the document to match (Document to
match:), the title of the Drools rule (Rule:), and a WHEN-THEN statement. In
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the "WHEN" block, our previously introduced patterns (e.g. SG, OG) are used to
formulate a matching condition. If this condition matches "Document to match",
the "THEN" block gets executed. In this case, the document will be classified into
the category mentioned after "Category: " (e.g. Programming Language/OOP) in
the case of Example 1.

5.5.2 Procedure

To evaluate the performance of our approach for rule-based DC, the first task of
this experiment (Task 2.1) consisted of letting participants chose which conditions
(based on our rich set of DC features) are matching the following 3 documents.

• Document 1: “I have an error with my game loop.”

• Document 2: “I want to fix a bug in Java.”

• Document 3: “I love spending time in Java under the sun.”

To complete this task, participants had to carefully analyze the content of each
document, namely the terms (words), expressions, NEs, patterns, and linguistic ele-
ments of each document, thus analyzing each the document semantic. A prototype
solution was defined (see Table 20) to compare the results of newbies and NER ex-
perts completing this task. Participants had to enter "yes" or "no" to match each
condition to a specific document. For our comparison, we used the standard metrics
Precision, Recall, and F-Score.

Condition Match Document 1? Match Document 2? Match Document 3?

PA matches “bug” no no no
PA matches “java” no yes yes
PB matches “bug” yes yes no
PB matches “java” no yes no
SG matches “bug” no yes no
SG matches “java” no no yes
OG matches “bug” yes no yes
OG matches “java” no yes no

Table 20: Prototype Solution for Task 2.1

In the second task of this experiment (Task 2.2), participants were asked to clas-
sify the same 3 documents into the following categories: “Programming Language”,
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Programming Language Software Bug Java OOP Language

Document 1 no yes no no
Document 2 yes yes yes yes
Document 3 no no no no

Table 21: Prototype Solution for Task 2.2

“Software Bug”, “Java”, and “OOP Language”. As our participants were already
familiar with the content and semantic of each document, they were asked to en-
ter "yes" or "no" to match each document to a specific category as shown in the
prototype solution (Table 21). Finally, we asked our participants to answer the
following four free-text questions as we wanted to collect direct feedback about our
DC approach:

• Are the offered features for classifying documents sufficient?

• Do you use another format for defining rules?

• Which RBES do you usually prefer?

• What are you missing?
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5.5.3 Evaluation Results

The evaluation result of Task 2.1 is shown in Table 22. We can see that Newbie4
(having 100% precision, 80% recall) and Newbie2 (having 90% precision, 80% re-
call) performed better than all the other participants who had a precision less than
75% and a recall less than 70%. The average scores with the Precision, Recall, and

Participant Precision Recall / Hit rate F-Score

Newbie1 50,00% 27,27% 35,29%
Newbie2 90,00% 90,00% 90,00%
Newbie3 66,67% 40,00% 50,00%
Newbie4 100,00% 80,00% 88,89%
Expert1 70,00% 70,00% 70,00%
Expert2 62,50% 50,00% 55,56%
Expert3 57,14% 40,00% 47,06%
Expert4 75,00% 30,00% 42,86%

Table 22: Precision, Recall and F-Scores for Task 2.1

F-Scores for each user group is displayed in Table 23. It shows that newbies (having
76,67% precision and 59,32% recall) performed even better than experts (having
66,16% precision, 47,50% recall) on this task.

Precision Recall F-Score

Newbies 76,67% 59,32% 66,06%
Experts 66,16% 47,50% 53,87%

Table 23: Average Precision, Recall and F-Scores for Task 2.1 by User Group

The results presented in Table 24 for Task 2.2 are showing another picture. All the
participants got the highest recall score of 100% but different precision scores. New-
bie4, Newbie1, Expert3, and Expert4 got the highest precision scores greater than
83%. The average Precision, Recall, and F-Scores for each group of users shown in
Table 25 reveals that newbies have an overall better performance (having a precision
of 88,69% and a recall of 100,00%) compared to experts (having a precision of 73,41%
and a recall of 100,00%). This is caused by Newbie2, who selected all the correct
answers in this task reaching the score of 100% for both precision and recall. Beside
this, both user groups could successfully use our application for DC. The answers to
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Participant Precision Recall / Hit rate F-Score

Newbie1 83,33% 100,00% 90,91%
Newbie2 100,00% 100,00% 100,00%
Newbie3 71,43% 100,00% 83,33%
Newbie4 100,00% 100,00% 100,00%
Expert1 71,43% 100,00% 83,33%
Expert2 55,56% 100,00% 71,43%
Expert3 83,33% 100,00% 90,91%
Expert4 83,33% 100,00% 90,91%

Table 24: Precision, Recall and F-Scores for Task 2.2

Precision Recall F-Score

Newbies 88,69% 100,00% 93,56%
Experts 73,41% 100,00% 84,15%

Table 25: Average Precision, Recall and F-Scores for Task 2.2 by User Group

our final open questions have revealed that, overall our rule-based DC approach is
valid. One expert stated that the rule-based is suitable for more experienced users
and should remain as it is. Less experienced users might need support, such as
selecting categories for classification using dropdowns. Another expert stated that
creating manually crafted rules for DC can be costly (time consuming) when deal-
ing with a large number of documents and classification categories. This indicates
that further and profound evaluation with more participants and participant types
is required for our DC approach.

5.5.4 Intermediate Summary and Discussion

In this section, we evaluated our approach supporting DC addressing RO4.2 and
RO4.3. This approach is based on methods of linguistic analysis, NER, SPM, and
rule-based. NER experts and newbies were asked to execute two tasks, first match-
ing various linguistic and syntactic features to documents (Task 2.1), and second
classifying documents into predefined categories (Task 2.2). The text documents
and categories used in this evaluation were selected from the software engineer-
ing domain. We use Stack Overflow discussions as our evaluation documents and
programming paradigms to define our classification categories. Using the standard
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metrics Precision, Recall, and F-Score, we were able to check how newbies performed
compared to NER experts in completing these two DC tasks. Our evaluation results
revealed that newbies have an overall better performance compared to experts in
both tasks (Task 2.1 and Task 2.2). It shows that our approach is valid to support
content-based and rule-based DC in a domain like software engineering.

After validating our two approaches for NER and DC using qualitative meth-
ods, the next section will present our third quantitative evaluation focusing on a
walkthrough experiment. This final experiment aims at validating our developed
prototype (SNERC) providing support for NER and DC in the KM-EP ecosystem.

5.6 Quantitative Evaluation of SNERC

This quantitative evaluation addresses RO4.2 and RO4.3. Our software prototype
is integrated in KM-EP and aims at enabling NER and rule-based DC. KM-EP
features include a KMS and IRS enabling users to add, edit, manage and search
text documents from various domain sources on the Web. There is a functionality
for importing text documents like Stack Exchange discussions (also called dialogs
in KM-EP) from the Web. These dialogs are then classified manually in KM-EP
using taxonomies. SNERC is used to automate this process as it relies on linguistic,
syntactic, and NER features for rule-based DC. The goal of this third experiment
is to validate the feasibility, usability, and efficiency of our prototype by gathering
feedback on its features and functionality. We want to validate if our participants
can use our system to train new NER models and classify documents automatically
using rules. A walkthrough (including surveys and questionnaires) was used in
this experiment as our evaluation methodology. After collecting the answers of the
participants, we wanted to collect various quantitative factors of our prototype, such
as how good the implemented components are.

The stakeholders of KM-EP are different user groups and communities who will
be affected by and will be using the services and possibilities of the system developed
and provided during the project. As the participants of the first two evaluations were
selected from the software engineering, ML, and data science fields, those are also
valid stakeholders of KM-EP and have therefore been selected for this evaluation.
KM-EP users may want to train a new NER model to extract NEs in their particular
domains. Also, they may want to use this new model to enable DC in KM-EP. On
the other hand, software engineers without ML or NER skills (newbies) might need
to group and classify similar text documents which are permanently imported in KM-
EP. Thus, they may need to write specific rules for automatic DC, which might be
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based on domain specific NEs, terms, and expressions found in these text documents.
To complete this final experiment, a document including evaluation tutorial and
tasks were prepared and provided to the participants. The tasks to be completed
were defined according to our use cases introduced in section 3. The document
(including tutorial and description of tasks) used to execute this experiment can be
downloaded by clicking on the following link.

5.6.1 Evaluation Setup

A walkthrough requires setting up the environment and preparing various data for
the evaluation. To walk through our DC features, data was cloned and provided to all
the participants’ KM-EP instances. Each instance included 6 dialogs (discussions)
which were imported from the Stack Overflow, 1 taxonomy including 6 different
categories about programming languages, and a NER model previously developed
with our SNERC NER module to recognize popular programming languages in NL
text documents. We also created 10 user accounts (including usernames, passwords),
8 for the participants and 2 for the admins managing all the evaluation data of this
walkthrough. The usernames and passwords were sent to the participants via E-Mail
with a link to download the document tutorial (see section 5.2) including instructions
to execute this walkthrough. As in the first two evaluations, our tutorial document
included a separate section for this walkthrough structure as follows:

• Introduction: We introduced the knowledge management ecosystem portal
KM-EP and described SNERC, an extension of KM-EP that brings two new
features for enabling NER and automatic DC. The NER feature relies on
Stanford CoreNLP which is an open-source product and a well-known NLP
framework with a large set of NLP features. The DC feature is implemented
using Drools, a RBES with an easy-to-use interface and syntax for writing
human readable rules.

• Introduction to the domain corpus used to perform the walkthrough:
The domain corpus used in this experiment was presented and included a set
of random Stack Overflow posts about popular programming languages, such
as Java, C#, C++, COBOL, Pascal, etc.

• Introduction to the login dialog of KM-EP: This gives information how
to connect to KM-EP with the received username and password and access
our SNERC modules supporting NER and DC.
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• Introduction how to train a new NER model using SNERC compo-

nents. This section gave an illustrated walkthrough, how to use our system
to develop, test, and customize a new NER model.

• Classifying Stack Overflow discussions using Drools rules: The second
task to be performed in this experiment was related to DC. Thus, this section
gave an illustrated walkthrough, how to create rules for DC and apply them
to classify Stack Overflow dialogs into taxonomies of KM-EP.

• Logout: Description how to log out from KM-EP.

• Questions: This section was used to fill a survey and questionnaire for gath-
ering information about our feature supporting NER and DC.

5.6.2 Goal and Instruments

Our evaluation includes a combination of questions from standardized questionnaires
UMUX [Fin10], USE [Lun01] and Münsteraner Fragebogen zur Evaluation – Zusatz-
modul Diskussion [TS14] and open questions targeting the functionality of SNERC.
Our survey largely covered questions to be answered on a 7-point-likert-scale from
strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7). Also, we added three open questions at
the end of the survey to collect information concerning the improvement of the pro-
totype and the quality of the tutorial. Overall, our questions were divided into six
categories: Usability, Usefulness, User Interface, Tutorial Quality, NER features of
SNERC and DC features of SNERC. Data on the evaluation categories was collected
as follows:
Usability: We used the UMUX questionnaire[Fin10] for a general assessment of
the usability with 4 items as shown in Table 26:

Item Id Text

Usab1 This tool’s capabilities meet my requirements.
Usab2 Using this tool is a frustrating experience.
Usab3 This tool is easy to use.
Usab4 I have to spend too much time correcting things with this tool.

Table 26: Question about Usability

Usefulness: For evaluating the usefulness of SNERC, one scale with 8 items from
USE [Lun01] was adopted. Responses were provided on the same 7-point rating
scale as for the UMUX (Table 27).
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Item Id Text

Usef1 It helps me be more effective.
Usef2 It helps me be more productive.
Usef3 It is useful.
Usef4 It gives me more control over the activities in my work.
Usef5 It makes the things I want to accomplish easier to get done.
Usef6 It saves me time when I use it.
Usef7 It meets my needs.
Usef8 It does everything I would expect it to do.

Table 27: Question about Usefulness

User Interface: This category aims at gathering information about how fast
SNERC works and how the user interface feels. We included questions concern-
ing the buttons, icons, images, and texts in the questionnaire. To ensure a good
compatibility with the other scales/categories, we included 5 items affecting the user
interface to be answered on a 7-point rating scale (Table 28).

Item Id Text

Ui1 All SNERC-components work fast.
Ui2 The user interface feels good.
Ui3 Buttons, images, and texts are in the right position.
Ui4 Enough information and explanations are presented.
Ui5 The images and icons look good.

Table 28: Questions about User Interface
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Tutorial Quality: Questions regarding the "quality" and "usefulness" were defined
according to the questionnaire “Münsteraner Fragebogen zur Evaluation - Zusatz-
modul Basistexte” [TS14]. We used the following 6 items (Table 29) in the survey:

Item Id Text

Tut1 The tutorial is well written.
Tut2 The tutorial helps me to know how to use SNERC for NER and DC.
Tut3 I spent a lot of time reading the tutorial.
Tut4 I don’t need the tutorial.
Tut5 I only used the tutorial when I had trouble with SNERC.
Tut6 I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with SNERC.

Table 29: Questions about Tutorial Quality

NER features of SNERC: To evaluate the NER components of SNERC, 5 items
answered on a 7-point-rating scale dealt with the flexibility and visualization of the
NER features available in SNERC (Table 30).

Item Id Text

NERf1 I spent a lot of time testing the NER Model Definition Manager.
NERf2 The NER Model Definition Manager guided me through the process of

training a custom NER model.
NERf3 I need more flexibility for customizing the training pipeline.
NERf4 The CoreNLP based pipeline is a sufficient basis.
NERf5 The “Preview” feature is helpful to get short round trips, while cus-

tomizing parameters.

Table 30: Questions about NE Features of SNERC

DC features of SNERC: To assess SNERC features supporting DC, 6 items
answered on a 7-point rating scale were defined (Table 31), dealing with aspects
such as usability and visualization of the DC features available in SNERC.
Besides the questions with answers on a 7-point rating scale, 3 open questions were
asked concerning improvements of SNERC and the tutorial (Table 32). The answers
were interpreted separately.
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Item Id Text

DCf1 The process to define rules for document classification is intuitive.
DCf2 I was able to define a rule to classify a Stack Overflow dialog automat-

ically.
DCf3 I was able to use features of NER, syntactic patterns, and linguistic

analysis to define my rules.
DCf4 Reporting and visualization features to analyze the classification of a

text document are helpful.
DCf5 I would dare to write my own classification rules.
DCf6 The classification speed is fast.

Table 31: Questions about DC Features of SNERC

Item Id Text

Imp1 Which functions or aspects are lacking in the current solution in your
opinion?

Imp2 Do you have ideas for improvements or alterations of SNERC?.
Imp3 Do you think the support materials (manuals, tutorials, etc.) are suffi-

cient? If not, what is missing?

Table 32: Questions about Improvement

5.6.3 Procedure

To get familiar with SNERC, specific tasks were prepared, to make sure that all the
participants work with SNERC in a comparable way and comparable timeframe.
Completing this walkthrough experiment took approximately around 1.5 hours (up
to 2 hours for unexperienced users) including the time to go through the provided
tutorial and complete the survey.

5.6.4 Evaluation Results

This section presents the evaluation results of the executed walkthrough. It shows
the responses gathered from all participants regarding the evaluation categories:
usability, usefulness, user interface, quality of the tutorial, quality of the SNERC
features supporting NER and DC. Furthermore, users could also provide ideas for
improvement using a free-text field. The results of this chapter will be used to
demonstrate whether our conceptual model and prototype are valid and can be
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used to enable NERC and DC in a real-world scenario. Also, these results can be
used as a starting point for further R&D work.
Results related to Demographics: As already mentioned in section 5.3, 8 users
(including 4 experts and 4 newbies) completed all three experiments. All respondents
hold at least a master degree and had worked at least for 5 years as professional
software engineers or data scientists. One expert has worked for 10 years as a data
scientist and another one has completed a PhD in the domain of eNE. All 4 experts
have at least 3 years of experience in developing and applying ML-NER systems.
Results related to Usability: As introduced in section 5.6.2, all participants had
to fill out a questionnaire regarding the usability of SNERC, which included 4 items
(Usab1 to Usab4). The responses on these items are presented in Table 33.

Scale Usab1 Usab2 Usab3 Usab4

Strongly agree 12.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
agree 25.0% 0.0% 25.0% 0.0%
somewhat agree 25.0% 0.0% 50.0% 25.0%
neither agree nor

disagree
12.5% 12.5% 12.5% 12.5%

somewhat disagree 12.5% 12.5% 0.0% 50.0%
disagree 12.5% 62.50% 12.5% 12.5%
strongly disagree 0.0% 12.5% 0.0% 12.5%

Table 33: Percentage of all Responses for the Usability Questionnaire
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Figure 38 depicts the average values of all participants providing answers to the
usability questions. It shows that in average 62.5% of the participants disagreed to
have a frustrating experience with SNERC (Usab2), while 50% agreed that SNERC
is easy to use (Usab3). However, we can also observe that there is quite a high
spread (uniform answer distribution containing many favorable as well as unfavor-
able responses) in the answers for Usab4, which might reflect the demographics of
the participants as they have different background knowledge about methods and
tools for NER and ML. Figure 39 shows a bar plot with the usability answers di-

Figure 38: Average Values of the Answers of the Usability Questionnaire

vided by our user groups (newbies and experts). We can see that SNERC is usable
and easy to use for both user groups as they selected on average "agree" for the two
statements "This tool’s capabilities meet my requirements" (Usab1) and "This tool
is easy to use" (Usab3). From this diagram we can also see that newbies seem to
need more time to get familiar with this tool than NER experts. We conclude this
from their answers provided in Usab2 and Usab4.
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Figure 39: Average Values of the Usability Answers divided by User Groups

Results related to Usefulness: As stated in section 5.6.2, all participants had to
fill out a questionnaire regarding the usefulness of SNERC, which included 8 items
(Usef1 to Usef8). The responses of these items are presented in Table 34. Figure

Scale Usef1 Usef2 Usef3 Usef4 Usef5 Usef6 Usef7 Usef8

Strongly

agree
12.5% 12.5% 37.5% 0.0% 25.0% 37.5% 12.5% 25.0%

agree 37.5% 25.0% 50.0% 25.0% 0.0% 12.5% 12.5% 37.5%
somewhat

agree
12.5% 25.0% 0.0% 25.0% 62.5% 37.5% 37.5% 25.0%

neither

agree nor

disagree

25.0% 25.0% 0.0% 25.0% 0.0% 0.0% 25.0% 0.0%

somewhat

disagree
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 12.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

disagree 12.5% 12.5% 12.5% 12.5% 12.5% 12.5% 12.5% 12.5%
strongly

disagree
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Table 34: Percentage of all Responses for the Usefulness Questionnaire
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40 shows the answers to the questions related to the usefulness in a bar plot. We
can see that most answers are positive which indicates that our tool is useful to
enable NER and DC. There is one user who gave a negative feedback (disagree),
but unfortunately no additional comment was provided. Hence, it is not clear which
feature the user was missing.

Figure 40: Average Values of the Answers of the Usefulness Questionnaire
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Figure 41 shows the average answers for our two user groups to the usefulness
questions. The most positive answers are for the question "It is useful" (Usef3) (5.75
for experts and 5.5 for newbies) and "It saves me time when I use it" (Usef6) (5.75
for experts and 5.25 for newbies). As we can see, there is no significant difference
between the two user groups. We can only see sightly smaller scores for the group
of newbies (especially Usef1, Usef2, Usef7) which might be related to their lack of
experience in the domain of NER and DC. This result shows that our tool is useful
for both, NER experts and newbies.

Figure 41: Average Values of the Usefulness Answers divided by User Groups

Results related to User Interface: As introduced in section 5.6.2, our partici-
pants had to fill out a questionnaire regarding the quality of the user interface of
SNERC. This questionnaire included five items (Ui1 to Ui5). The responses of these
items are presented in Table 35. Figure 42 depicts the average values of all partic-
ipants’ answers to the user interface questionnaire. It shows that all participants
gave only positive answers to these questions as they agree that the user interface
of SNERC feels good (Ui2), has enough information are provided (Ui4), and works
fast (Ui1). Figure 43 shows the average answers divided by user groups. We can see
no significant differences between newbies and experts which indicate that they are
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Scale Ui1 Ui2 Ui3 Ui4 Ui5

Strongly agree 37.5% 12.5% 25.0% 0.0% 37.5%
agree 37.5% 62.5% 37.5% 37.5% 37.5%
somewhat agree 12.5% 25.0% 12.5% 62.5% 25.0%
neither agree nor

disagree
12.5% 0.0% 25.0% 0.0% 0.0%

somewhat disagree 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
disagree 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
strongly disagree 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Table 35: Percentage of all Responses for the User Interface Questionnaire

Figure 42: Average Values of the Answers of the User Interface Questionnaire

all satisfied with our user interface.
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Figure 43: Average Values of the User Interface Answers divided by User Groups

Results related to Tutorial Quality: The responses to the tutorial quality ques-
tionnaire (Tut1 to Tut6) are presented in Table 36. Figure 44 depicts the average

Scale Tut1 Tut2 Tut3 Tut4 Tut5 Tut6

Strongly

agree
50.0% 50.0% 12.5% 0.0% 25.0% 25.0%

agree 25.0% 12.5% 12.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
somewhat

agree
12.5% 25.0% 25.0% 0.0% 0.0% 50.0%

neither

agree nor

disagree

0.0% 12.5% 25.0% 12.5% 12.5% 0.0%

somewhat

disagree
0.0% 0.0% 25.0% 12.5% 0.0% 25.0%

disagree 12.5% 0.0% 0.0% 37.5% 37.5% 0.0%
strongly

disagree
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 37.5% 25.0% 0.0%

Table 36: Percentage of all Responses for the Tutorial Quality Questionnaire

values of all participants’ answers for the tutorial quality category. It shows that
almost 50% of the participants strongly agree that the introduced tutorial prepared
them well for the experiment as it was helpful (Tut1) and well written (Tut2).
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Figure 44: Average Values of the Answers of the Tutorial Quality Questionnaire

Results related to NER features of SNERC: As introduced in section 5.6.2, our
participants had to fill out a questionnaire regarding the NER features of SNERC,
which included 5 items (NERf1 to NERf5). The responses of these items are pre-
sented in Table 37. Figure 45 depicts the average values of all participants’ answers

Scale NERf1 NERf2 NERf3 NERf4 NERf5

Strongly

agree
0.00% 12.5% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

agree 0.00% 37.5% 0.00% 37.5% 50.0%
somewhat

agree
12.5% 25.0% 37.5% 50.0% 12.5%

neither

agree nor

disagree

50.0% 0.00% 50.0% 0.00% 25.0%

somewhat

disagree
37.5% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

disagree 0.00% 12.5% 12.5% 12.5% 0.00%
strongly

disagree
0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Table 37: Percentage of all Responses for the NER Features Questionnaire
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for the NER features category. It shows 37,5% of the participants agree that the
“NER Model Definition Manager” of SNERC guided them through the process of
training a custom NER model (NERf2) which indicates that our tool is a valid tool
to complete this task. Also, 50% of the participants are happy with the preview fea-
ture (NERf5) as it helps them to check the results and quality of their trained model
after customizing various parameters. While SNERC seems to be very useful to sup-
port NER, half of the participants are neutral about its flexibility and customization
capability. The same portion of participants somewhat agree that CoreNLP-based
pipeline is a sufficient basis. These answers are also reflected in Figure 46 where no
significant differences are shown between NER experts and newbies.

Figure 45: Average Values of the Answers of the NER Features Questionnaire
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Figure 46: Average Values of the Answers of the NER Features Questionnaire divided
by User Groups

Results related to DC features of SNERC: As introduced in section 5.6.2, all
participants had to fill out a questionnaire regarding the DC features of SNERC,
which included 6 items (DCf1 to DCf6). The responses of these items are presented
in Table 38.

Scale DCf1 DCf2 DCf3 DCf4 DCf5 DCf6

Strongly

agree
0.00% 50.0% 25.0% 37.5% 0.00% 62.5%

agree 62.5% 0.00% 62.5% 37.5% 12.5% 25.0%
somewhat

agree
12.5% 12.5% 0.00% 25.5% 37.5% 12.5%

neither

agree nor

disagree

12.5% 25.0% 0.00% 0.00% 25.0% 0.00%

somewhat

disagree
12.5% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 12.5% 0.00%

disagree 0.00% 12.5% 12.5% 0.00% 25.00% 0.00%
strongly

disagree
0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Table 38: Percentage of all Responses with Average Values for the DC Features
Questionnaire
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Figure 47 depicts the average values of all participants’ answers for the DC features
category. It shows that 62,5% of the participants agree that our rule-based approach
for DC is intuitive (DCf1). They were also able to successfully use our rich set of
features (based on NER, SPM, and linguistic analysis) to define their classification
rules (DCf3). Also, half of the participants strongly agree that they were able to
classify Stack Overflow dialogs automatically using our approach (DCf2). These
positive answers are also reflected in Figure 48 where no significant differences can
be observed between our two user groups. This provides evidence that our approach
is intuitive, adequate, and useful, and that it is a required tool for DC in a KMS
like KM-EP.

Figure 47: Average Values of the Answers of the DC Features Questionnaire
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Figure 48: Average Values of the Answers of the DC Features Questionnaire divided
by User Groups

Results related to Improvement: Participants were asked to fill out a question-
naire concerning possible short comings (Imp1), ideas for improving SNERC (Imp2),
and quality of support materials (including the provided tutorial) (Imp3). Gath-
ered answers for Imp1 and Imp2 mainly targeted the DC features of SNERC. The
answers provided for the first item Imp1 (short comings) were about our developed
rule editor, which, for one NER expert, seems to be more adequate for experienced
users and should remain as it is. According to this NER expert, a wizard (including
drop-downs) should be integrated to make the selection of categories more usable
for less experienced users. A second NER expert providing answers to the item
Imp2 (ideas for improving SNERC) stated that creating manually crafted rules for
DC can be costly (time consuming) when dealing with a large number of documents
and classification categories. This indicates that a widzard which helps automating
the process of rule creation is highly welcome. This widzard could, for instance,
include a dropdown menu to select categorization groups instead of manually in-
serting them while defining a rule. For item Imp3 (quality of support materials),
all participants stated that the support materials and provided tutorials were good
and sufficient.
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5.6.5 Intermediate Summary and Discussion

This section has summarized the results of our quantitative evaluation focusing
on a walkthrough experiment, addressing RO4.2 and RO4.3. The goal was to
validate if our conceptual models and design introduced in section 3 as well as
our implemented prototype presented in section 4 are valid and can enable both
experienced users and newbies to successfully perform NER and content-based DC
in a KMS like KM-EP. This evaluation included a questionnaire consisting of 7-point
rating scale items, multiple choice items, and open-ended questions. A tutorial was
developed to help the participants of this experiment get use to the KM-EP user
interface as well as our SNERC features. After completing this tutorial, participants
were asked to answer questions on the following categories: Usability, usefulness,
user interface, tutorial quality, SNERC features supporting NER, SNERC features
supporting DC and improvement. The usability of SNERC was assessed as rather
moderate to good as 25% of all participants somewhat agreeing that SNERC is
usable. This result indicates the need for further investigation on the usability of
our application. The usefulness of SNERC was in general assessed as good with a
mean of 23.05% for all agree scales against a mean of 7.4% for all disagree scales.
This indicates that the majority of the participants are satisfied with the usability
of our system and its integration into the KM-EP ecosystem. The user interface

had the highest rating. 40% of all participants agreed that the user interface of
SNERC feels good and is easy to use. The tutorial quality was also assessed as
good with approximately 29% of participants agreeing that the provided tutorial
material was helpful and well written to support them in their task. The quality
of the NER features of SNERC was rated in general as good. It was shown
that 27.14% of all participants agreed that our implemented NER Model Definition
Manager component could guide them through the process of training a custom
NER model in KM-EP, which indicates that SNERC can be used for NER in a KMS
like KM-EP. It was also shown that nearly 24% of all participants neither agreed
nor disagreed that they need more flexibility for customizing the training pipeline.
This reflects the demographic of the participants who had different background
knowledge about ML in general and NER in particular. Also, this result indicates
that further investigation is required with more participants and participants types.
The quality of the DC features of SNERC was assessed as good as almost 28% of
all participants strongly agreed that approach for defining classification rules for DC
is intuitive. Finally, our open questions about improvement revealed that our DC
facilities might require additional features (such as wizard to select categories) to
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make our classification features and rule formulation more usable for newbies (users
without programming experience).

Overall the results of this final experiment revealed that our models and im-
plemented prototype (and features) are valid and can be used to support both, the
training of NER models as well as the classification of text documents using semantic
rules.

5.7 Final Discussion and Conclusion

This chapter summarized the results of our evaluations targeting our NER approach,
DC approach, and implemented prototype. Two user groups (NER experts and new-
bies) were used in these experiments to check how they performed and we compared
their results. It included the review of relevant evaluation methodologies (addressing
RO4.1) and three evaluations targeting our approaches for NER, DC, and imple-
mented prototype.

The first evaluation of this chapter (see section 5.4) relied on controlled experi-
ments and aimed at evaluating our approach supporting two fundamental steps of
NER, “data cleanup” and “data annotation”, addressing RO4.2 and RO4.3. NER
experts and newbies were asked to complete different tasks of cleaning a domain
corpus and annotating it with domain specific labels. Their results were compared
using a prototype solution (for each task) and the standard metrics Precision, Re-
call, and F-Score. The goal was to figure out how newbies perform compared to
experts. The results of this evaluation revealed that both groups performed nearly
identical in both tasks. This shows that our approach supporting the cleaning of
text documents (e.g. the removal of unnecessary HTML tags in a document like
list, images, code snippets), and the annotation of tokens using the BIO format is
suited for the task of NER. The responses provided in the open-questions of this
evaluation also revealed that supporting multiple standard data formats like JSON,
XML, and spacy input format could make our application even more flexible to use.

The second part of this chapter evaluated our DC approach using controlled ex-
periments (section 5.5), addressing RO4.2 and RO4.3. Our DC approach is based
on semantic text analysis and uses methods such as linguistic analysis, SPM (in-
troduced in section 4.4.1) and our own developed NER system. The first task of
this experiment consisted of matching text documents to a set of semantic rules.
In the second task, users had to classify these documents into predefined categories
according to their content. The text documents and categories used in this eval-
uation were selected from the software engineering domain which is the focus of
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this dissertation. We used Stack Overflow discussions as our evaluation documents
and programming paradigms (e.g. OOP, procedural programming) as our classifi-
cation categories. As in the first evaluation a prototype solution was introduced
which allowed us to compare the results of newbies and experts using the standard
metrics Precision, Recall, and F-Score. The results of this evaluation revealed that
newbies obtained an overall better performance compared to experts in both tasks
which was caused by a single user (newbie) who gave only correct answers. Beside
this, both groups of users could successfully use our tool for DC. This evaluation
also revealed that our rule-based mechanism is valid to enable DC in a domain like
software engineering.

Finally, our third and last evaluation used a walkthrough methodology to assess
our conceptual models and design introduced in section 3 as well as our implemented
prototype described in section 4, addressing RO4.2 and RO4.3. This prototype
(called SNERC) was fully integrated into the KM-EP ecosystem as described in
section 4. The goal of this final evaluation was to check if NER experts and newbies
are able to use SNERC to train a newly developed NER model and use it to support
content-based DC in a KMS like KM-EP. This evaluation included questionnaires to
collect answers in the categories usability, usefulness, user interface, tutorial
quality, NER features of SNERC, and DC features of SNERC. Also, open
questions were used to identify potential improvements of the implemented proto-
type. The results collected from the improvement category revealed that our DC
facilities might require additional features (like wizards to select categories) to make
our rule formulation more usable for newbies (users without programming experi-
ence). In summary, the results of this experiment revealed that our approach and
implemented prototype is useful (especially our NER and DC features with their
UI components received positive feedback) and can be used by NER experts and
newbies to train new NER models and use them to support, for instance, DC in a
KMS like KM-EP.
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6 Conclusion and Future work

Accessing textual resources on the Web is generally challenged by the well-know
IO problem. Techniques of IR are often introduced to solve this problem as they
aim at obtaining relevant information from a large collection of text documents.
Two fundamental methods supporting IR are NER and DC. While NER is used for
semantic text analysis, DC serves at assigning text documents into predefined cat-
egories based on their content. Applying NER requires dealing with programming
and ML which can be very challenging for users without software engineering, data
science, and ML experience. The objective of this dissertation is to develop a system
for NER and DC which can be used by experts and newbies to enable IR in a KMS
like KM-EP. The previous chapter of this dissertation addressed (RC14) as it intro-
duced two qualitative evaluations addressing our NER and DC approaches, and one
quantitative evaluation focusing on testing our conceptual models and implemented
prototype.

In this chapter, a summary of the scientific and findings contributions of this
dissertation are presented. A research summary and conclusion is also introduced.
Furthermore, answers to the research questions introduced in section 1.3 are pro-
vided. Finally, the remaining questions and ideas for future research contributions,
which can improve the work of this dissertation, are introduced.

6.1 Scientific Contributions

The scientific contributions of this dissertation can be summarized as follows:

• Introduction and review of relevant basic concepts, state of the-art, and tech-
nology related to this dissertation, organization of research questions and ob-
jectives, identification of RCs in NER and DC, addressing RO1.1, RO1.2,
RO1.3, RO2.1.

• Introduction and modeling of a system enabling NER and DC in a KMS like
KM-EP, addressing RO2.1, RO2.2, RO2.3. This contribution included the
introduction and review of preparatory studies targeting software search and
the analysis of NEs in SGD (addressing RC10), in order to identify poten-
tially new requirements to be considered while modeling and applying our
system in the target environment. Furthermore, it included the identification,
introduction, and modeling of an overall solution design as well as component
design and architecture to support NER and DC in the target environment,
addressing RC11 RC12.
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• Introduction and implementation of the prototype to realize the introduced
models, designs, specifications, and architectures. This included the review
and identification of the base technologies of KM-EP as well as the develop-
ment and integration of the prototype in the target environment to demon-
strate that such as system can be developed and used in a real-word scenario,
addressing RO3.2, RC13.

• Introduction and identification of relevant evaluation methodology, evalua-
tion of the introduced approaches supporting NER and DC, evaluation of the
prototype demonstrating the feasibility of the integrated system, addressing
RO4.1, RO4.2, RO4.3, RC14.

6.2 Research Summary and Conclusion

In the first chapter, an introduction into the topics of this dissertation was presented.
The R&D projects RAGE and RecomRatio, developed using KM-EP (a standard
ecosystem for KM) were used to motivate and highlight the problem statement of
this research. Finally, the RQs and ROs guiding this dissertation were stated.

The second chapter introduced the state of the art in science and technology
and included a review of relevant literature. First, fundamental concepts includ-
ing Data, Information, Knowledge, ASK, KMSs, IO, and IR were identified and
reviewed. Second, techniques and tools supporting NER and DC were identified,
reviewed, and compared. After this, RCs in NER and DC were identified. Third,
this chapter covered all related works and technologies which are relevant in this
thesis. It concluded with a discussion and summary of RCs which are addressed in
this research. This chapter was defined according to RO1.1, RO1.2 and RO1.3.

In chapter 3, our conceptual design based on the UCD methodology was intro-
duced to develop our system for NER and DC. As our target domain is SGD, this
chapter first summarized three preparatory studies targeting software search and the
analysis of SG-related NEs. The goal of these studies was to identify potentially new
requirements to be considered while designing our application. The results of this
preparatory studies together with our identified RCs of chapter 2 helped us to design
our system (including use cases, component models) and integrate it in the KM-EP
KMS. Our system, called SNERC supporting NER tasks (including “data cleanup”,
“data annotation”, model training) as well as content-based DC using rule-based
mechanisms was presented. This chapter addressed RC1-9, RC11, RC12.

Chapter 4 described the implementation of SNERC and its integration in KM-
EP. Thus, it summarized the implementation of relevant frontend, backend, and
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services of SNERC, addressing RO3.1, RO3.2, RC13.
Chapter 5 was based on three evaluations targeting our NER approach, DC

approach, and implemented prototype. The first evaluation used controlled experi-
ments to assess our features supporting two fundamental preliminary steps of NER,
“data cleanup” and “data annotation”. Our second evaluation targeted our DC ap-
proach which is based on methods for semantic text analysis (including SPM, and
linguistic analysis) and our own developed NER system. Our third evaluation as-
sessed our implemented prototype using a walkthrough methodology. Overall, this
chapter revealed that our approach for NER and DC is valid and can be used to op-
timize IR in a KMS like KM-EP. This chapter addressed RO4.1, RO4.2, RO4.3,
RC14.

This chapter concludes this dissertation by summarizing the previous chapters.
In the following sections, we will provide the answers to the RQs introduced in 1.3
and give some ideas to extend the current work in future research.

6.3 Answers to Research Questions

This section provides answers to our research questions introduced in section 1.3
of this dissertation. These answers are provided based on the literature review,
conducted preparatory studies, developed modeling approach, implementation, and
evaluation made all previous chapters.
Research Question 1 (RQ1): How can a system based on NER and DC be de-
veloped for novice developers for accessing textual resources?
The access to textual resources on the Web is challenging and often hindered by
problems such as IO. Thus, IRSs have to rely on state of the art techniques such as
NER and DC, which effectively combined, can operate more effectively on textual
resources. While NER methods help to understand the semantic of text documents,
DC techniques (especially those relying on semantic text analysis and rule-based
mechanisms) facilitate the access to even larger collections of documents. They are
applied to categorize text documents into predefined categories making them eas-
ier to manage and retrieve even for users without software engineering experience.
The development of a system based on NER and DC initially requires the review,
analysis, and study of techniques, tools, and frameworks supporting the semantic
analysis of text documents and their classification. This step is also useful to iden-
tify relevant RCs. Also, it is required to analyse all the relevant technologies and
systems use in the target environment to enable a suitable integration. Our system
uses the CoreNLP framework for NER and the Drools RBES for rule-based DC.
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To integrate this system in KM-EP, relevant technologies used in KM-EP (such as
PHP, MySQL, Symfony, JavaScript, Docker, CoreNLP, Java) were identified and
reviewed.
Research Question 2 (RQ2): How can a scalable model and schema design be
chosen to facilitate the extraction of NEs and the automatic classification of text
documents for novice developers?
After the review of all relevant state of the art techniques, tools, and frameworks of
this dissertation, UCD was chosen as an appropriate methodology to guide, model,
and design our system for NER and DC. Preparatory studies in the target domain
of SGD were introduced to identify potentially new requirements to be considered
during the modeling of our system. It was found that a) specific online systems
(such as search engines, QASs) are relevant for SG developers, b) the need for infor-
mation in SGD is very diverse, c) a system for NER has to take into consideration
variants in NEs such as misspellings, synonyms, and naming variations as they are
very common in text within social networks. Finally, advanced search engines with
sophisticated filtering features are required to overcome problems like IO which hin-
ders IR online. By following the UCD, it becomes easy to define appropriate use
cases, component models, and architecture in order to address all the identified RCs
and requirements. It also enables a suitable integration of the system in the target
environment. By using appropriate features and UI components to customize all rel-
evant NER preliminary steps (such as data clean up, data annotation), the training
of new NER models for the extraction of NEs in a particular domain becomes more
efficient and easier. Also, a successful integration of a NER system in a KMS like
KM-EP enables an automatic categorization of text documents. Users can easily
extract their domain NEs and use semantic text analysis methods (such as NLP,
SPM, and linguistic analysis) to understand the content of their documents while
being able to formulate rules to classify them automatically.
Research Question 3 (RQ3): How can the system for NER and automatic DC
be used to support faceted search and browsing in a KMS?
The implementation of a system for NER and DC has to be based on a selected
modeling approach (with its use cases, component models, and architecture). This
application must also follow the system requirements, technologies, and services
required to integrate it in the target environment. By using the UCD methodology,
we were able to easily and efficiently implement all the the required features of our
system (including frontend, backend, and services) and integrate them smoothly
with the existing KM-EP modules, such as the taxonomy editor, content editor,
database, GUI components, and services. Our implemented system facilitates the
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training of domain specific NER models. It also automates DC, which in turn
optimizes faceted search and browsing in a KMS like KM-EP. The automation of
DC makes IR easier and faster. The FC system of KM-EP can have a faster access to
all the categorized document items before organizing them along multiple dimensions
for a more effective search and browsing of documents.

6.4 Future Research Directions

In the scope of this dissertation, only the CoreNLP framework (which supports the
Java programming language) was applied to design and develop our NER system
for model training. In general, any NLP framework can be used to develop, train,
test, and customize NE models. Our NER system was designed with these require-
ments in mind. In near future, a Machine Learning Model Management system
(MLMMS) can be used to support the use of multiple NLP frameworks and pro-
gramming languages for model training. MLMMSs usually include powerful ML
production features for deploying trained models on the Cloud, making them easily
accessible and reusable in other application. Furthermore, MLMMSs generally in-
clude a versioning system for managing and tracking changes to models. This can
be very useful to deploy a specific model version on the Cloud or revert it to an
older one.

Support of multiple file formats for model training

ML models are generally trained using data from files. Many popular open source
frameworks used for ML model training have their own file formats. A file format
defines the structure and encoding of the data stored in it and it is typically identi-
fied by its file extension (e.g. .txt indicating that this file is a text file). Our SNERC
NER module, which is based on the CoreNLP framework, uses the BIO format
for token annotation. It also allows using text and XML files to generate training
and testing data for model training using Java. For training ML models using the
Python programming language, popular file formats used in open source projects
include TensorFlow/Keras, PyTorch, Scikit-Learn, and PySpark. Introducing a sup-
port for file storage in KMS like KM-EP can make the life of data scientists much
easier as they can easily generate training/testing data in a file format of choice on a
file system of choice. A file storage feature can thus facilitate the creation of training
data in popular file formats for ML, such as .tfrecords, .csv, .npy, and .petastorm,
as well as the file formats used to store trained models, such as .pb and .pkl.
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Wizards with auto completion facilities to select categories in Drools

rules

By allowing users to use the references of categories (UUIDs) in Drools statements,
we provided them a more flexible tool to formulate their classification rules in the
code. By integrating a wizard to select the UUIDs of categories (that can come
along with with auto completion facilities), we can avoid issues such as typing errors
or inconsistencies in rules while keeping the same flexibility during their formulation.

Evaluation with a larger group of users

In this dissertation, our evaluations were conducted using 8 participants assessing
our approaches for NER and DC as well our implemented prototype. Although this
already allows to draw first conclusions, we do not cover the full spectrum of users
and their tasks that later will use our system. Therefore, we should extend the
survey and include more participants.
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7 Appendix: SNERC Evaluation Document

This chapter includes the evaluation document of SNERC with tutorial, guide-
lines, description of tasks for NER evaluation (Controlled Experiments), DC eval-
uation (Controlled Experiments) and GUI prototype assessment (Cognitive Walk-
through).
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Introduction
General Information

This evaluation covers our approaches supporting the tasks of Named Entity Recognition (NER) and

Document Classification (DC) for effective information retrieval on the Web. Our system SNERC aims

at addressing the challenges of increasing textual resources and the resulting overload of information

faced in modern information retrieval (IR) on the Web. The support for accessing large text

documents in this research is done using methods of NER relying on Machine Learning (ML) and DC

based on rule-based mechanisms.

NER is an information extraction method that aims at recognizing named entities (NEs) in natural

language fulltext. A NE is a word or sequence of words referring to something of interest  in a

particular domain. NER, being one of the fundamental tasks of Natural Language Processing (NLP),

has been widely used for semantic text analysis in many information retrieval (IR) systems on the

Web. However, applying NER in a new domain requires using ML methods to train models which can

be very difficult for users without software engineering skills. NER models can be developed using

Conditional Random Fields (CRF), which is a statistical modeling method often applied in pattern

recognition and ML. Features of CRF are available in many NLP frameworks supporting NER. In this

experiment, we will first evaluate how well our system supports the training of new ML-based NER

models. The obtained NER system will be used later on for automated DC which is another important

component of IR.

DC is used for handling the massive increase of documents on the Web. It assigns a document to one

or more classes (or categories) based on its content. Automated DC can be implemented using ML or

rule-based mechanisms. In the second phase of this experiment, we will present a rule-based

method that is easy to use and flexible. Rule-based methods use manually crafted rules to analyze

the semantic of text documents. Our approach relies on features of linguistic analysis and syntactic

pattern matching. Using both features, we can identify relevant elements and patterns in a text

document helping to understand its meaning and classifying it into a set of predefined categories.

Relevant elements could be domain specific NEs, which we can retrieve using our model from the

first phase of this experiment. The following example illustrates how NER can be used to support DC.

Considering the task of classifying the text document “I love spending time in Java” into one of the

two document categories “Programming/Language” or “Location/Island”, without context it is not

clear to which category this document belongs. This ambiguity can be resolved by applying a set of

rules on this document as shown in the following diagram:

● Check if the document contains any relevant NEs of type “Programming Language”.
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● If yes, check if the document contains a code snippet (understand its context). Note: Text

documents about programming languages generally include one or more code snippets.

● If yes, classify the document into the category “Programming/Language”.

● If the document does not contain a NE of type “Programming Language” or any code

snippet, then classify it into the category “Location/Island”.

Goal and Structure of the Experiment

In this experiment, we will introduce and evaluate our system supporting the tasks of NER and DC.

First, we will evaluate our system for facilitating the creation of new NER models in a target domain.

Second, we will evaluate how this approach can enable rule-based DC using features from semantic

text analysis and NER. Third, based on a walkthrough experiment we will check how easy it is to

implement NER and DC in a knowledge management system.

For this experiment, we are using the following groups of users:

● a group of normal users (newbies), who might or might not have knowledge about NER and

DC.

● and a group of skillful people (experts) having experience in ML-based NER and rule-based

mechanisms for tasks like classifying documents automatically.

The overall purpose of this experiment is to evaluate the qualitative performance of our system in

supporting NER and DC for different groups of users. Thus, we will evaluate if our system can

empower these users to perform these tasks.

We will try to answer the following questions:

1. Is our approach for NER and DC valid?

2. How easy is it for newbies and experts to use our system?
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Evaluation 1 - Controlled Experiment for NER Approach
Introduction in NER and Goal of Experiment
As already introduced, NER is the task of recognizing proper names in natural language texts of a

target domain. Developing a system for NER generally requires implementing various preliminary

tasks in the NER pipeline. Thus, it is necessary to select a proper NLP framework supporting most of

these preliminary tasks. The following picture shows an example of common NER preliminary tasks.

● Data preprocessing includes, first cleaning up the domain corpus. You may have some

unnecessary data in your initial corpus you want to clean up (like specific characters,

formattings, tags). Second, annotating your domain corpus with domain specific labels

following the format given by the NLP framework, and, third generating training and testing

data.

● Feature selection includes defining parameters for customizing CRF models, such as adding

gazetteer lists and/or regular expressions in the NER pipeline to recognize NEs which could

not be found in the training data.

● Model training and testing. This is generally the final task in the NER pipeline.

In this evaluation, we want to experimentally develop a NER model which can recognize various NEs

in software engineering text documents. The goal is to check the qualitative performance of our

system in supporting NER by answering the question: “Is our approach for performing the task of

NER valid?”

Experiment Structure

This experiment is structured as follows:

1. Introduction of the domain corpus and labels to create a NER model in this experiment.

2. Introduction of various NER preliminary tasks.

3. An example of how to complete each task.

4. A doing-phase for the user to complete each task.

Introduce the domain corpus and NE category names (labels)
The domain corpus that is used in this experiment contains a list of discussion posts about

programming languages found in Stack Overflow social which is a social network for software

developers. Such discussion posts generally contain different types of NEs referring to programming
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languages like official names of programming languages (names used in their official

documentation), synonyms, and name variations that are often used by the crowd.

Table 1 shows pieces of texts from our selected documents. Column 1 shows some sentences of each

discussion post. We can identify some HTML and code snippets in some of these posts. Column 2

shows the original name of each programming language. Column 3 shows a reference ID to each

Stack Overflow post.

Table 1: Subset of documents about SG-related posts in Stack Overflow

Document Identified NEs and synonyms Stack ID

What is the difference between String and string
in C#?

C# #7074

How can I decrypt an “encrypted string with
java” in c sharp?

C Sharp #22742097

Is Java “pass-by-reference” or “pass-by-value”? Java #40480

javascript code to change the background color
onclicking more buttons

javascript #67365586

Check out <a href=”...”>Unobtrusive
JavaScript</a> and Progressive enhancement
(both Wikipedia).

JavaScript #134845

Are there any coding standards for JavaScript?
<code>...if … else ...</code>

JavaScript #211795

Parse an HTML string with JS JS #10585029

javascript code to change the background color
onclicking more buttons

javascript #67365586

Finding duplicate values in a SQL table SQL #2594829

Learning COBOL Without Access to Mainframe
[closed]

COBOL #4433165

What are Pascal Strings? Pascal #25068903

How to measure time in milliseconds using ANSI
C?

ANSI C #361363

Unstructured Actionscript file and Actionscript
Class?

Actionscript #13415399

Why is Lisp used for AI? Lisp #130475

...
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After introducing a selected domain corpus. We are now choosing a set of NE category names (or

labels) that will be used for recognizing NEs in the target domain. As we are dealing with

programming languages, our labels are defined based on common programming paradigms1 (Table

2). For the sake of simplicity, we only consider the following 5 programming paradigms as they are

very popular in programming.

Table 2: List labels for annotating programming languages

Common programming paradigms NE Category Name (or label)

Declarative programming language LANGDECL

Functional programming language LANGFUNC

Imperative programming language LANGIMP

Object Oriented programming language LANGOOP

Procedural programming language LANGPROC

Now, we can apply various preliminary tasks on our selected data.

Introduce preliminary tasks of NER
This section covers our approach to support the preliminary tasks of “Data Cleanup” (task 1.1) and

“Data Annotation” (task 1.2). In Evaluation 3 (Walkthrough), all the features supporting the entire

NER pipeline will be covered. This will include support for data preprocessing, generation of training

and testing, model training and testing using CRF, and the definition of regex rules and gazette lists.

Task 1.1: Data Cleanup
In this task, we describe a set of cleanup features that are available in our system. These options can

be used to remove all the unnecessary data from the domain corpus. Such data might not contain

the NEs we want to recognize and can be easily removed using our cleanup options. For instance, if

the domain corpus is a HTML document, the user may choose to remove all the HTML markups and

keep only the text information containing the relevant NEs. The cleanup document is then used for

training the model.

Feature 1: Remove code tags:

This clean up feature removes all code snippets found in a document.  Such snippets are often

enclosed in the HTML “<code>...</code>” tags. If you do not need such data in your domain corpus,

you can use this feature to remove them.

Example:

Before:

“Are there any coding standards for JavaScript? <code>...if … else ...</code>” becomes

1 Read: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Programming_paradigm
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After:

“Are there any coding standards for JavaScript?”
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Feature 2: Remove HTML tags:

This clean up feature removes all HTML-tags and preserves the data between the tags. If your initial

corpus contains HTML-tags you do not want, use this feature to remove them.

Example:

Before:

“<p>For-each over an array in <a href=’http://domain.com/page1’>JavaScript</a>. Are there any

coding standards for JavaScript? </p> <code>...if … else ...</code>” becomes

After:

“For-each over an array in JavaScript. Are there any coding standards for JavaScript? ...if … else ...”.

Feature 3: Remove URL:

This feature removes all existing URLs in a document.

Example:

Before:

“For-each over an array in <a href=”http://domain.com/page1”>JavaScript</a>” becomes

After:

“For-each over an array in <a href=””>JavaScript</a>

Doing
In the following table example documents are given to clean up. Please use the checkboxes to select

which cleanup features you would apply to each document.

Document Remove Code
Tags

Remove HTML Remove URL

For-each over an array in
<a href=”#”>JavaScript</a>

Are there any coding standards for
JavaScript? <code>...if … else ...</code>

Parse an HTML string with
<bold>JS</bold>

Remove the
<style=”text-color:#ff0000”>?</style>at
the end of this C sharp code
<code>...player.run();?</code> to solve
your compilation error?
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Questions
Please fill your answer in the text fields below the questions.

- Are the offered clean up options sufficient for you?

- What are you missing?

Task 1.2: Data Annotation
In this task, we describe the task of annotating data that is needed for creating training and testing

data in NER. The doing-phase will consist of annotating a set of documents.

The data annotation phase generally consists of generating documents of labelled tokens. These

tokens must follow a particular annotation format. The output of the document containing these

tokens must also follow a particular text format such that it can be used to create training and testing

data.

Requirements for this task:

● We will use our previously defined list of category names (Table 2) for annotating tokens

referring to programming languages.

● We will use the standard CoNLL 2002 data format as it is widely used in many NLP

frameworks for creating testing and training data. CoNLL 2002 uses the BIO format for token

annotation in NER. BIO stands for Beginning-, Inside- and Outside a Named Entity. So, every

single-word NE and the first word of a multi-named NE is tagged with “B-<NE Category

Name>”. All other words in a multi-word NE are tagged with “I-<NE Category Name>”. Tokens

(including punctuations) not related to a NE are tagged with “O”.

The following example shows an example for annotating a document following our requirements.

Document: “I like programming in Java and C Sharp”

Token NE Category name (label)

I O

like O

programming O

in O
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Java B-LANGPROG

and O

C B-LANGPROG

Sharp I-LANGPROG

Doing
Please complete the following task by annotating each token (column 1) with the corresponding NE

category name (column 2). Please click in the empty field next to each token to make your entry.

Token NE Category Name (label)

This

limitation

found

in

your

Java

Script

code

is

also

found
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in

Java

and

C

sharp

5.0

,

C#

5.0

and

the

latest

COBOL

Version

Questions
- Are the offered annotation features for the creation of training and testing data sufficient?
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- Do you use a data format which is different from the provided CoNLL 2002 format? If yes,

which one?

- What are you missing?
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Evaluation 2: Controlled Experiment for DC Approach
Introduction in DC and Goal of Experiment
As already introduced, a rule-based mechanism can be introduced for DC as it can automatically

classify text documents into predefined categories based on their content. One common approach

for implementing DC using rules is to make use of a rule-based expert system (RBES). Depending on

the domain and use cases, different rules can be easily formulated to understand the semantic of

text documents and classify them automatically. In this experiment, we are focusing on developing

various semantic rules for automated DC that are based on:

● Linguistic Analysis for understanding the syntactic structure of natural language texts.

Various studies23 propose to semantically analyze various linguistic components of the

sentences in text to understand the document context and derive its meaning. This might

require analyzing various elements of each sentence in the document, such as the sentence

components (the existing subject, predicate, or object), the sentence form (whether they are

affirmative or negative), and the sentence mood

mood (whether these sentences are interrogative or negative). For instance, it was found

that online discussions related to software issues generally include specific words like bugs,

errors which might appear in the subject of some sentences of the document. Also, such

documents often include one or more interrogative sentences (e.g. How to fix the bug in

Java? Why is the error not gone?). Thus, analyzing linguistic elements of documents can help

grouping similar documents together.

● Syntactic Pattern Matching for identifying similar patterns in text documents. An existing

study4 has revealed that online discussions belonging to similar topics generally have similar

syntactic patterns. It was found that many programming languages usually appear after a

preposition like with Java, in JavaScript. Matching such patterns can help to understand the

context in which particular NEs (here of type programming language) are appearing in a text.

This can be used as an additional feature for understanding the semantic of the text by

solving potential ambiguities in the text. Java (the “Island”) might not appear after the

preposition “with” while Java (the “programming language”) will.

The goal of the evaluation is to check the qualitative performance of our system in supporting DC

using rule-based. The result will lead to the answer to the question “Is our approach valid for

classifying documents automatically based on their content?”.

Experiment Structure
The evaluation is structured as follows:

● Introduce the selected list of linguistic analysis and syntactic pattern matching rules.

● Introduce features of RBES that can be used to implement DC using rules.

● An example of how to complete the task of classifying documents into a defined category.

● A doing-phase for the user to complete a similar task

4 Liu B, Chen-Chuan-Chang K. Special issue on web content mining. Acm Sigkdd explorations newsletter.
2004;6(2):1–4

3 Tamla, Philippe, Florian Freund, and Matthias Hemmje. "Supporting Named Entity Recognition and Document
Classification for Effective Text Retrieval." The Role of Gamification in Software Development Lifecycle.
IntechOpen, 2021.

2 Liu M, Peng X, Jiang Q, Marcus A, Yang J, Zhao W. Searching StackOverflow Questions with Multi-Faceted
Categorization. In: Proceedings of the Tenth Asia-Pacific Symposium on Internetware; 2018. p. 1–10
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Introduce features of linguistic analysis and syntactic pattern matching
We are now defining a set of features based on linguistic analysis and syntactic pattern matching to

demonstrate how they can be used for DC using a RBES. For example, PA and PB can be used to

check syntactic patterns in a text document. PA matches if a NE or term appears after a preposition,

e.g. in Java. PB matches if the named entity appears before a preposition. SG, PG and OG are relying

on linguistic rules by checking the position of entity/term in a sentence. Similarly, SA and SI are

checking the sentence mood.

Table 3: List of syntactic patterns

Pattern Description Rule type

PA Entities/Term appearing after a preposition syntax

PB Entity/Term appearing before a preposition syntax

SG Entity/Term appearing in the subject group linguistic

PG Entity/Term appearing in the predicate group linguistic

OG Entities/Terms appearing in the object group linguistic

SA The sentence is affirmative linguistic

SI The sentence is interrogative linguistic

TT Term combination < term1 > < term2 > appears in a sentence syntax

TTSG Term combination < term1 > < term2 > appears in the subject group syntax, linguistic

TTOB Term combination < term1 > < term2 > appears in the object group syntax, linguistic

TTPB Term combination < term1 > < term2 > appears before a preposition syntax, linguistic

Introduce features of RBES
In a RBES, rules are used to represent and manipulate knowledge in a declarative manner. Over the

last decades, many expert systems have been proposed but many of them have a WHEN-THEN-like

format. Each rule specifies a relation, recommendation, directive, strategy or heuristic and has the

WHEN (condition) THEN (action) structure. Two examples are given below:

Example 1:

Document to match: “How to create a loop with Java?”

Rule: “Check if the text of the document contains a sentence with a NE of type LANGOOP.

Also, check if this entity appears after a preposition. Finally check if the sentence's mood is

interrogative.”

WHEN

PA contains “LANGOOP” and SI
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THEN

classify in “Category: Programming Language/OOP”

Example 2: “Check ”

Document to match: “Educational Games can be developed using Unity3D.”

Rule: “Check if the text of the document contains a sentence with the terms ‘Educational

Game’. Also, check if these terms appear in the subject or object group of the sentence.

Finally check if the sentence's mood is affirmative.”

WHEN

( SG or OG ) contains “Educational Game” and SA

THEN

classify in “Category: Game Genre/Educational Game”

When the condition part of a rule is satisfied, the rule is said to fire and the action part is executed.

Using RBES, rules are defined in a human-readable form, and at the same time, they can retain

machine interpretability.

Doing

Task 2.1: Match Rules to Document
Given the following documents  1, 2, and 3, please use the checkboxes to select the rules that match

their linguistic and syntactical structure.

● Document 1: “I have an error with my game loop.”

● Document 2: “I want to fix a bug in Java.”

● Document 3: “I love spending time in Java under the sun.”

Rule Value of
<term> or
<entity>

Rule matches
“Document 1”?

Rule matches
“Document 2”?

Rule matches
“Document 3”?

PA = <term> appears
after a preposition

“bug”

PA = <entity>
appears after a
preposition

“java”

PB = <term> appears
before a preposition

“bug”

PB = <entity>
appearing before a

“java”
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preposition

SG = <term>
appearing in the
subject group

“bug”

SG = <entity>
appearing in the
subject group

“java”

OG = <term>
appearing in the
object group

“bug”

OG = <entity>
appearing in the
object group

“java”

Task 2.2 Classify documents to categories
Given the categories (Programming Language, Software Bug, Java, and OOP Language), please

classify the documents 1, 2, and 3 (introduced above) into the corresponding categories. Please use

the below checkboxes to make your decision.

Programming
Language

Software Bug Java OOP Language

Document 1

Document 2

Document 3

Questions
- Are the offered features for classifying documents sufficient?

- Do you use another format for defining rules
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- Which RBES do you prefer?

- What are you missing?
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Evaluation 3: Walkthrough Experiment for SNERC Prototype

Introduction
In this evaluation, we present SNERC, a software supporting NER and rule-based DC in a knowledge

management portal called KM-EP. This portal has been implemented in several R&D projects. For

instance, it is used in the SensCare project, which provides tools to capture, analyze and store

information on emotional outputs. Another project implemented with KM-EP is the project Realizing

an Applied Gaming Ecosystem (RAGE) that was launched in 2015 and ended in 2019. This project

aims at supporting the development and marketing of serious games (SGs) - games for training,

motivating and educating players. KM-EP has an IR and a knowledge management system enabling

users to add, edit, and manage text documents from various domain sources on the Web. There is a

functionality for importing online discussions from social networks like Stack Exchange. These

discussions can then be classified manually into hierarchical categories using taxonomies.

SNERC is an extension of KM-EP that brings two new features for enabling NER and automated DC.

The NER feature relies on Stanford CoreNLP which is an open source product and a well known NLP

framework with a large set of NLP features. The DC feature is implemented using Drools, a RBES with

an easy to use interface and syntax for writing human readable rules. By integrating the Java library

of Drools in KM-EP, we can connect the Drools RBES with the NER system. This enables users to

formulate rules, not only by referring to specific terms found in the text document, but also by using

NEs that were previously recognized in our system.

This tutorial provides an illustrated walkthrough to train a new NER model. Also, steps for

automatically classifying online discussions using a RBES and features of NLP (like NER) are described.

Target Audience
The stakeholders of the ecosystem are different user groups and communities who will be affected

by and will be using the services and possibilities of the system developed and provided during the

project.

● researcher (groups) and experts,

● asset developers.

Researchers and experts may be experienced in ML-based NER and RBES for DC. So, they may want

to train a new NER model to perform NER in a particular domain. Also, they may want to use this

new NER system to support semantic text analysis for automated DC. On the other hand, applied

gaming software developers may want to group and classify similar text documents which are

imported in the ecosystem. Thus, they may need to write domain specific rules for automated DC

which are based on NEs and terms found in these documents. These target groups will be

empowered by SNERC to perform these tasks.

Prerequisites
● Recent web browser – Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome, ...

● Ecosystem Portal URL (Test Environment): https://studev4.fernuni-hagen.de:20380

Contact
Please contact ragesupport@ftk.de for bug reports and support.
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Introduce the domain corpus use in this tutorial
Our domain corpus was created using random Stack Overflow posts about popular  programming

languages, such as Java, C#, C++, COBOL, Pascal, etc. We will use this corpus to train a new NER

model for recognizing NEs related to object oriented programming (OOP) languages and procedural

programming (PROC) languages.

Our corpus is named "SNERC_tutorial_corpus.txt" and contains a plain text which was constructed

using the title and body of each selected post. Please click the following link to download and save

the corpus as we will use it in this tutorial.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cXVii0moC2OnOgOimrMiy3lRsaLkwAXe/view?usp=sharing

Login
Please point your web browser to the RAGE Ecosystem Portal URL

https://studev4.fernuni-hagen.de:20380/ and click the “LOGIN” button in the uppermost right

corner. Please enter the received credentials (username and password) in the corresponding form

fields and press the below “Login” button to connect.

After a successful login, the ecosystem will display the following page with a navigation menu.

This menu includes the functions Explore to search and browse the Ecosystem, Content to manage

text documents, create Assets, Publications, Presentations, Software and Taxonomies and assign

content materials to asset collections, and Archive allowing you to manage repositories and to

search them. Apps have entries for additional services, like "Stanford NLP NER" and “Stanford NLP

Classification” which are used in this tutorial. There is also an additional menu with your username

where you can edit your credentials or logout.
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Train a new NER model
To create a new NER model, please select “APPS > Stanford NLP NER > Model Definition”. This will

lead you to the “Stanford NLP NER Model Definitions” page where you can define various

parameters for training your NER model.

Please, click the “+ New Stanford NLP NER Model Definition” link to create a new model definition.

This definition will be added to the list of existing definitions.

Now, all the parameters for configuring and creating your new NER model can be entered in the

forms depicted below.

● The forms in the “Basic Parameters” tab correspond to the features for a) cleaning up your

domain corpus, b) selecting the data type of the corpus, and c) uploading the domain corpus

in the system.

● The forms in the “Named Entities” tab are used to define named entity categories (labels)

that will be used to automatically annotate the corpus with labels.

● The “Gazette list” tab is used to add external annotated data (from another domain) as

additional features for training the model. We will not use this tab in this tutorial.
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● The “Stanford NER Regex” tab is used for adding regular expressions for rule-based NER. This

can be seen as an extension of the NER system as it can serve at recognizing more specific or

complex NEs using rules. For instance, a rule can be defined to recognize the names Java 8,

Java 8.1.3 as NEs of the same type as Java.

● The forms in the “Training Properties” tab correspond to the Stanford CoreNLP-specific

parameters for model training using ML. All the ML parameters for model training can be

customized in this tab.

In the “Basic Parameters” tab, please enter the text “My new model definition” in the title field.

Then, check all the data cleanup options to remove code snippets, HTML tags and links from the

corpus. Finally, select "Plain Text" as the data dump format and click the “Create” button. This will

create a new definition while allowing you to upload a domain corpus to it as shown below.

Now click the “+Upload Data Dump” button and select the “Upload” tab. Choose the domain corpus

you have downloaded earlier and upload it in the system.
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This file will be added as a corpus to the newly defined NER model definition.

Now, our basic parameters are set. Please open the “Named Entities” tab to define the NE categories

(or labels) that will be used to automatically annotate our domain corpus. This annotated corpus will

be used later on for generating training and testing data. Since we want to recognize NEs

corresponding to OOP and PROC languages, we will use LANGOOP and LANGPROC as our NE

category names (or labels). Our NER system will be used to recognize the following languages: Java,

C#, C++, COBOL, and Pascal.

Click the “+New Category” button and enter each label in the "NE Category Name" field. Then click

the “+” button and enter the name of each programming language in the "NE Name" field and its

related synonyms in the "NE Synonyms" field. Click the “Save” button to save your entries. The result

will look as follows.
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You can click the “Show Definition Parameters” button to see all the parameters you set in the "NER

Model Definition" till now.

Please skip the “Gazette List”, “Stanford NER Regex” tabs and open the “Training Properties” tab to

see the Stanford CoreNLP CRF parameters5 for model training. We will keep all the default values of

these parameters as shown below.

5 https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/crf-faq.html
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Now, open the “Preview Model” tab to display the options to create a preview of the NER model.

Previewing a model means, first preparing this model by executing all the preliminary steps before

the model training and testing, then, second testing this model using a small set of annotated

training and testing data generated by the system.
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The “Create Model Preview” located on the left side of the “Preview Model” tab is used to execute

the model preview. The two other options  on the right of the page are used to customise the

preview. The first option “Number preview documents” defines the number of documents to be

selected in the initial corpus to execute the preview. The default value of 1000 means that 1000

documents (or lines) of the initial corpus will be annotated and used for previewing the model. The

second option “Percent testing lines” defines the percentage value for splitting the preview

documents into training and testing. The number 20 which is the default value means that 20% of

the annotated data will be used as testing data and the remaining 80% as training data.

SNERC allows the preparation of the NER model during the preview (in the “Preview Model” tab) and

training of the model (in the “Training Model” tab). We will not execute the preview in this tutorial as

our initial domain corpus is not too big.

Please skip this step and open the “Train Model” tab to train the NER model.
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The “Enable training with Cronjob” is needed for training a model with a large number of

documents. We can leave this option unchecked. Please click the “Prepare NER Model” button to

prepare the model.

SNERC will execute a set of preliminary steps on the initial domain corpus. First, it will clean up the

initial corpus based on our definition in the “Basic Parameters” tab. Then, the cleaned up corpus will

be splitted into sentences. Then, all the sentences which do not include the names and synonyms we

want to recognize will be ignored. Then, SNERC will generate a list of annotated tokens using the

standard BIO tags of the CoNLL 2002 annotation format. The resulting list of the annotated tokens

will be splitted to generate two training and testing based on the value of “Percent testing lines”.

Finally, SNER will prepare the new model and add it with the status “prepared” to the list of existing

models as shown below.
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The steps to create the NER model will be executed asynchronously using an already configured

Cronjob in KM-EP. Please wait 2 to 5 minutes until these steps are complete. After a successful

execution of the Cronjob, your newly created NER model will have the status “OK” in the list of NE

Models as shown below.

Please click on the “Edit” icon next to customize your new NER model and see other information like

the logs created by the Cronjob as shown below.
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● (1) You can change the name of the model

● (2) Choose this option to upload the model to the DC classifier server of SNERC.

● (3) You can extend your NER system by adding additional regex rules in the Stanford

RegexNER format.

● (4) Display the name of the newly created model using Stanford CoreNLP. You can choose to

delete this model and retrain again. In this case click the “Delete” button next to the name

and activate the ‘Set “prepared” status’ option to run the Cronjob.

● (5) and (6) are the generated files with the annotated tokens for testing and training. These

files can be downloaded, reviewed, and uploaded again to retrain the model using Cronjob.

You can also download the newly created model to your computer and use it in another system

supporting NER models trained with Stanford CoreNLP.

Please click the "Training Result" link to see the log output of the Cronjob as shown below.

You can see the summary of the executed steps, the execution time for model training, the number

of the processed documents, the number of NE and synonyms found in the domain corpus, and

finally the evaluation metrics precision, recall, and F1 values. You can always consult these values to

check the quality of your trained model until you are satisfied with the final result.

In the next section, we will see how to use a trained NER model to construct rules for classifying

Stack Overflow discussions into taxonomies available in KM-EP.

Classify Stack Overflow discussions using rules
KM-EP supports the import of dialog (text documents) from various social networks like Stack

Exchange. Each document can be manually classified into categories of already defined taxonomies.
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In this tutorial, you will demonstrate how rules based on features of linguistic analysis, syntactic

pattern matching, and NER can be applied to classify automatically a text document into KM-EP

taxonomies. Our SNERC feature for automated DC was implemented using the Drools RBES. Please

refer to Evaluation 2 to learn more about our concept of rule-based DC.

We define the following rules to automatically classify Stack Overflow discussions into taxonomies of

object oriented programming languages and software bugs available in KM-EP.

Rule Conditions (WHEN) Category (THEN) Rule is based on feature(s)

1 - The title contains a NE of type OOP
- This NE appears after a preposition

Example:
“Creating arrays in Java.”

Programming
Language/OOP

NER,
syntactic pattern matching,
linguistic analysis

2 - The title contains a NE of type OOP
- This NE appears in the subject group
of the title sentence.

Example:
“Java has an ArrayList object.”

Programming
Language/OOP

NER,
syntactic pattern matching,
linguistic analysis

3 - The title contains either the term
“bugs” or one of its synonyms
(“exception”, “issues”, “errors”)
- The title is a question

Example:
“How can I fix bugs?”

Question
Concern/Bug Fixing

syntactic pattern matching,
synonym detection,
regular expression,
linguistic analysis

The rules are defined as follows using Drools.

package server.engine.textanalysis;

rule "The title contains a NE of type OOP and this NE appears after a preposition"
when

$document: Document()
Sentence( entitiesAppearingAfterPreposition contains "LANGOOP" ) from $document.title.sentences

then
// classify into “Category: Programming Language/OOP”
$document.addCategory( "OOP", "http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#5e9031210ee0e" );

end

rule "The title contains a NE of type OOP and  it appears in the subject group of the title sentence."
when

$document: Document()
Sentence( entityAppearingInSubject == "LANGOOP" ) from $document.title.sentences

then
// classify into “Category: Programming Language/OOP”
$document.addCategory( "OOP", "http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#5e9031210ee0e" );

end

rule "The title contains one the terms 'bugs', 'exception', 'issues', or 'errors' and is a question"
when

$document: Document( title matches ".*(bugs|exception|issues|errors).*")
Sentence( interrogative ) from $document.title.sentences

then
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// classify into “Category: Question Concern/Bug Fixing”
$document.addCategory( "Bug Fixing", " http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#5e900f53e9ee7 " );

end

We will now show you how to add the rules to the system and use them to classify Stack Overflow

discussions into existing taxonomies in KM-EP.
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First, we will create a rule-set for DC and to perform some tests. This includes the creation of a

"Classifier Parameter Definition" with the following features:

● Defining rules for DC in a human readable format

● Assigning the a existing NER model and existing taxonomy categories

● Testing the NER model and classification rules with an testing input dialog

● Visualizing the results of NER and DC

We use the component “Classifier Parameter Definition Manager” to create and manage the

Classifier Parameter Definitions, used for the rule based SNERC classification system.

Open the “Classifier Parameter Definition Manager” from the menu with Apps → Stanford NLP

Classification.

Now create a new Classifier Definition for our tests with a click on “+ New Classifier”.
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A form to create a Classifier Definition comes up. First, enter a description like “<username>

Programming Language and Bug Classifier” into the title field.

Then extend the Parameters section with a click on the arrow next to “Parameters''. Now, you see a

text area called “Rules” which is used to enter Drools business rules to create a classification. We will

enter the rules defined previously:

package server.engine.textanalysis;

rule "The title contains a NE of type OOP and this NE appears after a preposition"
when

$document: Document()
Sentence( entitiesAppearingAfterPreposition contains "LANGOOP" ) from $document.title.sentences

then
// classify into “Category: Programming Language/OOP”
$document.addCategory( "OOP", "http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#5e9031210ee0e" );

end

rule "The title contains a NE of type OOP and  it appears in the subject group of the title sentence."
when

$document: Document()
Sentence( entityAppearingInSubject == "LANGOOP" ) from $document.title.sentences

then
// classify into “Category: Programming Language/OOP”
$document.addCategory( "OOP", "http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#5e9031210ee0e" );

end

rule "The title contains one the terms 'bugs', 'exception', 'issues', or 'errors' and is a question"
when

$document: Document( title matches ".*(bugs|exception|issues|errors).*")
Sentence( interrogative ) from $document.title.sentences

then
// classify into “Category: Question Concern/Bug Fixing”
$document.addCategory( "Bug Fixing", "http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#5e900f53e9ee7" );

end

Please copy this code into the Rules-area.
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When you scroll down, you see the additional parameters “Models” and “Taxonomy”. Under

“Models”, select the existing NER model “_NER Model for OOP” and choose the taxonomy called

“Serious Games Taxonomy”. Our classification rule set should now match the previously defined

conditions and assign the related categories. The categories are identified by their SKOS identifier,

e.g. "http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#5e9031210ee0e".

Now click on the Button “Create” to save the settings and create a new Classifier Definition object.

You will now be redirected back to the list of Classifier Definitions in the system.

Please click on the “Edit” button next to the object you’ve just created . The next step is to open the

Preview area. The first tab is called “Taxonomy”, where the selected “Serious Games Taxonomy“ can

be browsed. You can expand “Programming Language” and click on “OOP”. Now a box appears to the

right and you can see the “Persistent Identifier” we’re using in our rule.
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The next step is to click on the tab “Annotation Test”. You’ll see a form with the fields Title,

Keywords and Description.

The rules we have created for our walkthrough analyze the title of a document, so we can enter a

text in the “Title” text field to test/analyze our defined rule. For example, enter the sentence “How

can I fix bugs in java?” in the “Title” field and click the “Test” button. This will automatically open

additional tabs next to the “Annotation Test” tab, namely “Title Annotation” tab (to analyze the title

of the document), “Description Annotation” tab (to analyze the description of the document if

provided), and “JSON Output” tab (to see all annotations in a JSON format).

As our rules are based on the document title, please click the “Title Annotation” tab to examine the

features used by SNERC to classify the document using rules. It may take a few seconds to load the

NLP visualization graphs.
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The following results are shown in the SNERC report which helps the user to double check the

features used for classifying a text document automatically:

- Classification Report: SNERC displays the syntactic patterns detected in the title of the

example document, such as entities appearing after a preposition, sentence is interrogative,

etc.. These features were used to construct the classification rules. Also, the persistent

identifiers of the categories “OOP” and “Bug Fixing” are displayed in the report.

- Part-of-Speech: SNERC displays the detected tokens and their POS tags detected in the

example document. The user can refer to this information to optimize its rules.

- Named Entity Recognition: The recognized domain NEs (e.g. Java) and their labels

(LANGOOP) are also displayed. The document classification manager of SNERC relies on the

NER Model(s) assigned to the rule definition to extract information about NEs.

- Basic Dependencies: The linguistic dependencies between various part-of-speeches found in

the example document are also displayed. The user can also refer to this information to

optimize the rules.

- Sentiment: The result of the SNERC sentiment analyzer. This feature was not used in our

example rules but can be very useful in other rules.

After reviewing the features available in SNERC, we can now apply our previously defined rules to

classify a set of text documents from the Stack Overflow social network. The following Stack

Overflow Posts have already been imported into KM-EP.
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StackOverflow ID Title Categories to detect

40471 What are the differences between a
HashMap and a Hashtable in Java?

Programming Language/OOP

795160 Java is NEVER pass-by-reference,
right?…right? [duplicate]

Programming Language/OOP

2675133 C# Ignore certificate errors? Question Concern/Bug Fixing

32231360 Catching SQL errors in JAVA? Programming Language/OOP,
Question Concern/Bug Fixing

StackOverflow posts are imported into KM-EP in the form of “Dialog” objects. Please click the menu

item “CONTENT > Dialog” to see the list of the already imported dialogs. Please select from the list

the dialog with the id “4” (Catching SQL errors in JAVA?) and click the “Edit” button. We will use our

defined rules to automatically classify this dialog into categories of existing taxonomies in KM-EP.

Open the list of taxonomies under “Categorization” and select “Serious Games Taxonomy”. This

taxonomy includes categories about programming languages and bugs. Under “Select Classifier”

select the classifier object “<username> - Programming Language and Bug Classifier”.
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Please wait a few seconds to SNERC classify the dialog to the taxonomy categories “OOP” and “Bug

Fixing” automatically.

To save this classification in the database, please click “Save Assignment”. This will persist the

assignment of the dialog to the taxonomy categories in the KM-EP database. The next time you will

try to edit this classification, the dialog will be prepopulated with the classification stored in the
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database.  Finally, you can click on “Classification Report” to see the details of the automatic

classification of SNERC as shown earlier.

Now you have completed this walkthrough by training a new NER model, creating classification rules

and applying them to classify on a StackOverflow post automatically.

Logout

Now our tutorial is done. You are free to use the system and play around as you like. When you’re

done click on the menu with your username and click “Sign out”.
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Questions
Please choose your answer in the radio buttons below the questions.

Usability

● This tool’s capabilities meet my requirements.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Strongly agree disagree

● Using this tool is a frustrating experience.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Strongly agree disagree

● This tool is easy to use.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Strongly agree disagree

● I have to spend too much time correcting things with this tool.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Strongly agree disagree

Usefulness

● It helps me be more effective.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Strongly agree disagree

● It helps me be more productive.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Strongly agree disagree

● It is useful.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Strongly agree disagree
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● It gives me more control over the activities in my work.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Strongly agree disagree

● It makes the things I want to accomplish easier to get done.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Strongly agree disagree

● It saves me time when I use it

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Strongly agree disagree

● It meets my needs.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Strongly agree disagree

● It does everything I would expect it to do.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Strongly agree disagree

User Interface

● All SNERC-components work fast.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Strongly agree disagree

● The user interface feels good.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Strongly agree disagree
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● Buttons, images, and texts are in the right position.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Strongly agree disagree

● Enough information and explanations are presented.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Strongly agree disagree

● The images and icons look good.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Strongly agree disagree

Tutorial Quality

● The tutorial is well written.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Strongly agree disagree

● The tutorial helps me to know how to use SNERC for NER and DC.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Strongly agree disagree

● I spent a lot of time reading the tutorial.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Strongly agree disagree

● I don’t need the tutorial.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Strongly agree disagree

● I only used the tutorial when I had trouble with SNERC.
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7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Strongly agree disagree

● I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with SNERC

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Strongly agree disagree

NER features of SNERC

NER Model Definition Manager

● I spent a lot of time testing the NER Model Definition Manager.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Strongly agree disagree

● The NER Model Definition Manager guided me through the process of training a custom NER

model.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Strongly agree disagree

● I need more flexibility for customizing the training pipeline.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Strongly agree disagree

● The Stanford CoreNLP based pipeline is a sufficient basis.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Strongly agree disagree

● The “Preview” feature is helpful to get short round trips, while customizing parameters.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Strongly agree disagree

DC features of SNERC
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Classification process

● The process to define rules for document classification is intuitive.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Strongly agree disagree

● I was able to define a rule to classify a Stack Overflow dialog automatically

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Strongly agree disagree

● I was able to use features of NER, syntactic patterns, and linguistic analysis to define my

rules.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Strongly agree disagree

● Reporting and visualization features to analyze the classification of a text document are

helpful.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Strongly agree disagree

● I would dare to write my own classification rules.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Strongly agree disagree

● The classification speed is fast.

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Strongly agree disagree
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Improvements

● Which functions or aspects are lacking in the current solution in your opinion? Do you have

ideas for improvements or alterations of SNERC?

● Do you think the support materials (manuals, tutorials, etc.) are sufficient? If not, what is

missing?
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Solutions of Evaluation 1 and 2

Task 1.1: Data Processing (Clean up)

Document Remove Code
Tags

Remove HTML Remove URL

For-each over an array in
<a href=”#”>JavaScript</a>

No Yes Yes

Are there any coding standards for
JavaScript? <code>...if … else ...</code>

Yes No No

Parse an HTML string with
<bold>JS</bold>

No Yes No

Remove the
<style=”text-color:#ff0000”>?</style>at
the end of this C sharp code
<code>...player.run();?</code> to solve
your compilation error?

Yes Yes No

Task 1.2: Data Processing (Data annotation)

Token NE Category Name

This O

limitation O

found O

in O

your O

Java B-LANGFUNC

Script I-LANGFUNC

code O

is O

also O

found O

in O

Java B-LANGOOP

and O

C B-LANGOOP
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sharp I-LANGOOP

5.0 I-LANGOOP

, O

C# B-LANGOOP

5.0 I-LANGOOP

and O

the O

latest O

COBOL B-LANGPROC

Version O

Task 2.1: Document Classification

Condition Match Document 1? Match Document 2? Match Document 3?

PA matches “bug” no no no

PA matches “java” no yes yes

PB matches “bug” yes yes no

PB matches “java” no yes no

SG matches “bug” no yes no

SG matches “java” no no yes

OG matches “bug” yes no yes

OG matches “java” no yes no

Programming
Language

Software Bug Java OOP Language

Document 1 no yes no no

Document 2 yes yes yes yes

Document 3 no no no no
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